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This is the second and final report_on West Virginia's Community Work
Experience Program (CWEP)i a statewide initiatiVe that requires able-bodied
tedipients of the Aid to FamilieS With Dependent Children (AFDC) program to
perform public service in exchange for welfare payments.. _ This study is
Part of MDRC's large multi=state Demonstration of State Work/Welfare
Initiatives; Other states in_this projeot include Arkansas, California,
Illinoisi Maine, Maryland, New Jersey and Virginia.

The Demonstration of State Work/Welfare Initiatives has been a unique
opportunity for MDRC to work closely with a number of states to evaluate
their employment programs. At the same time, MDRC hat been able to examine
a subject of national as well_as state concern: the critical relationship
betWeen work and welfare dependency. Addressing state iasues in a manner
that benefits policy at many levels is a challenge that MDRC has been
privileged to undertake.

Thia _demonstration also. documents _an important_ Shift in Program
reSponaibility away from the federal government to the states. _The Studies
evalUate the initiatives states themselves chose_to implement Under the
PetiViSion6 of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 19814 in Whieh they
redeived authority for the first time to operate community WOrk_Experience
Ptogeamt (CwEP) for recipients of AFDC and to streamline the adMiniatration
Of_their Work Incentive (WIN) systems; Because State8 reSponded to these
oPtiOna in different ways, the_demonstration is ntit built ArOUnd a single
mOdel. _Rather, the initiatives represent some _of the majoe Variations
being tried in this country and span a range of local ecOnOMid Conditions
and AFDC program provisions;

Moat States receive two research reports over the_course of_the deMOn=
steation. The first report for West Virginia covered issues Of itOlementa-
tion and darly_participation; This second _apd_final toport_updatee that
information and presents CWEPts impacts on employment and welfare redeipt
as Well aS_ tho costs and _benefits of the prograM. The _teboet hab
particular itpOrtance for_two reasons; Firsti_it looks separately at_the
WeSt Virginia program's effects on two groups:_ the mostly female AFDC
recipientti and the primarily male AFDC-U_population, Sed-ondi_it studies a
relatiVely pure form of CWEP -- or workfare -7 as it was iMpleMented in a
state with an unusually high unemployment rate during the paeiod of
research.

MDRC cOUld not have conducted this_demonstration vithOut_the SuppOrt
of The FOrd Foundationi which provided:funds for the planning_stage and for
the evaluation_activities of the participating states, matching an ego].
investment Of State or other local resources.This type of funding arrange=
went is anothet Significant aspect of the demonstration. In west vieginiai
the Claude Worthington Benedum Foundation provided resources both to MDRC
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and the State of West Virginia to allow an unusual test of CWEP for AFDC-U
recipients;

Throughout the course of the Demonstration of State Work/WeIfare
Initiatives1 MDRC has been gratified by the sustaived commitment of the
participating states and foundations and their interest in the findings.
It is our hope that the process and results of this demonstration have
contributed to informed decision-making and will ultimately lead to the
development and operation of even more effective programs designed to
increase the self-sufficiency of welfare recipients.

JUdith M. Gueron
Préaident



EXECUTIVE-SUMMkRY

This is tho second and final report on a three-year evaluation of West

Virginia's Community Work Experience PrOgram (CWEP), a statewiCe initiative

operated by the Department of HUMen Services, that requires public service

in exchange for welfare payments by Able-bodied recipients of Aid to

ninnies with Dependent Children (AFDC). CnP, Often called workfare, is

operated for both single-parent AFDC faMily heads (primarily mothers) and

heads Of two-parent families (primarily fathers) in the smaller Unemployed

Parent (AFDC--U) category;

Overall, the findings of this study indidate that the state succeeded

in ita principal objective: providing a SUbetential number of welfare

recipienta with productive, long-term work experience -- with the aim to

maintain skills and morale -- in a labor market Suffering one of the

highest uneMployment rates in the nation.

For the AFDC women, this meant that mothers withOUt Child-care

barriers participated in CWEP at rates equal to or better than those found

in earlier mandatory work experience programs, althOUgh participation was

far frOM universal. Worksite assignments could continue fOr as long as

recipienta received welfare (and in some Oases laSted tor years), but

participants Said that they liked their jobs and found a work reqUirement

fair. (The feet that Work schedules were arranged around schocil houra and

that sanctiOning Wee almost never used may partly account fOr this Viet-4.)

As expected by ppbgtiam planners, CWEP for AFDC women did not lead td Shy

net savings in public expenditures and in part because of the stateta

1 0



poor labor market -=-,; did not increase unsubsidized eMOloyment. There were,

however, small welfare savings.

For the AFDC=q ten, the state succeeded in implementing a participa=
tion requirement and, in a specially-funded effort in one group of
counties, reached the ptObable upper limits of partidipation in a workfare

program for AFDC-Us. In these counties -- where the Caseload participation

rate reached almost TO percent -- participants displayed high levels of

prOductivity and, like the women) expressed satisfaction With the work-for-

benefita approach. CWEP operating costs for AFDC-U partidipants were even

lOWer than for the women; HOwever, less information is aVailable about

CWEP's emPlOyment and welfare effects on the AFDC-U group.

This evaluation of West Virginia's employment initiatiVe it one of a

mmber being conducted in several states by the Manpower Demonstration

Researeh Corporation (MDRC). In its multi-site Demonstration of State

WOrk/Welfare Initiatives, launched in 1982 after federal legialation gave

stataa the option to experiment With different policy approadhes (including

workfare), MDRC is examining eight state employment programs in depth and

three others in a less intensiVe faahion. The demonstration iS funded by

The Ford FoUndation, participating Statea and local philanthropid organi-

zationS. The Claude Worthington BenedUM Foundation was instrumental in

providing resources for the West Virginia evaluation.

Begun in early 1982, West Virginia'S large-scale CWEP program operated

first only few AFDC-U men and was later eXtended (in July 1983) to AFDC

women. The- State's version of workfare merita particular attention bedaute



the concept has been impleMehted in a relatively "pure" form, operating tti

nearly the fun extent autheriZed under the Omnibus Budget Reconciliatien

Act (OBRA) of 1981. The peogeat was run in every county; the entire AFDC=U

and AFDC WIN-mandatory caseload6 were eligible (i.e., all fathers or all

mothers with school-age children); during the period of the research; work

was required for the maxiMUM allowable monthly hours, equal to the Welfare

benefit divided by the $3.35 MiniMum-wage rate; and the work obligation

labted for as long as recipients received a welfare check. (In July 1985,

the requirement was reduced to 80 percent Of the welfare benefit divided by

the tiniMum wage.) Throughout this report, working in a CWEP job is

classified as program participation and not ebbleVment. Only unsubsidized

jobs are counted in the various measure8 Of employment that appear in the

impact analyses.

In Oracticei the program was liMited in its CWEP assignments by

resources and program philosophy. FOr the men, resources were only avail-

able tO Cover transportation stipends fer approxiMately 40 percent of the

state's AFDD=U caseload except in counties that redeiVed special demonstra-

tiOn flinding For the women, program guidelines stipulated that work

shoUld not interfere with child-care responsibilities. Staff thus tried to

confine Werk hours for the mothers to times when their children were in

school, and also had wide latitude to grant exemptions. (West Virginia

CWEP did hot initially provide child-care assiStance.)

The ClIETHStUdti-bf-ArZCs

Separate reSearch agendas were set for evaluating CWEP for AFDCs and

AFDC=Us; the different research designs are shown in Figure 1. For the

x- 12



FIGURE 1

WEST VIRGINIA

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE AFDC AND AFDCU STUDIES

Charecteriatida AFDC

Target Group

AFDC U

Primarily women (mandatory
WIN registrants: onethird
of AFDC caseload)

Existing Program Statewide CWEP

Program Evaluated Statewide CWEP

Research Focue Measure impacts and
costs of CWEP

Research Design Random assignment

Study Sample 75% of target group in
8 of 27 areas

Funding Regular CWEP funding

Pritérily men (all AFDCUJ

Statewide CWEP

Spetitil "SlitUration" effort

Meapurt_featibilitit and
COStt of saturation

Comparitbn Of -Braes

100% Of target group in
8 of 27 flraäs

Four_compariton
regutar CWEP funding --
Cote ftiO 40% of caseload

Four saturation areas:
special UnLiMited slot
funding



AFDCs, a large=scale Study determined in a rigorous fashion whether CWEP

increased unsubsidized employment and reduced welfare receipt. Under thiS

research design, women with school-age children, the legally mandatory AFDC

group, were assigned on a random basis to either an experimental or a

control group. Experimentals *,-ould participate in CWEP; controls were

excluded. Because randomization ensured that the two groups would be

similar in demographic and background characteristics, differences between

the groups in average employment or welfare receipt over time could be

confidently attributed to the workfare treatment. The reliability of

impact results for women is therefore the key feature of the AFDC study of

CWEP.

The CWEP Study of AFDC=Us

In the study for AFDC=U mcnt the research examined a somewhat differ-

ent policy question. special fUnding from the Benedum Foundation had made

expanded CWEP participation possible in selected areas that allowed a

demonstration to be fielded to test the feasibilitY of CWEP "saturation,"

or making the work=for-benefits requirement a reality for as many in the

AFDC-U caseload as possible. This special demonstration afforded a unique

look at one possibility for restructuring pUblic assittanee for heads of

two-parent families namely, making public aid a two-way obligation in

which monetary support would no longer be an entitlement but rather would

be provided by society in exchange for reCipients' work in the community.

Since the child-age exemption does not apply to two-parent heads, nearly

all of the AFDC-U men could be covered by such an Obligation.

This vision of public assistance is predicated on the prOvition Of

1 4-x.-



sufficient numberS Of long-term work positions in pUblic or private non-

profit agencies == jOba that are not "make-work" bUt in-Stead encourage good

work habits and keep up a work history while baking a productive contribu-.

tion to the COMmUnity. Questions of scale Vete paramount in the AFDC-U

study: What Vat the maximum work slot availability; the ataff capacity for

assignment dik: tonitoring; the upper limit Of odadload participation; the

cost of operatiOnS; the duration and quality of Work; the productivity of

participants; the ektent of financial sanctions to atatite compliance?

Answers to these qUeations required that the test be CondUcted on an'

area-wide basis to Obtain accurate information on prograt participation and

cost. The demonstratibn thus constitutes a feasibility teat of CWEP

operated at its maximum scale for the small but important AFDC=U portion of

the welfare caseload.

Context helped to shape the nature of the demonstration, for several

background factors made the state a unique setting for workfare. West

Virginia is largely rural and has had high structural and cyclical Unemploy--

ment for years. Staff noted that if residents were not poor; chantes were

good that some of their neighbors were. Subsidized jobs prOgrams and

welfare were facts of life) and the state had for more than two dedades

built considerable institutiOnal experience in running work programs f-OP
1.;

men. There was also a significant demand for subsidized workers; given

stringent state fiscal conditions. For these reasons, other states ==; with

different institutional histories or economiC circumstances -- may have

different experiences in operating mandatory workfare for men.

15-XII-



CWEP Participant Attitudea-and-Worksite Productivity

The important issues of participant productivity and perceptions of

the fairness of the work requirement were addressed using questionnaires

administered at worksites to a random sample of 94 CWEP participants (60

men and 34 women) and their supervisors. At the time of the interviews,

the sampled male CWEP participants had been in jobs for an average of 35

weeks; females, 13 weeks; Major findings include:

The_majority of supervisoral and an even greater proportion of
participantsi stated that the work made i Valuable and usually
necessary contribution to the, sponsoring agency.

Mere than half of the supervisors_rated Participant productiv-
ity as equal to or greater than tbit of new regular employees;

Few participants acquired neu skilla at the worksitei primar-
ily because most had the necessary ones to perform tbe work
when they started; Skills improvement Was dehfined to a small
group;

The work-for-benefits requirement was generally perceived as
fair by both men and women.

.

All but three of the 94 respondents understood that their welfare

grants were conditioned on the work requirement. Nevertheless, the great

majority expressed job satisfaction and thought that work in return for

their welfare checks was fair. However, most participanta believed that

the worksite sponsor had the better end of the bargain financially when it

came to the work performed.

CWEP FOR AFDCs

The CWEP study for AFDCs was conducted in nine Witt Virginia areas,

covering 21 counties and 44 percent of the state's AFDC cases. Random

assignment of the existing caseload and new registrants began in July 1983

16



and continued through April 1984, yielding a research sample Of 3 694,

split roughly in half between the experimental and control groups. Most

sample members (90 percent) were white; half (47 percent) Were divorce6 or

widowed; and half (54 percent) had neither a high school diploma nor its

equivalent. While only experimentals were assigned to CWEP, both groups

could, in theory, participate in any other state-offered employment activi-

ties such as job search, education or training. In practice, these were

rarely assigned.

Rram Particication

About one=quarter of all AFDC experimentals worked at some
point in CWEP poSitions during a nine-month follow=up.

In West Virginia, although only 24 percent of all AFDC experimentals

worked in CWEP positions within nine months of random assignment, participa=

tion increased over time. It reached 33 percent for the earliest group of

enrollees by the 15=month mark. Among other states in MDRC's demonstra=

tion, participation in a work experience component -- run as a second OP

later component == has never surpassed 18 percent. This is partially

because West Virginia's programmatic fodua on work experience was unique.

Most programs in other states provided work experience only after upfront

job search so that, while participation was higher overall in the whole

sequence of program activities, it was lower in work experience.

Sanctioning was seldom used in West Virginia (for under 2 percent of

the AFDC sample). The rates for experitentals and controls were almost

identical, indicating that financial penaltiet vteee not used as a tool to

enforce participation.
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CWEP assignments were often lengthy, although participation
was neither fulF-tiMe nor continuous

It is important to remember that worksite assignments were not expect-

ed to be full-time; the number Of required work hours was limited by the

size of the grant, and, for the women, averaged 53 hours for each month

they were assigned to CWEP. However, CWEP was meant to be an ongoing work

obligation, and the West Virginia program offered the opportunity to

examine how long AFDC women would participate, given this requirement;

(Before CWEP's authorization in 1981, the existing Work Component run by

the national WIN Program was for the most part liMited to 13 weeks.)

While it was not possible to f011OW 611 registrants indefinitely, a

Special sample of early parttcipants was tracked foe eldSe to three years.

ThiS group averaged 11 months at a CWEP vorksite. One fifth of the aaniple

Was still working at the end of the follow-up.

Work was, however, by no means continuous. Partidipation dro00ed by

half during the summer months for one subsample, r.eflecting the Sensitivity

Of program operators to the mothers' need to care foe their children when

sehool was out:

AMOCI-IMBeets on Employment and Welfare Receipt

Impacts for the women were estimated by subtl.acting the Outcomes

averaged fbe controls from those averaged for all experimentalS ;.;= CWEP

participants and nonparticipants alike -- over a utifdeM f011OW.;u0 period.

sample Members with zero earnings or zero welfare paymetts weee indlUded in

the caleulatinnt of aVerage earnings and welfare dollars.

Data on employment and earnings were obtained from the WeSt Virginia

18



Unemployment Insurance (UI) SyStet for ail sample members for a minitUt Of

18 months from the date of rands:it assignment. Automated AFDC payment

ledgers provided information on benefit receipt for a minimum of 21 montha.

Data quality was generally gdeid, but each group's average employment ratet

and earnings are probably underettimated (by as munh as one-third) because

wages from jobs in neignnotiing states and in certain occupatioh8 aria nbt

reported to the West Virginia UI system. Therefore, any impacts oh

employment and earnings would aft be Underestimated in this study. As it

turned out, measured experimentaltontrol differentials were consistently

so small that possible bias was not an important consideration for

interpretation of the results.

CWEP had no ahort-term impacts on the employment or earnings
of ALFBC women.

Table 1 and Figure 2 present the overall impact estimates for AFDCs.

Employment and earnings levels of experimental and control groups were

Almost identical: 22;7 percent of controls were employed at some point

during the 18-month follow-up, while 22.3 percent of experimentals were

also employed. Earnings from quarters 2 through 6 averaged $712 for

controls and $713 for experimentals. As shown in the figure, quarter-by-

quarter employmnnt rates for both groups followed sitilar paths.

Small reductions in welfare_receipt M. the women were evident
at the end of the 21=month follow-up period.

A statistically significant reduction in the proportion of AFDC experi-

mentalS reCeiving welfare did occur, but not until the SeVenth (and last)

quarter of follow-up. At that point, welfare receipt was down by 2.8 per-

centage points from the control group mean of 60.7 percent. In this same

quarter, welfare payments were lower by $16 per experimental, a 4.7 percent

19



TABLE 1

SUMMARY OF PROGRAM IMPACTS FOR THE AFDC SAMPLE

_0_u_t_mmmm_wmA__Folkow-Up Period Ezperimentats Con_tr_otDiff9rence
Ever Employed, Quarters 2 - 6 (%) 22.3 227 -0.4

Ever Employed_ 1%)
Quarter of Random Assignment 6.4 9;2 -0;8Quarter 2 -9.2 8.9 -0.8Quarter 3 10.9 11.2 -0.3Quarter 4 12.0 13.1 -1.0
Quarter 5 12.7 13.8 -1.1Quarter 6 13.4 13.8 -0 4.

Average Total Earnings, Quarters 2 == 6 (S) 712.51 712.20 +0.32

Average Total Earnings_10 _

Quarter mf Random Assignment 89.47 73.32 - 3.83
Quarter 2 100.56 _94.55
Quarter 3 133.08 112.21 +20;87Quarter 4 146.00 154;66 - 6.66Quarter 5 162;46 173.19 -10.73
floarte_r6 168.42 _177_._59 - 9=1_7

EVer Received Any AFOC Payments,
Quarters 1 - 7 (%) -; 96.8 96.0 +0.9

Ever Received Any AFDC Payments (I)
Querter of Random Assignment 84.2 93;2 +1.0Quarter 2 87.6 86.7 +0.9Quarter 3 78.0 79.0 -1.0Quarter 4 70.9 72.5 -1.5Quarter 5 65.5 67;8 -2.3
Quarter e 61.8 83.5 -1.7
A.ur_ter 7 57.8 60.2

Average Total AFDC Payments
Received, Quarters 1 - 7 (1) 2681;37 2721.40 -40.03

Average AFDC Payments Received ($)
Quarter of Random Assignment 452.44 449.38 + 3.C6
Quarter 2 459.36 453.75 + 5.06
Quarter 3 410.61 412.52 - 1.61
Quarter 4 369.70 376.69 -_6.99Quarter 5 335.96 350.84 -14.89*
Quarter 0 328;52 337.47 - 9.96

_Dms_r_t_er 7 324,77 340.75

Sample Size 1845 1834

SOURCE: See Table 5.1.

NOTES: Employment and earnings impacts cover a period of 15 Menthe beginning
with the_quarter_efter the quarter Of PondOM designment. Welfare impacts cover a 21
month period inetedieg the quarter of random assignment.

_The earninge_and AFDC payments data inctude zero values for semple
members not employed and for sampte membere het reCeiving welfare.

A two-tailed t-test was applied to ezperimental-controt differences.
Statistical significance levels are indicated as: * = 10 perdent: ** = 5 percent; **
= 1 percent.
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reduction from the control group level of $341.

RecipiehtS from less rural areas or thOse With a high school diploma

or a shorter welfare tenure accounted fOr MOSt of these overall benefit

reduCtienS; these women generated welfare Savings of from 3 to 10 percent.

Additional'data for early sample members, however, suggest that overall

welfare savings may not persist beyond the two-yese follow-up point.

AFDC: -13epefitm *Ind --Costs

The benefit=dost analysis of CWEP for men compares the programIS

operating and suPport -costs to changes in the women s earnings and paytent6

from welfare or other transfer programs. The value of the Odds and

services the women produced in their CWEP positions is also considered.

The analysis it confined to program effects that can be valued in dellara.

"Net" figures repreSent the difference between the average for experii=;

mentalS and the AVerage for controls.

Gains and lOsSes are projected over a time horizon of fiVe years feoth

sample entry; ThUS$ the oVerall results reflect a number of key assUmp=

tions about the Period after data collection, although a special SUrVey Of

participation reberds updated information for a sample Of early

participants alftost tO the three-year mark.

Lengthy Work tasignmenta -- combined with productivity levels
equal tO Or eUrptabing those of regular employees ==. led to
substantial Value of CWEP oUtput for AFDC:5i

Supervisors interviewed in the CWEP jobs judged the women to be, on

average, slightly more prOdUCtiVe than regular employees; For experimental

registrants, the value of output pot CWEP participant averaged $3,400 over

the five-year projection period, reflecting an average of 14 months spent



in part-time Jobs; Since only a fraction of the experimental sample

Actually participated, the value of output was $903 pee ei0erimental.

Tbelcosts 0: CWEP administration and tranaportation stipends
were the prindipal costs of the_ prograM,_ Title XX child-careallowances =;--= available a year after the research began --
contributed leat to the total;

Over the full five-year period, the average geoss Cost of the program

Mr an AFDC participant &mounted to $1-327; Of thia totali $556 went for

program administration. Transportation stipends of $25 Per Mcinth were paid

to participants assigned 40 or more hours (and $15 per Month to other

participants) and averaged $402. Of the remainder, $214 Vent to Title XX

dhild-care allowances, While staff time spent dealing With noncompliance

came to only $10 per particip&nt.

When these figures are restated as net costs per experimental, the

tOtel cost of the program was estimated to be $260; with $127 gbing to CWEP

operations and $91 to transportation. The balance was childdare and other

-costa.

CWEP dld not lead td any financial gains for the Welfare
recipients;

Table 2 shows the results of the benefit-cost analysis from three-

perspedtives: the welfare recipients, government budgets, and the publid at

large. From the point of view of recipients, the lack of earnings gains MI1 OM

plus., only modest welfare reductiona and other expenses led to a

five-year loss of $84 for this group.

AS antioipated by state officialsvCWEP Coat rather than saved
Money for government budgeta. HOWeVeri when the value of
goods and services produced by CWEP workera Is factored ihi
the public at large clearly gained;

From the strictly limited Viewpoint of government budgets, Welfare



TABLE 2

AFDC: ESTIMATED BENEFITS AND LOSSES PER EXPERIMENTAL OVER FIVE YEARS

_

Component o Analysis WeLfore Sample
Government

Budget

Government Budget
Flue_

Vattid Of Dia,Josit

Total Benefit& $160 $98 $98

Total Losses 244 267 267

Value of Output
903

Net Gain of. Loss $84 $169 $734

SOURCE: Tables 6.7 and 6.8



Strfings and reductions in other transfer prbgtiam payments were not SUM-
eieht to cover the costs of CWEP. The loss te gOVernment budgets over fiVe

years was $169 pet experimental;
When CWEP output is added to the btdget

effect, however, the result becomes positiVe. The net gain to the public

was $734 per experimental.

The AFDC-U study vas conducted in eight of the nine AFDC experimental

areas. Four of these areas, covering nine countieS and 20 percent of the

State's AFDC-U caseload, were selected for waatUration" participation,

While four others were designated as comparison areas.

The saturation effort began on March 1, 1983, and between that date

and the end of April 19840 virtually all of the AFDC=11 caseload in the

study areas was entered into the research sample. The sample total was

5,630 AFDC-U registrants: 20798 in saturation areas and 2,832 in comparison

areas. Nearly all were white, 93 percent were male, and the AVerage age

was 31 years The mean amount Of completed schooling was under 10 and

one-half years;

AFDC-U: Program farticipation

Four months after the saturation effort begsno_partiCipationhid increased dramatically, Peaking at almost VO_percent ofthe caseload monthly. _GiVen the especially_favorable_circul=
Stances in West Virginia) this may be the highest letielpossible in a workfare prograM run for AFDC-Us.

The Percent of on-board regiStrants participating monthly 1168 been

proposed as an appropriate measure to use in setting national gUidelines

for program performance. In the Saturation areas, the highest level of
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participation was reached in June of 1983; when 69 percent of all AFDC-U

registrants were in CWEP positions. For the months that followed, caseload

participation rateS were between 59 and 65 percent.

It is important to note that several factora in bleat Virginia acted

together to facilitate CWEP participation, and in other states or

localities where these same conditions do not eXiat == Such a high rate

is unlikely. West Virginia had access to special demOnStration funding;

the welfare agency operating the program had a strong staff, experienced in

running work programs; the target population did not resent 6 work

reqUirement; and a demand for subsidized labor already oxiated. The

teSting ground was almost ideal for determining CWEP's maximum scale for

AFDC-Usi who as heads of two-parent families; did not have child=care

tonatraints on participation, as did the AFDC women. (The Maximum

partiCipation rate for AFDC women would almost certainly be lower.)

That West Virginia reached its maximum level == i.e., there were

Virtually no more potential CWEP candidates -- was confirmed by a Study of

Program records. It found that nOnOarticipants had generally not been

passed over by the prograM. In some cases, worksites were nOt available

where and when they were needed, and men were awaiting assignment. A feW

Were eMployed; and others had grantt too small for the monthly work hi:A.1ra

to be attractive to wrksite sponsors. Discretionary exemptions were alSo

granted for geographic remoteness, poor health, or other reasons.

Saturation areas had a higher sanctioning rate overall than comparison

areas (6 percent versus 3 percent). But wide variation was evident by

area, although there was no clear correlation, either positive or negative,

between sanctioning and participation rates. The area with the highest
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participntion had One a the lowest sanctioning rates.

Worksite_partioiOation was not only long, but for the most
part continuous.

The early saturation Sample vas tracked for 18 months to estimate the

duration of CWEP participation. Most participants started their woeksite

assignments within six months of entering the sample, and three-quarters of

participants worked in a CWEP position for more than three months; over

one-third (35 peetent) Were still participating at the end of 18 months. A

special survey of 1,6coeds thoWed that, at about the three-year mark, 12

Percent were still working.

Ongoing participation Was more the rule for the men than the women;

and was greater in the saturatioft areas. Four out of five saturation

AFDC-Us who started in a CWEP jeb and remained on welfare were still in

their positions a year, latee. They worked, on average, 66 hours per month

in their part=time jobs; feW men were assigned for less than 40 hours

monthly.

Emolovment and Welfare Experiences

The priority of studying program scale for

in the scope and reliability of the impact and

rigorous experimental design was not possible

the men forced trade-offs

benefit-cost research. A

-- only an area-to-area

comparison -- since the designation of contra groups in eadh demonstration

area woad have diluted the intent to provide CWEP to as many people in the

AFDC-U caseload as possible; Comparison area designs are generally

problematic but the current study had particularly severe challenges. For

example, while the AFDC experiment was a straightforward comparison -- a



no=CWEP group was compared to a group receiVing Sbite MEP -- the AFDC-U

study compared some CWEP to more CWEP, and had ho unserved group for

baseline comparison.

Mbre importantly, area comparisons were elbuded by differences in

labor marketS and local program management practiceS differences that

could distort impact estimates. And, be0aUSe all Saturation areas bordered

oo other Stateb, cross-state commutation to work was coMMOn and greater in

the saturation than the comparison areas. (As noted earlier, earnings from

these jObs and from work in certain occupations are not reported to the

west viegibit n System.) Employment and earnings averages are therefore

probably underestimated, and impacts are also likely to be biased in a

negative direction.

Program planners had only limited hopes that CWEP _could
increase employment and earningsi given the job scarcity ih
West Virginia, Detign problems prevented a reliable test of
this expectation. There 'mai howeveri some evidence of
welfare savings in the saturation areas.

None of the officials or senior staff who designed the program

believed that CWEP WOUld have a significant effect on the unsubsidized

employment of the AFDC-U caseload. Most felt that the great majority of

recipients did not like being on welfare and would take jobs if they were

available. /n fact, hb eMployment or earnings gains were found for the

men; Measured employmeht was similar in both the saturation and comparison

samples, although earnings were lower in the saturation areas by 7-3

percent, not a statistically Sighifidant difference.

Although data peel:oleos suggest that both employment and earnings may

have been higher in the saturation areab than indicated in these estimates,

the absence of impacts iS dontittent With studies of other state AFDC-U



work initiatives in the OBRA environment. In programs studied with experi-

mental designs, low-cost services did not measurably improve the outcomes

of program participants; large numbers of AFD041 controls appeared to be

motivated and capable of finding jobs on their own.

In contrast, there may have been welfare savings in the saturation

areas, although the same problematic design was used but with fewer data

problems. Welfare receipt in West Virginia showed a marked decline in the

saturation areas by the end of the folloi-up. In quarter 7, compariSon

area membert had a receipt rate of 52.3 percent compared to 45.4 percent

for the Saturation sample, a statistically significant difference of almost

7 percentage points. A $55 difference in average welfare payments was also

Statittidally significant, and represents a 17 percent reduCtiOn from the

avetage payment of $332 to AFDC-Us in comparison areas; Cumulatively, feom

quariteeb 2 through 7, saturation AFDC-Us spent more than a month 1668 tithe

Oh Welfare and received $229 less in payments (down from the CompariSon

average of $2045).

Trite Welfare savings of similar magnitude were found in a job search/

CWEP experiment for AFDC-Us in San Diego. But, in the case of West

Virginia, it 1.8 not certain whether the outcomes are attributable to

pre-existing differendeS betWeen sample characteristics or local labor

markets, or tO some real effect of CWEP.

AFDC-U: Program Costs

In view Of the Undertainty of the impact estimates for the saturation

area sample, a full benefit=coSt breakdown was not attempted in this study.

However, the value of CWEP output and the gross costs of operating CWEP at



a nearly full scale will have conSiderable policy interest, and are

presented below.

The value of CWEP output was SOdeWhit higher for AFDC-U parti-
cipants than for AFDC participanta.

upervisors of AFDC-U CWEP participants (Who had been at their work-

sites for an vverage of 35 weeks) rated them 22 percent more productive

than regular employees. This is higher than the Productivity rating for

AFDCs and exceeds the rates found in other MDBC wOrk/welfare studies. But

given the high unemployment in West Virginia during the demonstration, it

is not surprising that the AFDC-U sample included many experienced workers

who were used to meeting the productivity levels of regUlar jobs.

CWEP participants in saturation areas worked in pOsition8 for ah esti-

mated average Of 12 months over the five-year projection period. Otrer thib

time, the value of nutput per participant was estimated to Average $1000.

The gross coat Of CWEP for AFDC-Us on a per partiCipant batie
waS juin &boa half that of AFDCa.

In saturation areas, operation of the CWEP component cost $287 per per=

ticipant over five years. An additional expense of $357 was incurred fior

transportation stipends, and other items brougit the total to $757. This

is lower than the corresponding cost for AFDCs largely because of two

factors: lover CWEP operating and child-care costs; AFDC.4J8 StaYed on

welfare a shorter time than the AFDC8 and therefore participated and

incurred program costS for fewer total days. The cost per day was albo

lower because less staff time was required for arranging and monitoring

worksite participation. And, as heads of two-parent families, AFDC-US Were

not likely to need child-dare asbistance.



ConclusionS

As implemented in West Virginia, workfare was not the punitive

instrument that it is often feared to be; CWEP also did not invent the

work ethic for welfare recipients in West Virginia; rather, it built on the

work ethic it found. For the AFDC-U men, the high rates of participation,

the positive responses by CWEP workers and their supervisors, and the

modest tize spent enforcing compliance all confirm that the program was

accepted and not unpopular. EVen &thong AFDC mothers, when liberal allow-

ance was made for the Childdare responsibilities and other circumstances

of single parents, significant nuMber6 did Work for long periods in part-

time jobs, in some cases for aetreeal yeeee, even without financial

penalties for noncooperatibn.

This does not mean that tht mahdatoey petAriaioaa of the CWEP legisla-

tion are superfluous. As documented ill the fieat CWEP report, many local

staff believed sanctioning WAS a heCeSSary tool. Even though it was not

used very much, its mere existende may have been necessary for successful

implementation. Virtually all the CWEP paetidipahta ben and women alike,

understood that they risked redUCtiOn6 in their welfare payments if they

did not fulfill their work assignMenta.

This report does show, however, the limited eole that CWEP is likely

to play fn improving the employment prOspeotS Of welfaee motherc in a rural

environment with high rates of joblessness. Mid finding accorded with the

expectations of program planners-that, given the labor market, the program

would have little impact on welfare caSelOad8. It 1.6 Worth recalling,

however, that, unlike other states operating poSt=43BRA programs, West

Virginia did not allocate a substantial share of reSourde8 to formal job
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search components.

A final assessment of CWEP must also consider the prograM'S intangible

as well at tangible benefits and costs. For AFDCs, While government

budgets and welfare recipients alike did not gain financially from the

program, non-monetary hardships for participants were probably kept, tO a

minimum because the welfare agency adjusted work schedUleS to accommodate

child-care responsibilities of single parents. The important factor, then,

may be the value that one attaches to work -- the value society places Oh

women's productive actiVity outside the home and the value this activity

has for the residents of the COMMUnities.

For AFDC-Us, there was less evidence on CWEP's possible financial

effects, but, again. one 6 view of the value of long-term, part-time work

must weigh heavily in the final judgment. The program made a large pool rf

unemployed labor available foe COMMUnity service. And, given the bleak job

prospects of the West Virginia economy, CWEP gave fathers the opportunity

to contribute in a productive way to the life of the community. The

potential enhancement of the fathers' self-esteem may have been

significant unmeasured program benefit.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The State of West Virginia's Department of Human Servide8 (DHS) 1.6

durrently adMiniStering a Community Work Experience PrograM (CWEP) for

Welfare recipients in the federal/state Aid to Families with Dependent

Children (AFDC) program. Authorized by the Omnibus Budget Redondiliation

Adt (OBRA) of 1981, CWEP is a mandatory work prograll, often dalled brk

faeet WherebY AFDC recipients are required to work in return foe theie

*telftlee grants in public or nonprofit jobs. A recipient s maximum Vfoek

obligation dadh month is calculated.by dividing the monthly welfare oheok

by the minimum wage.

West Vieginia laUnched its large-scaIe CWEP program for members of the

AFDCUnemplOyed Parent category, primarily fathers in two-parent families,

in early 1982. At that time, the state had about 5,000 AFDC-U cases, and

all were eligible for CWEP. Subsequently, in July 1983, the CWEP program

was extended to single parents in the AFDC WIN-mandatoryl caseload (mostly

mothers with school-age children). Of abiout 21,000 AFDC cases, some 7,000

case heads were WINmandatory and therefore eligible for CWE13;

West Virginia's CWEP program has particular policy significance; this

state is one of few operating workfare to nearly the full extent authorized

in the 1981 law. WOrkfare -- its purpose, its feasibility and its effects

on recipients' self=sufficiency -- has Icing been the subject of national

debate, and West Virginia's program has drawn particular attention. The

program operates statewide; work is required for the maximum allowable

=1=
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time; and the work obligation lasts as long as the recipient redeives

benefits. (In West Virginia, women with dhildten lett than age six are not

required to participate, although the OBRA legitlation allOWS states to

include mothers with children age three or older if thild (.:Are it

provided.) Especially for the men, the program it intended tdi involve as

many recipients as resources permit.

The first West Virtsinia report produced by the Manpower DeMOnttration

Research Corporation (MDRC) assessed the implementation of the State't CWEP

program for AFDCs and for AFDC-Us in the demonstration areas; Thit final

report I:Nate-6 the participation findings of that early report, bUt itt

primary focus is on other analyses in the research plan: CWEP's effedt8 Oh

employment and welfare receipt of recipients, and the prograri's benefitt

and costs. HoWever, Since the program had two distinct target groupt ==

mothers and fathers -- as well as different research designs, the analyses

for the two groups are presented separately.

The separate research focuses are important to understand. The study

Of AFDC=U fathers tested the feasibility of running CWEP for men on a large

scale and examined the upperbound limits of participation. Analysis Of

program impacts, while informative, was limited, in that the effects of

providing CWEP to a greater share, as compared to a smaller share of t

caseload, were expected to be difficult to detect. The AFDC study, in

contrast, could use a research design with random assignment to examine

CWEP'S impacts, benefitt and dobts with rigor. Thus, the findings on

program effectiveness are more reliable for the mothers than the fathers;

Along with CWEP in West Virginia, a titiMber of other state programs are

being studied as part of MDRC'S larger Demonttration of State Work/WeIfare

-2-
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Initiatives, with the research funded by the participating states, The Ford

Foundation and other philanthropic organizations. In West Virginia, the

ClaUde WOPthington Benedum Foundation has provided major support foe the

research on the CWEP program.2 Six of the 11 initiatives in the demonStea==

tion have A Work experience component, but generally combine this attivity

with job search or other services; In contrast, West Virginia's stateWide

program is almost excluSively workfare; no other major services are

offered;

Among the states participating in the MDRC Demonstration, West

Virginia is unique in several other ways. As noted in the first report,

West Virginia has long led Mbst State6 in the implementation of mandatory

work programs for men. Since-1961i'various types of programs have linked

public work to welfare receipt, and large nUMbers of AFDC-U men have

participated; Traditionally, the State has been hesitant to encourage

women to participate;

West Virginia is also set apart frOM Other States in its geography,

the characteristics of its population and it6 economic conditions; The

state is largely rural (64 percent of its rebidents live outside areas of

2,500 or more people), ethnically homogeneous (95.5 percent of the

population is white), and its residents are known for a Strong work ethic;

Beset by severe labor market problems, the state had the nation's highest

unemployment rate in the demonstration's first year (21 percent in January

1983), with the result that many experienced male VorkerS Were applying for

welfare benefits; West Virginia also differed ftbre Other states in its

higher proportion of AFDC-Us (approximately 22 pettent) in the state's

welfare caseload;3 Other factors -- the 1980=-1981 receSSion (felt strongly
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by states dependent on energy production), cutbacks in federal revenue-

sharing, and the demise of the CETA Public SerVide EmPloyment Program --

all created a public and nonprofit sector demand foe Subsidized workers

during the period under study.

The purpose of this chapter is to set a context foe understsnding the

resUlts of the different studies for both mothers and fathers, and to

highlight the background factors that suggest caution in generalizing West

Virginia's experience to those of CWEP programs operating 61.36V/here. This

chapter discusses the CWEP model and its background, the prograt 8 purposes

and settinge, And the tWo evaluation designs for studying the AFDC and

AFDC-U groupS.

I. Me- -Pnogram--Models

The MDRC Study of workfare for AFDC-Us, begun on March 1 1983, te8ted

the feasibility of "saturation," or carrying out the workforbenefita

mandate to its maximum extent. The intent was to assign work positions to

at ManY eligible AFDC-U fathers as possible to examine the upperbound

limits of participation in a mandatory work program;

The CWEP program for fathe:46 had actually started in 1982 after the

state legislature authorized funds to pay West Virginia's share of CWEP

participants' work-related expenses. (Thia was necessary because, while

WIN resources paid for operating the peogeathi the state was responsible for

providing half of a federal/state stipend reiMbursing registrants for their

CWEP expenses, primarily transportatiOn.) State resources earmarked for

stipends were only sufficient to etiVet appeOxiMetely 40 percent of the

AFDC-U caseload: each administrative aeea tiab therefore limited to that
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level in its allocation of CWEP funds. In Marth 1983, however, as part of

the saturation demonstration, extra funds vete made available from the

Claude Worthington Benedum Foundation to enable the Department of Human

Services staff to remove this limit in nine countieS (or four administra-

UV-6 areas). With work expenses now covered fOr all AFDC-U heads of house-

hold for whom Department staff could find CWEP poSitions, the Benedum and

Ford Foundations awarded a grant to MDRC to evaluate primarily the imple-

mentation Of an open-ended "saturation" program. The Main goal of the

researdh Was to test the feasibility of operating an Ongoing work

requireMent bh a relatively large scale, although program impact8t benefits

and ObStS Were also to be examined.

For reasons discussed in a later section, the state legislature

detided in 1983 to ekpand CWEP to AFDC single-parent recipient-St alSo on a

statewide baSiS. West Virginia, with support from The Ford Foundation,

again dontradted With MDRC to study this program; Female WIN-mandatory

AFDC applibants and elecipienta (single parents whose youngest child WaS

over age five) in 21 bounties (or nine administrative areas) were the

target group foe thib study. The AFDC caseloads in these areas made up

over 40 pertent Of the State's July 1983 AFDC caseload. Only a feu gpoupS

in the caSeldad tiere ekcluded from the research: males (about 5 percent Of

the single-parent caseload); people in full-time school or training; 16-.=

and 17-=yearolds; and thOse With eMOloyment (fie, those who worked but had

earnings so loW that they Still qUalified for welfare);

The AFDC CWEP study did hOt test the program's feasibility at the

saturation level, but neither vete ceilings set on CWEP assignments. As

with the men, the women assigned uere expected to work for as long as they
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received welfare.

II. 2ackground of'West Virkinialt _MEP

A- explored in the first WeSt Virginia report, the State of WdSt

Virginia has had a long history of linking public work jobs with the

receipt of welfare benefitS.4 AS far back as 1961, when Congress gaVe

states the authority to establish twO-;parent Programs, West Virginia set up

its AFDC-U program tied to a work peOgeat fOe men. Throughout the 19608

and the early 1970s, the state administered the Emergency Employment

Program, the Community Work and Training (CWT) Program, Title V programs,

and WIN Special Work Projects. Participation ranged from 20 percent in the

Emergency Employment Program to nearly half Of the AFDC-U caseload during

typical Months in the CWT; Title V and WIN programs.

West Virginia's work and welfare linkage foe iaen declined in 1972;

whea Congress limited the share of WIN funds WhiCh states could target to

public jobs, and placed more emphasis on private Sedtor job placements.

From 1972 to 1981; the then State Department of Welfare followed Congress'

lead, with an explicit goal of achieving a "zdeo daSeloadu in the AFDC-U

program. Activities towards this end, along With the expanSion of the

eConomy in the mid-1960s1 reduced the AFDC-U caseload in 1974 to its lowest

pOint ever in West Virginia. Also, by this time, the Department of Welfare

had carVed foe it-Self a more active role in the WIN Program than was

typical for most state welfare agencies at the time. Thib role was further

solidified by the co-location in 1974 of the Welfare Department and WIN

Program staffs in the welfare offices.

Tradition and service priorities were, however, different for AFDC



mothers. Women generally were expected to Oare for their children rather

than work. Consequently, most had little prior employment experience and,

When their children grew older, were directed to WIN Program components to

reetiVe erientatiOn to the world of work, educational remediation and

Skilla training. A low priority was given to direct job placement.

With the election in 1978 of a new governor and the appointment of a

new Commissioner of Welfare, Leon Ginsberg, the primacy of daSeload

rail-CU:Oh fur Men was reconsidered; Greater emphasis was placed en

emplbsoMent and training services, which received more funding under the

federal WIN Peogram in the Carter administratiom

In the spring Of 1981, high unemployment and a large AFDO41 daSeload

again ptetralled in West Virgiria. At that point, the U.S. Department of

Health and HuMan SerVideS invited state welfare agencies tO SUbMit

proposals for the operation of Community Work Experience deMonStrations.

Theee PrOgrama, to be operated under a special "demonstration waiver"

authority, Would give State agencies exemption from certain provision8 Of

the AFDC la14. The West Virginia Department of Welfare's many years of

expetienCe With work programs for men, combined with Commissioner

Ginsberg's interest in a greater employment role for welfare agencies, made

the state'd decision to establish a CWEP program "a natural," according to

the Commissioner. A team of veteran West Virginia welfare staff, many of

whom had helped to administer the Title V programs, designed a CWEP plan,

which was then submitted in a deMenatration proposal to HHS.

When the Omnibus Budget Redondiliation Act (OBRA) passed in August

1981, enabling welfare agencies to apply for WIN Demonstrations, the

Department also submitted a WIN Demonatration plan. The Department
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proposed, first, to take over complete operation of the WIN Program

(eliminating what remained Of the Employment Service's role), and; second,

to operate the CWEP program AS its primary WIN component, enabling the

Department to pay for CWEP adMiniStrative staff with 90-10 federal WIN

funds. This was a OPitidal dedision, since states operating CWEP parallel

to the regular WIN Program had tO finance CWEP's administration through

Title IV-A, the AFDC title of the SoCial Security Act. (Title 1V-A

provides an open-ended match of a welfare department's administrative

expenses, but at pnly a 50=50 rate.)

The U.S. Department of Health And HUMen Services did not fund West

Virginia's CWEP special demonstration proposal, but by the time this

decision was announced, CWEP7 Under OBRA, was a permissible activity

without special waivers. The state moved to implement CWEP immediately.

By May 1982, over 2 000 AFDC=U recipients (some 40 percent of the state's

AFDC-U caseload) were working in CWEP positions. Negotiations with the

Department of Employment Security (the state's employment Service) about

the transition to a WIN Demonstration Program continued, and that demon-

stration became operational in October Of 1982. The Welfare Department;

now the Department of Human Services, formed a Work and Training Division

to administer both WIN Demonstration and CWEP activities.

As in other welfare agencies which are state-adMinistered" and not

"state-supervised county-administered," employees of the Work and Training

Division are on the state payroll and report directly to Central state

officials. While this type of arrangement does nOt alWay6 guarantee

uniform practice in local areas, this has been mostly the Cabe in West

Virginia.

.8-
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In 1983, discussion began about expanding CWEP to AFDC mothers.5 In

the past, few women had taken part in the array of mandatory programs run

for men. Child-care considerations were one important reason. Generally,

child care has been considered a mother's responsibility, and this view has

been taken seriously in West Virginia, a relatively traditional state.

Department staff believed that child-care needs would prohibit the high

levels of participation for women in an Y program component. Secondi the

women's lack of prior job experience implied to Department staff that job

transition strategies would be relatively less succesSful for mothers than

for APDC-11 fathers. Additionally, the growth in AFDC-U caseloads had

caused more concern in the state than the increased size of the AFDC rolls.

Despite these factors, state officials decided in 1983 that CWEP for

AFDC recipients seemed reasonable, but only if the program were conceived

in modest and less mandatory terms (with "less mandatory" meaning a wider

latitude in granting exemptions from the participation requirement). For

the firdt year of the program, area staffs could not draw on funds from the

Social Services bloc grant (Title XX) to pay for CWEP participants' day

care.

Thit feet-or also determined many of the guidelines foe CWEP for

inetherS. ASsignments would only be given to women with their dim day-care

arrangeMehteo and these provisions would be reviewed by lode]. Staff to

ensure that the Children were not neglected or harmed. CWEP *Jerk ethedale6

were restribted to school hours unless the mothers had arranged foe After-

school day bard. Staff also expected participation would be diMiniShed by

children's illnesses and schoOl vacations, particularly in the summer;

In May 1984 DHS began to provide d y-care monies. The effect of this

-9-
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change during the Summers of 1964 and 1965 varied by area.6

III. -CWEILts Primary Purposes in West Virginia

According to the State's initial demonstration application, the

primary purpose of CWEP for AFDC-Us was to improve the image of welfare and

its recipients.7 As stated by Welfare Department leadership, a concrete

aim was to persuade legislators to increase AFDC grant levels, Which had

not been changed for several years, by improving the image of the welfare

system. (As it turned out, the monthly grant was increased; for a faMily of

three, it went up from $206 to $249 in July 198508 The Department's

original proposal also pointed to the aeed for subsidized votkerS Since,

without CETA Public Service --EMploymenti many public services had been

curtailed. As the proposal stated: "This program will fill that gap."

Another stated objective was reducing the length of the recipient'a

stay on welfare, and, by implication, deterring some men from applying fOr

aid. However, in reality, none of the senior officials who designed CWEP

believed it would have a significant effect on the size of the roll5.9

Most state officials were convinced that the great majority of AFDC=4/

recipients did not like being on welfare but had no other choice given the

poor labor market; The AFDC-U problem was perceived as a lack of jobs --

not as a Iack of recipients' MOtivation or skills.

This perception of welfare dependency was also evident in central

staff's announcement of MDRC's saturation" demonstration to the involved

area administrators. A memorandum stated: "Effeetive upon receipt of this

memorandum you are authorized and encouraged to fill as many CWEP slots Ifs

you have AFDC-U recipients; From thiS point until further notification,

-10-
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your AFDC-U caseload will be your CWEP allOcatiOn (aS a part of our

demonstration with MDRC) fl10 Unsubsidized jOb pla-sement was not stressed;

rather, the emphasis was on filling CWEP SlOta.

One of workfare's more general objectives in the OBRA environment --

helping recipients to improve their self=iMage and Confidence by learning

new skills was not given a high priority 14 Weat Virginia senior

offiCialai at least as formulated in the original CWEP proposal for AFDC-U

men. While agency leadership believed that working WoUld help men keen

their aelf;;reSpecti it did not anticipate that CWEP pdhitiOh8 WoUld -teach

them neW akilla. Redipients of AFDC-U, by definition, had worked reeently,

and, in a tithe of recession, unemployed but experienced WOrkera frequently

apPlied for welfare in West -Virginia after their Unemployment Inaurance

benefits had run out.

West Virginia expectations help to explain another CWEP'S

purposes in that state, one that can be inferred but is hdt Stated

explicitly in the proposal: AFDC-U men would be repaying the comMunity for

their welfare checks by working off their grants; This notibh Of SoCial

Obligation was not perceived in the harsh or punitive sense. While Depart-

ment offiCials believed it neceaaary to require participation, sinoe Work

programs had not been around in the state for several years, the value Of

work was so deeplY engrained in the state's culture that few men were

expected to balk at accepting a Work assignment; Department officials did

not thihk that CWEP would be an unpopular program with welfare recipithta.

Since many Of theae goals were a product of the state's environment,

the next section deacribet Weat Virginia's economic situation during CWEP's

implementation.
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As noted earlier, West Virginia is a rural state with a predominantly

white population. Ranking second in the nation in total COO. Production,

the state's economy is heavily dependent on the demand for energy. Since

the 1979 recession, when the industry suffered severe setbacks, West

Virginia's unemployment rate has always exCedded the national average, and

was one of the highest during 1982 and 1983. Given thiS diffiCult labor

marketi it seemed unlikely that CWEP, in thib environment, could increase

the unsubsidized employment of welfare reCipientt.

Interviews and conversations with Many DepertMent Of Human Services

officials, both in the CWEP demonstratiOn deeaS And the state capital, as

well as interviews with CWEP pdeti-61.04AS and their worksite supervisors,

help to highlight some of the demogeaphid and labor market character-

istics." Caseworkers observed that, when the economy was bad (as it vas

in 1983)i there were Sitply no jobs at all; Those out of work either

waited out the recession or left the State.

Commissioner Ginbberg nOted in an interview: "It's not all that

unusual to be nnetployed in this state, with our boom-and-bust history;

People are used to Seeing their neighbors unemployed." Department staff

noted that the small-town ChatiaCter, Of MOCh Of the state and the high

levels of poverty Meant that if you were not poor, chances were very good

that you grew up with people Wild Were. In their view; welfare was not

something people liked in a State With fairly traditional attitudes; but it

was not uncommon, nor were government-subsidized jobs. Both were fairly

long-standing ar.J accepted respontot to economic hard times.
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Against thiS baCkground, the areas analyzed in the West Vieginia

AFDC=U Study were chosen to obtain a variety of labor markets, population

denSities and reliande on welfare. (See Figure 1;1.) Four areas (out of

the state's 27) were giVen the resources to fill all CWEP slots possible,

While font, others restricted to placing 40 percent of the caseload --

uses selected as comparison sites. Together, these demonstration areaS

encompassed some of the most urban and rural parts of the state, and, as of

February 1983, contained cieer one=third of the state's caseload. All

AFDC=U recipients were eligible foe inclusion in the research samples. The

areas and their counties, by Status in the demonstration, were:

Saturation Areas:

Huntington (Cabell end MaStin COUnties)

Martinsburg (Berkeley, JefferStiin and Morgan Counties)

Parkersburg (Wirt and WOOd Countieb)

Princeton (Mercer and SummerS Counties)

Comparison Areas:

Clarksburg (Doddridge and Haeeiabn Counties)

Fairmont (Marion and MOTU:in-gene Counties)

Fayetteville (Fayette County)

Grafton (Barbour, PreStOri and Taylor Counties)

The AFDC CWEP study Was also CondUated in these and one additional

area: Wheeling, which contains Brooke, Hancock, Marshall and Ohio Counties;

The characteristics of residents in the study deSSS are shown in Table

1.1, while the major industries in each Area des indicated in Tabie 1.2;

For contextual purposes, each table also presents Statistics for the state

as a whole, as well as national statistics.



FIGURE 1.1

STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES ADMINISTRATIVE AREAS

PARTICIPATING IN THE AFDC-U SATURATION AND AFDC DEMONSTRATIONS

ADMINISTRATIVE AREASa

AFDC-U Saturation Areasb

5 - Martinsburg
6 - Parkersburg
12 - Huntington
27 - Princeton

_AFDC-U Comparison Areasb
3 - Fairmont
8 - ClarkSburg
9 - Grafton

22 - Fayetteville

AFDC Demonstration Areab
- Wheeling

NOTES: a
Areas are numbered according to the designation of the 27 administrative

areas of the Department of_Human Services. Counties within those areas are indicated;
Area names correspond to the city in which the Department maintains its principal office.

b
All areas participate in the AFDC demonstration. Wheeling does not

participate in the AFDC-U demonstration.
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TABLE 1.1

WEST VIRGINIA

SELECTED DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDY ARE*, IN 1980

Administrative Area

and County

18E0

i

Population

Percent

White 2/a

Percent

Urban 3ib

PopuletiOn Per

Square Nile 4

Percent of

homilies Belo

Poverty Level 5/c

Percent of Ftirsons

25 Yearn cr Older

With at Least Four

Years of High StliOal"

Huntington 133,680 95,5 60;2 187.2 134 572

Cobalt 106;835 94.0 70;1 378;5 13.6 81;6Nilson 27;045 98.7 21;0 62;5 11.6 52;7

Nertineborg 87 7: MA 18.1

i

115;4 14,3 55.5

Berkeley 46,775 95,2 27.9 145,5 14.6 55.9Jefferson
30,302 110,1 9.4 144;8 1343 58;7Morgan
10,711 98.4 0.0 46;6 15,7 54.0

Perkeriburg 98,549 98,8 63;5 80.5 11,7 58,4

Wirt 4;922 98.9 0.0
14.5 51,7Woad 93627 98.6 669

.20;9

254;9 11.5 65;1

Princeton 88.817 9210 34.4 118;2 17.2 50.7

Mercer 73942 92,1 35,6 175;9 15,5 53,2Summers
15;675 91.2 29:1 44;9 25.6 48.1

Cierkeiurg 85.143 87.1 40.8 115;4 15.7 56.3

Doddridge 7;433 99.7 0;0 23;2 24.1 51.8Summers 77;710 96.8 44,7 186;5 15.0 60.7

Feimont 140.813 85.4 42.2 20816 11.8 64.0

Marion 65.769 95.2 41,8 21111 13.9 618
Monongelia

75,024 85,6 43.3 206;9 8;9 66.2
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TARE 1;1 (conti nued)

Aesinistretive Arie

end County

1986

Population

Percent

White 2/e

Percent

Urban 3/ b

Population Per

,Square Nile 4

Percent of

hid liee Beim

Poverty Level 5/c

Percent of Persons

25 Years or. Older

With et Least Four

Vern of High School

Feyettritle VAR 91,4 16,1 88,8 18,7 48.7

Fayette 57.863 91.4 16.1 86.8 18,7 48;7

Grafton 83,893 98.3 20,2 54,5 18.5 5ti iS

Barbour 16.639 90.4 19,2 48.5 21,6 4913

Preston 30.460 98.4 9.5 46.8 17,1 50;4

Taylor 16.584 98,0 41,3 85,5 164 58;1

Wheeling 174,532 96,0 63.9 998.3 10,b 62,7

Brotiki 31,117 98,7 50,9 345.8 9,7 62.7

Hancock 40,418 96.3 59.8 479,2 7,9 62;1

Mantel L 41.608 98.0 51,8 136,3 9,7 66.7

Ohio 61.3E19 95.8 81.5 580,6 13,5 65.4

Total West Virginia 1,949,644 85,6 36.2 BOA 15,1 56.0

0
Tail Uhited States 226,5451805 78,6 73,7 64,08 13,2 68,6

SWRCES: 1, GeiteracteLerul-Esonolic-Charastedstice, West Virginib, 1980 Census of Population, U. S. Department of Qemerce,

Bureau of the Wisulii Table 56: Summary Of Social Characteristics; and Stettaticei-Abstrect-of--the- United States, 1984, U.S. Deparbsent

of Ctimarce, Bureau of the Censue, Table 5: Population and Land Area.

2, General SOciel end Economis-Charesterieticer West Virginia, Table 59: Persona by Spanish Origin, Race and Sex; and

GenerkPooulation_Charecteristics, United States &wary, 1980 Census of Population, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the

Wm, Table 39: Tötel Persons and Spanish Origin Parsons, by Type, Race, and Sex;

3, Calculated frce, JnOoi E4ucátiàn -argithheracteWes f- Wad- al West Virginia, State Census

Deta Center; Governor's Office of Economic end Cravmunity Developent, Office of Health Services Research, West Virginia State Library

DAMS-Sion 1983; Urban and Rural Population, page 7; and Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1984, Table 25: Urban and Rural

Population,

(OhtinUed)



TABLE 1,1 (continuedj

hiletjUinglikaa, West Virginik 19E0 Ceneue ot Npulation,_11.s. Department of Commerce, Burtau of the Census,Table 2; Lend kris lid Pepuletion; and -Statimt-icaLAbetzLe&Augsateel
1984, Table 1; Population end Area.

5 -1--Siojej--emttonomic Cilereitetjetice, West Virginia, Table 181; Poverty Statue in 1879_Of 1eind Personsfor Countleei Table 72: Poverty Statue in 1979 of Pullin end Parsons; end ,Gegeril Sociotmv. A-Economic. therectedetice, IL& Siiiiery;
1980 Cinaini Of Population, U.S. Department of Commerce, BONO of the Census, Table 07; Poverty Statue in 1979 end 1%9 of %flies endPersono hy 1:mtjC

Senerel-SociOnd-Economic CheracterietiCi, feet Virginia: Table 175: Educational Ctuirecteriotics for Counties;Tebte 66; Educetionel Charecterietice; and &.4,..t.P ofilLot,Lice Stet-ft 19Ee, U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Table 113; Veers of School Completed by Persona 25 Veers Old and Over try Age, Sex, Race end Smith Origin.

e _

NOTES: Excludes persons of Spenish origin,

bThe U.S. rinks Bureau defines urban es; ell persons living in urbanized arms end in places of 2,500 or more
I nhabi tante outside urbanized erase,

c-- _

Fercentagee are for follies belay poverty level with related children under 18 years of age.

mei dent populati on.

Conterminous United States.
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TABLE 1.2

WEST VIRGINIA

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF EMPLOYED PERSONS IN STUDY AREAS

.01.0.1111MM/Me

Agricul-

ture

Administrative Ares and and

County Forestry

Huntington 112

Cabell 0.6

Meson 3,7

Mertinsburg 4.3

Berkeley 3.3

Jefferson 6.2

P Morgan 2.8

Parkersburg 0.7

Wirt 3.9

Wood 0.6

Princeton 1.5

Mercer 1.3

Summers 2.9

Clarksburg

Doddridge

Harrison

Fairmont

Marion

Monongelie

a/MOINMMINIolmmimfyi

65

1.0

4,5

0.7

0.8

0.6

1.0

Percent of Labor Force, by Industry

Minin

Con-

etruct-

tion

Manu-

fac-

turing

Trans-

porta-

tion,

Communi-

cetionl

Whole-

We/
Retail

Trade

Finance

Inour-

ence/

Reel

Estete Services

Public

Admin-

istra-

tion

01ftraviNh

112 7,5 21,8 10.5 21;0 3i8 28,8 39

0,8 6,8 21,4 9.7 22,6 4.1 30,0 4.1

3.0 10.1 24.0 14.2 14.4 3.0 24.2 3,4

1.5 0 3 22;4 6.8 17;7 3;6 28;8 8;11

0.8 7,0 28,4 6.9 19.6 4.0 26,1 5,0

1.0 9,3 16.6 5.7 15.5 3.0 34,0 8,8

5.8 11.3 20;5 9,6 15;8 3,6 24;1 6;3

0,9 7.7 29.0 6.8 18;4 4;4 25,1 8;1

2,6 10.8 34.7 6.6 10.8 3.1 19.5 7,8

0.9 7.5 28.2 6.5 21.1 4.4 25,0 5,9

10,6 7 3 10;5 10;3 22;3 3;9 29;2 4;6

11.7 6.5 11.4 9.7 22.0 4.1 29,2 4.0

3,1 10.6 14.7 12.1 21,4 2.0 26.1 7.2

8.9 7.3 17;0 10;8 227 3;9 259 4;4

6,9 10,9 20,2 10.9 14.2 2;6 24;5 5.1

6,9 7.0 16.7 10,8 23.4 4.2 26,0 4.3

12.1 5.5 13;4 5;1 18;1 303 35;4 42

15.7 5.8 18;5 7;8 21;0 3;7 23;4 3,4

9,3 5.2 9.3 4.9 17.7 2,9 44.8 4.9

(continued)



TABLE 1.2 (continued)

41Mb.......M.I........M.MMIN1111114

Percent of Labor_Force, by Industry
V...MIIONNIMMI*Omdftimmir...NERM.rftmo.swomfte

Finance

Insu -

snoe/

Rest

Estete Services

Public

Admin-

into-

tion

Administrative Area and

County

Agricul-

ture

end

Forestry Mining

Con-

struct-

tion

WU"'

_fac-

Wing

Trans-

porta-

tiono

comsunl-

cation

Whole-

(late/

Retail

Trade

Foysttivills 0;8 20;1 06 10;1 7,4 18,3 3,4 25,9 5;4
Fsyette 0,8 20,1 8,6 10,1 7,4 18,3 3,4 25;9 5;4

Gretton 3,8 18.4 7.5 14.4 8,9 17,0 2,8 24.8 4.8
Os Obour 4;1 23;0 7;7 8;8 5,1 13.8 2,1 30,8 4,6
Preston 3;7 18;5 7,6 14;2 9,4 17.3 2;6 23;1 3;4
Taylor 3,0 6,3 8.8 20.2 11,8 18.7 2;6 22;3 7;5

Wheeling 0;7 4;5 5,3 305 0,3 18,8 3.0 28.5 3,5
Brooke 0,6 3;0 4,7 42;8 5.2 14.3 3.4 22;7 2;5
Hancnck 0,0 1,0 2.9 48,7 4.7 13.9 2,3 23;4 2;3
Marshall 1,1 9.3 7.1 25.1 7,8 18,5 3,8 23,5 4,2
Ohio 0,5 4,2 5.8 16.7 7,0 24,3 5.0 32.1 4,4

Totel West Virginia 1,6 10;0 7;6 184 8.1 19,3 3,5 28;3 5;1

Total United States 3,6 1.0 8,3 22;1 8,8 20,3 6,0 28,0 5.4ROME.,
M.IIMIUMPIMMINIMPI.0111.Mme.1.1WPOWMMINaMONYI ralInh

SOURCES: himalAgithiedipm_lcom_Chsocitagia,
liet Virginia, 1980 Census of Population, U.S.

DepeOtient of Commerce, Bureau of the Censeei_Tabla 178: Industry of Employed Persons for Counties; and

UnIte Stetesi 1884, U,S; Department of Commerce, Bureau of the CehlUsi Tibia 688:
EiplOyient by Induetry.

Unpubliehed statistics from Nest Virginia Department of Employment Security, Labor end Economic
Research Section.

NOTES: Distributions may not add exactly to 100,0 percent because of rounding.

a

67

Includes other public utilities,
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Table 1.1 indicates that the nine areas are relatively similar to each

other and to the state in ethnic composition and in the proportion of the

adult population completing at least four years of high school. The AreAS

differ from the state in other dimensions, however, tending to be tore

urban* with a graater population density. The areas vary in the prOpOttion

a faMilieS With children living below the poverty level- with a range of

froM 10 tti 19 percent.

Table 1.2 thOWs the distribution of the employed population by

industry in April 1980. In the study areas, the proportions of indivi

ouals in specific industry categories parallel those of the state.

However, Sote areas, particularly the saturation areas, are

Underrepresented in their Share of miners. Additionalle, a large

proportion of reSidentS are employed in manufacturing in Wheeling and

ParL,Irsburg.

V. 22ALIVALUOlLI&WO

MDRC'S eValUation in West Virginia has three analyses: process,

impact and benefit-cost. The following sections briefly describe these

studies;

A. IMIDLE=6111AMAIVIik

ptc.ta analysis exaMines the operations of West Virginia's CWEP

prograe both the AFDCs and AFDC-Us ar, identifies the factors that

facilisted or constrained implementation. The analysis has two main

The first describes the content and adminiStratiOn Of the program

highlight±ng the major activities and management prodedureS. MOSt

of this line of inquiry was pursued in the firSt report.

-20-
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The second part tracks and eXplains the movement of AFDCs and AFDCUs

through the program, examining the pertidipation rates of a larger sample

followed for a longer period, as Co:Oared to the analysis in the first

report. Certain critical questions are also addressed for the first time:

what proportions of the AFDC and AFDC=U Caseload remained registered with

the program but did not participate; and the extent to whinh participants

worked in their CWEP jobs during their welfare tenure.

B. The Impact Study

Given the different types of questions of interest for the two

populations, different types of research designs were choaen to study the

men and women.

1. AFDC Design. S nee AFDC recipiente had not for the most part

previouSly participated in other of West Virginia's mandatory wc-k

programs, the key research questions for the AFDC study centered on whether

the program would have impacts on recipients' earnings, employment or

welfare receipt and payments. No attempt was made to teat the feasibility

of implementing a work obligation for the full caseload.

To estimate impacts (or program effects), an experimental design was

iMpleMented Whereby AFT)C recipients were randomly assigned to either an

experi&ental group, whose members were e/igible to participate in CWEP, or

a control greu0, in which members were not assigned to CWEP. (Both groUps

were eligible fde ethploythent and training activities other than CWEP biito

as noted, theSe services were limited in West Virginia.) IMpactS were

estiMated by Comparing the welfare and employment experiences of the

experimental And control groups over time. (Since random assignment

uaually ensures that experimental and control members are similar in all



characteristics except services received, any statistically significant

differences in the groups' experiences should have resulted from

differences in program treatmen : that is, the availability of CWEP.)

The experimental design allowed the following questions to be

addreseed for the AFDC group: Did CWEP have impacts on enrollees'

employment and earnings, receipt of welfare or the size of their benefit

checks? Did the impacts vary across different subgroups -- for example;

between people WIN-mandatory for some time (prior registrants) and people

newly-determined WLN-nandbitoil (new registreots)? Did they differ by

degree of disadvantagJ: i.e., those with and without prior employment?

Howevar measuring iMpadts in a program with an ongoing participation

requi:sement is somewhat problemiltic. Since recipients in West Virginia are

supposed to work in a CWEP job for as long as they are receiving welfare,

there could be no poSt-program follow-up on those who were still on welfare

and working in CWEP at the end of this study. In facto a substantial share

of CWEP participants were still at their work assignments at the conclusion

Of data collection. Thus, CWEP's full potential to affect job retention or

earnings, once an individual is off welfare, is not completely reflected in

this analysis. For this reason, the impacts over a longer ftilloW-up period

could be more positive or negative.

2; AFDC=U Design; The key focus of the AFDC-U demonstration was

to test the feasibility of implementing CWEP on a large scale: i.e.,

placing as many AFDC-Us as possible into CWEP positions. Since all of the

AFDC-U caseload was eligible, the designation of a control group -- i.e., t

group of individuals not eligible for CWEP -- would have interfered with

the area-wide saturation goal of the demonstration; Instead, therefore, a

-22-
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comparison design Was selected that tested the incremental effects of

increasing available CWEP slots to serve a larger share Of the caseload, as

compared to a mOre limited share (no more than 40 percent, which was

roughly the norm in the eett of the state).

Four adminiStriative areas were selected to impleMent the full caseload

saturation initiative. Four other areas, with only normal resources wcre

asked to limit partioipStitin to 40 percent, and would serve as coniptl!-:son

r",?s, Although thiS deSigr less rigorous than an experimeatAl one,

some information could be obtained about CWEP effects on an inteetental

basis by comparing the 'welfare and eMployment outcomes of the registrants

in the four saturation areas tO thoSe of registrants in the 2our compariaoh

areas; (In contrast, the AFDeimpact design measured the effects Of some

exposure to CWEP versus, no exposUee by means of randomly asSigned

experimental and control groups Within the same geographical areas;)

As will be discussed In Chsptee 3, from the outset of the

demonstration it was realized that the rebUlt6 from any evaluation of the

AFDC-U CWEP saturation model Which Was ConSidered without an experimental

or random assignment design, Would heit be as reliable. Although the

designation of a control or nonreSetroh
i in each area would have

diluted the program's intent, the Matohing of administrativ areas was very

difficult. Despite careful procedures, there Wet inevitable differences

in the economic characteristics of the areat and hende, demographic differ-

ences in the characteristics of the caseloadt. Statistical techniques were

used in this report in an attempt to correet the-Se differences but they

could not adjunt for all of th-m. Thus, any ObServed differences in out-

comes between the saturation and compariSon geoup Sample members may partly

-23-
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reflect differences in the characteristics of the areas. Thia limitation

should be kept in mind in interpreting the AFDC=U impact resulta.

However, the fact that both the AFDC and AFDCU groups stUdied eepee

sent all of the WIN-mandatory caseload makes this state one of particular

interest in MDRCIs Demonstration of State Work/Welfare InitiatiVet.

C. The Benefit-Cost Analysis

This study assesses the net costs and benefits of CWEP as it WaS

operated for the two groups; In the overall analysis, net benefita COMe

from the value of the work performed by CWEP participants, as well as any

increases in earnings and reductions in welfare and other transfer prograt

payments -- both those observed in the study period and thcse estimated

over a total period of five years after research entry; Benefits .And toetS

are analyzed from several points of view -- that of the welfare recipient

sample, the government budget, taxpayers (i.e., everyone except the welfare

reciPienta) and Society as a whole.

VI. The-AFDC-and AFDC-U lieseareh-Samnles

The interim report focused on the 1,307 AFDCs randor'. assigned to the

experimental group ftom JUly through November 1983, and 1,615 AFDC-Us --

eithee those who were already registered with WIN in the saturation areas

as of MarCh 1983, oe thoSe Who regiatered in these areas between March and

June 1983.

Thia final eepoet eXtenda the intake period for both samples to April

1984, and also includes in the analysis the AFDC COhtrol and AFDC-U compari-

son area registrants. The full AFDC Sample COnSiSts of 1,853 experimentals

and 1,841 Controla. A total of 5,630 AFD-17--MS 2,798 in the saturation



areas and 2,832 in the Comparison areas -- make up the AFDC-41 sample.

VII. The Current RenOrt

The report is organiZed as follows. Part I contains two chaptera:

this one and Chaptee 2, discussing the nature of the CWEP jobs for both the

AFDCs and AFDC-Us as well as participants' and their supervisors' VieWS Of

the value of work and participants' attitudes about the work-forbetefit

requirement;

The balance of the report 1.8 diVided into two more parts; Part II

presents the findings of the CWEP M.Aldy foe Women, while Part III contains

the evaluation of CWEP for men. The firat chapter of each part (Chapters 3

and 7) describes the research=design0 sample and data sources; the second

(Chapters 4 and 8) considers the different Participation patterns; while

the third (Chapters 5 and 9) analyzes impacts. The fourth chapter

(Chapters 6 and 10) discusses the benefits of the program relative to itS

costs for each group.



CHAPTER 2

ARTICIP NT A RVISOR P

Paets II And III of this report present answers to some of the

feasibility questions about CREP for the AFDC and AFDC=U groups

scale and participation, which in part explain how willing recipients werc

to take part in g mandatory program. The analysis in this chapter

addresses anotheP Set of queStions: What happened on the worksites, and

how did participants view the experience?

Overall, this chapter examines issues of job quality, participants'^
productivity and their attitudes toward a work obligation. It does so by

drawing on the responses Of 94 CREP participants (60 men and 34 women) and

their worksite supervisors to a survey questionnaire AdMinistered in an

six MDRC demonstration states with work experience components. The

findings presented here are the same ones discussed in the first West

Virginia report -- at the time the worksite study was completed. HoWever,

because of the importance of the CWEP worksite experience in West Virginia,

the discussion is included in this final volume.

The following questions are the main focus:

What kinds of jobs were assigned to CREP participantb?

How important was the job to the agency? was it make=t4bek be
a valuable contribution?

What skills were important in the jobs, and what skills_leVels
did participants bring to the job? Hoy much did they imPrOVe
their skills on the job?

How satisfied wcre supervisors with the_participants, WOrk,
and how did their performance and productivity compare With
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those qualities in other workers?

How satisfied were partitipants with the work requirement and
their CWEP jobs?

Each of these questions is addressed in turn in the sections that

follow. Findings about jobs, participant performance and attitudes will be

presented separately for the men and the women who, in all but four cases

of female AFDC-U recipients, corresponded to the AFDC=U and AFDC assist-

ance categories (Males were excluded from the AFDC research sample, as

explained in Chapter 3.) The chapter opens with a brief diSduSbion of the

type6 of jobs assigned to CWEP participants.

I, j:LomjaV_ab_s_iend _SoonadVing_ latencies

With a few notable exceptions, nearly every type of local publid and

hönprOfit agency sponsored CWEP participants, although lodal edhool dis-

tricts were underrepresented, to the disappointment of staff in Several

area offices. Staff in the more rural counties commented that schools were

sometimes the only public agencies geographically close to the homes of

very rural clients, and that these jobs made sense for recipients, parti-

cularly AFDC mothers. While a few areas were able to develop school

poSitionS, others encountered resistance, partly because staff believed

there were negative attitudes about welfare recipients working with

children.

Alto not represented among state agency sponsors was the Department of

Highways, which had earlier provided positions for AFDC-U recipients in the

Community Work and Training program. That department had undergone

layoffs, and central office Staff concluded it should not be approached for



CWEP placements.

Table 2.1 profiles the positions held by CWEP participants according'

to types of agencies, while Table 2.2 shows the distribution by level of

government for participants working in public agencies; These tables were

compiled from data on all work sponsors and CWEP participants during the

month of April 1984 in the eight AFDC-U demonstration areas (both

satiroation and compariSon) and the nine AFDC demonstration areas. Table

2;1 shows that a higher proportion of women than men worked for nonprofit

agencies, where they- provided general clerical support assistance to the

elderly, child care and similar kinds Of Services.

The types of jobs held by CWEP partiCipants in April 1984i using the

same data source, are displayed in Table 2.3. Men (just over half) worked

in low-skilled janitor/porter, outdoor grOUnda maintenance, and garbage

collector/refuse disposal positions. AnOther 200 of the 1,271 men held

somewhat higher-skilled constructiOn jobb, many in home weatherization for

the disadvantaged (under the auspices Of COMMUnity action agencies), or in

work related to the installation and repair of 'water linea for local public

service districts. Women held different typan Of posit:tons; some 40

percent filled clerical jobs, generally loW=Skilled, and another one-third

had service jobs, primarily in food services. One-fifth held positions as

housekeepers.

The distribution of CWEP assignments for the 94 participants in the

study sample, shown in Table 2.4, reflects the same overall pattern.

Typical assignments included the following:

-- A woman works as an office aide in a community nonprofit
agency, keeping records, answering the phone and greeting
people.
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TABLE 2.1

WEST VIRGINIA

NUMBER OF MEP PARTICIPANTS ANO WORK SPCN6ORS, BY AGENCY SECTOR AND TYPE

Apeacy and Sector Type

Number of Participants

AFDC 0 AFOC Nuet,er of Sponsors

Public Sector Agencies

State Armories
Pubilciforke
UtILIties/Senitation

9_4$nII ion
Perke/R Ion
Protec1ive Services

12

586
58

115
122
22

49

24
a
a

7

70
12
17
23
22

Social Saralee@ 23 26
Tran 000000 tion 11
dousing-- 51 a
Culture/Art@ 7 _5
Educetion 124 31 12
Health 94 24
Miscellaneous

b
51 5

Total
i

1257 179 210

Mon Profit Agencies

Youth_Serviese a
Perks/Recreation io 6 1
MultiService Organizations 88 29 20
Senior Citizen Services 48 27 15
Socist Services 62 28 22
EMployment/Training 21 2 5
dousing 11 7 3
Education 14 10 13
CaAtere/Arts 3 1 3
Health 26 7 13
Volunteer Fire_Oapertments 23 12
NiecelLensoue/Unclasoifieble 18 3 8

Total 342 126 121

SOURCEs Numbers compiled from ark spongier contrects iiiiteliiid by the Viet Virginia
0 00000 went of Human Services in the Aide deonstration 00000 .

NOTESs For rhe si,urposee of this tablet participant. ars defined as thous ihdlalduile who
mer working at CWEP o item cn April SO. 1964.

Includes National hoard facilities.

Includes Juvenile detention 00000 r and 00000 agriculture experimental stations.

c
The discrepancy between the 00000 r of participants cited so 'jerking in public ector

gencies end tho simple in Table 2.2 la due to misting dein.

Includes I o ant assisciatloa. biatoricel lotion, public country blithe child
Cure agency, formers arkets' and r111111.
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TABLE 262

WEST VIRGINIA

NUMBER OF CWEP PARTICIPANTS WORKING IN GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
AND NUMBER OF WORK SPONSORS, BY LEVEL OF 60VERNMENT

Level of Government

Number of Participants

Number of SponsorsAFOCU AFOC

Locol. School Districts 72 25
Villages 4 0
Towns 157 S 35
Citiee' 448 43 70
City County

__
23 2 4

Counties 147 22 23
State 316 71 BO

Total
a

1168 172 220

SOURCE: Numbers compiled from work sponsor contracts maintained by the
West Virginia Department of Human Services in the nine demonstration areas.

NOTES: For the purposes of this table, participants are defined as those
individuals who were marking at CWEP worksites on April 30, 1884.

a
The discrepancy between the number of participants cited as

working in public sector a2encies in Table 6.1 and the sample in the above table
is due to missing data.



T ABL

WEST VIRGINIA

DISTRIBUTIGN OF AFDC-U AND AFDC CWEP PARTICIPANTS ON APRIL 30, 1984,
BY .103 CLASSIFICATION

Job Classification

Cleri cat Jobs
General Office Clerk, Keil Clerk, File Clerk
Stock Clark, Record Clark
ftcaptioniett Appoietmant Clerk
Miscellaneous Clerk

SerVift JOba
Housekeeper, Launderer
Kitchen Helper, _Di et Ai de, Hospi tal Ai de
Warehouse Worker 6
Miscellaneous Services

Indoor/Outdoor Mei ntenance
Groundskeeper
Jani tor/Porter
Sewage and Refuse Disposal

Canstructi on
_.

Loatberizati on, Bui l di ng Repai I., Road Repai r
Winer Line Construction end Maintenance
Cerpenterl a Helper

Mi scel Laneous Jobe
Agriculture and Forestry
ALl_Vihers

Totes.

n_
AFDC-U AFDC _

1.9 41.1
18 58
3 38
2 10
0 10

11.0 29.3
18 17
34 43
83 0
25 22

47.8 19;9
137 2
282 51
189 0

30.8 7.1
308 17
45 3
39 0

8.4
74
33

1271 100.0 _

SOURCE: MAC catcuka'..ions from case files maintained by the Work and Training
Division, West Virginia Department of Bolan Service*.

NOTES: For the purpose or this table, participants are defined ite those
individuals mho were working at CWEP,Norksites on ApriL 30, 1984.

Job classifications are based on the U.S. Department of Labor's
occupational ti Use, from the Rigliggers_s_E_Ocsage, fOUrth aditi on,
1977;

rouncli ng.

a

Distributions may not add exactly to 100.0 percent because of

Includes cashier, teller, and miscellaneous clerical occupations.

Includes child care, dispatcher, counselor, perking attendant,
stavard, barber, practical nurse, recreational facility attendant, and miscellaneous
personel services.

0
Includes protective services, truck driver, bus end ambulance driver,

graphic artist, miscellaneous manufacturing occupations, and miscellaneous transpor-
tati on occupati one.
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TABLE 2;4

WEST VIRGINIA

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLED CWEP PARTICIPANTS.
BY JOB CLASSIFICATION AND SECTOR OF WORK SPONSOR

Characteristic
Mate

Participants
Female

Participants

Job Classification

Clerical 5.0 32.4 ("al
Service 11.7 47;1
Indoor/Outdoor Maintenance 53.3 11;8
Construction 26.7 5;8
Miscellaneousa 3;3 2.9

Total 100;0 1 0 0 0

Sector of Work Sponsor

Public Agency 86.7 61.8 ("7
Private NonProfit Agency 13.3 38.2

Total 100;0 100.0

Total Number of Sampled CWEP ;:o:.ttcipants 60 34

SOURCE: Interviews conducted by MDRC Field Research Staff between July_
1983 and March 1864 with a random sample of participants in CWEP Jobs and their
worksite supervisors.

NOTES: Job classifications are based on the U.S. Department of Labor'S
occupational titles, from the Dis112m2x/_21_22s2Ratiopel Tillesi fourth edition,
1977.

roundin .

a

Distributions may not add exactly to 100.0 percent because of

Includes agriculture, forestry end packaging.

A chisquare test was applied to matefemale differences.
Statistical significance is indicated at the following levels: = 10 percent;
0* = 5 pei,cent; 'go* = 1 percent.

A significance Levet shown in brackets means that the overatt
distribution of the set of characteristics is significantly different between
the two groups, at the level of significance indicated.
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COMM.

A woman is working aS a_dedretary in a community nonprlfit
agency, typing records, filing and bookkeeping.

A woman assists at a community action agency in preparing and
serving food to senior citizens.

A group_ of_ men are workitg_On Weetherization crews for a
community action agenort hanging Stem windows end putting in
insulation in the homes Of economically difpadl:antaged
families.

A group of_ men assigned_ te a nity public works department
sweep streets,_ dig_ditehet, lead garbage, fix flat tires,
repair potholes, and perform other Meintenehde work.

A man reads water meters, assists in their_inStellationi and
performs repair and maintenance on water lineS Mr a local
public service district;

Ond indicator of the level of skills rewlired in a job iS thc wage

rAte it normally commands in the labor market; According tO aupervimorsi

70 percent of the job assignments would have paid the MihiMUm wage ($3i35

pee heur). Another 16 percent were rated as paying between the minimum

ge and $400 per hour, while only 6 percent woUld haVe Paid more than

$5.00 an hour.

The typical CWEP schedule for men (over three=fourths Of the worksite

sample) was fulI-time work during the first two Or ladt tWo Weeks of the

tenth. Although haIf of the women also worked a similar Sohedulei the

Others (45 percent) worked part-time aII four weeks; This oorreSpended te

the pengeatta AFDC emphasis that women work during school hOurS, Which

often prevented eight-hour work days.

II. Importance of-theWork to Sponsoring Agencies

The low Skills levels of many CWEP positions did not necessarily mean

that the jobs were nmake-work,n a term which usually implies that the work
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has no particular importance to the agencies; When supervisors and

participants were asked to choose from a serie6 of statements describing

the value of the work tO the agency, the majority of assignments were

described hs a necessary part of the day-to=day business of the agency;"

(See Table 2;50

Participants were more likely to say their work was necessary thaa

were their supervisors, even though th oVerall diStribUtiOn of resp =ses

for both groups appeared similar; This is because paetiOinantS, and zuper-

visors' responses did not always match in pairs: that iS, individual parti-

cipants who rated their jobs as necessary did not shiay6 haVe Supervisors

who also rated the jobs that way. Conversely, when a paetidinant ranked a

job as merely helpful, the supervisor may have COnSidered the work more

necessary;

Certain factors influenced the supervisors answers and not partici-

pants' the most notable being whether the agency WAS public or

nonprofit; Supervisors in nonprofit agencies, WhiCh veee underiStaffA and

especially hard-hit by the termination of the CETA's PUblid SerVide

Employment program, rated participants' jobs as Mblie iMpOrtant than did

public agency supervisors;

Although the majority of assignments for both Men and Witen Were

called necessary, there was a tendency for women and witteri'S supeeViSioe6 to

describe their work as more important to the agency; TWO factbrS may have

Contributed to this. First, women were more likely to work in the hard=

pressed nonprofit agencies than men; Second, they tended tdo Wia6; in

offices where they interacted directly with supervisotS and 146iid inVOlved

in the every-day functioning of the agency; Many also perforMed Servide
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TABLE 2.5

WEST VIRGINIA

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF WORKSITE SUPERVISORS!_AND PARTICIPANTS'
CHARACTERIZATION OF CWEP JOBS IN TERMS OF IMPORTANCE TO THE AGENCY

Degree of Importance

SueeTv-i-e-o-r11 Peueotion

Neoestory Work

Work_Cen Wait' B.t Eventually
Needs to be Done

Helps if Work is Done

Work is Not Particulsrly
Important to Agency

Total

60.0

30;0

10;0

0.0

100.0

Female
Participants

79.4 I*)

8.8

11.8

0;0

100;0

fliticialtsel Perception

Necessary Work

Work CanWait, Out Eventually
Needs to be Done

Helps if Work is Dena

Work is Not Particularly
Important to Age7cy

Total

Total Number of_Sempled CWEP Participants

76.7 88.2

10;r 11.8

0.0

0.0

100;0

6j 34

SOURCE: Interviews conducted by MDRC Field Rssearth Steff between July__
1989 end March 1984 with a random sample of participants in CWEP Jobs and their
workoite supervisors.

NOTES: Distributions me.y nat ndd exactly to 100.0 percent because of
rounding;

a

frequencies.
Chiaquare test inappropriate owing to Low expected COLL

A chiaquare teat was applied to maLe7 male differences..
Stetietibel significance levels are indicated as: * = 10 parCeht: ** = 5
percent; *** = 1 percent.

_A significetice level shown in brackets means that the overall
diStributibh Of the set of characteristics is significantly different between
the two groups, at the level of significance indiOated.



related tasks needed on a daily basis: e.g. housekeeping, where food must

be served every day. Many of the men, on the other hand, performed mainten-

ance or manual labor functions. While this work is important, it may be

considered less pressing on a day-to-day basis.

As a.nother measure of the value cf work, supervisors were asked if the

tasks current1:7 pr!signed to participants would be carried out if there were

no longer a 1..TE program. Only five answered that the work wonld no longer

be done. The 89 supervisors who said the tasks would be continued were

asked who /:,uld do them. (They could give more than one response.) Exist-

ing regular employees were mentioned most often (by 53 supervisors), indica-

ting that the work was important enough .o do at the cost cf increasing

workloads, but not so demanding that it woz...d oierwhelm current staff.

Volunteers and other subsidized workers were also mentioned (by 20 and 17

supervisors, respectively), reflecting ale tight funding in many of these

agencies. The le:74st common answer was hiring new vflg.lr employees (the

response of seven supervisors), which again indicates the A,evailing budget

constraints:

III. Productivity: CWEP _Participants' ,k:s :cm:laved to Other Subtidited
Workers and Reaular Employees

Another way to consider the importance of CWEP work iS to examine the

participants' relative productivity: If participants produce very little

work in the course of a day compared to new employees in comparable posi-

tions or to other subsidized workers previously holding the job, their Work

may be ftnon,-work,ft rather than ftmake-work."

Supervisors were asked to compare the amount of work the participant
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did in a typiaal day to the amount performed by a new regular employee.

Supervisors Were 6ffered a range of choices, from one-tenth as =eh to the

same amo".mt. pos'AbiIity that the partinipant did mOP6 than a new

regular empleyee was not offered as a ahoice, but it was recOOded if the

supervisor VelUnteered it. More than half of the supervisorS rated the

participahtS ab dbing the same amount, and over 20 percent VOlunteered that

participants did More Work than a new empIoyee It should be noted, hOti=

ever, that bias is popsible: in some cases, a high rating might reflect a

comparison betWeen a new regular rioyee and an experienced CWEP partici-

pant, one Who had Already been wor1,4lig for several months in that job.

In fact, some of the patiti 'era experienced in worksite jobS.

At the point when cheS0 interview. were held participants' average time On

the job wat7,,, 13 weekr for the WoMen and 35 weeke for -he Leml The men'S

9verage, however, obscures a very Wide diStribUtion: 16 percent had been

on ne job less than two menthS, 16 perd-cnt for two to four months; and 9

percent for four to nix MOntht. At the higher eild of the scale, 6 percent

had been working for 14 to 18 Menth80 and 7 percent for 18 to 20 zIonths.

There were no Signifident differences between men and women in supervisors'

ratings of their performance Compared tc regular workers, despite different

lengths in their tenure.

The 44 supervisors who had previOUbly oVerseen adult participants in

other government programs (in most cases, CETA PSE) were asked to compare

CWEP participants to those warkers and rate their job Perfnrmancei attend-

ance, behavior, job skills and matUrity as the Same, better or worsen The

responses are presented in Table 2.6. FOP men; the two ratings select-

ed most frequently were the same" (behavior, attendance and maturity) or
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TABLE

WEST VIRGINIA

SUPER;ISOR COMPARISON OF CWEP PARTICIPANTS
TO PARTICIPANTS FROM OTHER SUB_SIDIZED_WORK_PROGRAMS,

IN TERMS OF SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS

Percentege_Dtmtr_5_bm_t4an_of Supervisort-ty RespOneei

CWEP
Charecteristit Participogte
Being Comperec: Battolur

Male Participcno

Jab Perform iv.le 46.1

Attendnce 37.0

BahaVior 33 3

Job Skills 51.8

Maturity 28.6

Overall _51._8_

Female Participante

Job Performance 28.4

Attendance 28.4

Behavior 47.1

Job Skillsc 18.8

Maturity 17.6

Overall 47.1

_ SOUCCEz__ Tateryiews conducted

_ .

:_41nEs
.541me

_ CWEP_
ParticipBotn

Worse Tat at

a

40.7 11.1

40.7 22.2

51.8 14.8

37.0 111

63.0 7.4

48.1 0.0

56.8 118

4Y.1 23.5

35;3 97.6

50.0 31.3

58.8 23.5

47.1 5.8

by MORC Field Research Staff

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.6

100.0

100.0

's00.0

100;0

100.0

100.0

/ODA

between July 1863
and Mar0.1 1604 with worksite supervisors of a random samo!:e of perticipnnts in CWEP
jobs.

_NDTESt Distributions may not add
rounding.

100.0 percent because of

Only supervisors who had prL-ioutty SuperVited edUlt subsidized
woekers in a government program other than CWEP were asked to make a comparison.
Retponses were collected from only 44 of the 94 supervisors. Twenty seven of these
responses were in reference to male participants end seventeen responses Were in
reference to female participants.

All three comparative terms were presented as response_choices_for
each type of-work habit or skill._ For exempts, "Have you found theL CWEP Workers
are_betteri_about the same or worse than those other workers in terms :if job
performance?"

Missing one response.
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"better" (joo performance and job skill8). ASked for an overall judgment,

none rated CWEP participants worse.

Supervisors' judgments of the women uere Sitilar. The AFDC mothers

were more frequently "better" in terms Of behaViori the "same" or "better"

in performance and attendance, but the same" or "WitirSe" in job skills eA

maturity. The only significant difference betWeen men and women was in job

skills, where 52 percent of the men were rated "better" compared to only 19

percent of the women;

responses above present a picture of work assignmentS as necessary

to the agencies' functioning and not make-work positions. GiVen that thef.

jobs made real contributions to the agencies, it is natural to eSk if th0

were of value to the participants; The next Sectibh diSCUSSes the

potential of skills development for participants and how much took place in

theSe CWEP jobS.

IV. Skil l-S-Develoomen-t

Work experience programs are typically expected to help participente

gain general work skills, such as good work hetit and to teach them hoW

to interact with co-workers and supervisors.2 These might be Called Tub-

hOlding Skills in contrast to more specific occupational skills, which are

not usually taught in work experience programs. The job-holding SkillS of

participants are the primary focus of this study.

SdpetViSorS Were asked about two groups of skills -- cognitive and

general WOrking Skills -- and which of several specific skills in eadh

grOdping Were, important for the job in question. Additionally, as a veey

cqth proxy of job eomplexity, sQperv13crs were asked which kinds of tools

39



or equipment were important to a job. Skills in these two groups, and the

types of tools, are listed below.

CoRnitive skills

ability to read and write
arithmetic skills

and General working ski121

ability to communicate well
cooperating with co-workers
dealing with the public_
using one's own initiative
working well without close supervision

and Alailltv_lo-use tools

simple tools__
tools requiring dexterity
simple machines
complex mailines

As shown in Table 2.7, women's j bs required more skills than the

men's and more of their jObs required each kill (with the exception of

solle of the tool and euipment categories). And, while the difference was

not always statistically significant, ,.;he trend was consistent. The types

of skills which were judged particularly important to the jobs also

reflected the different nature of men's and women's assignments. Men

tended to use simple tooIs, such as brooms, shovels and rakes (although

some used relatively complex machines, such as trucks and power tools).

Women also used simple machines, such as photocopiers ,r the telephone, but,
4

needed more cognitive skills, the ones most likely to be required in office:.

settings. These wore the least likely skills to be necessary for the men's.s

jobs in which they often worked as laborers. Such skills were not even

essentlal for the more skilled carpenter or mechanic positions.

Fx each type of skill conAd;-ced important to the job, supervisors

=40=
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TABLE 2.7

WEST VIRGINIA

SKILL REQUIREMENTS OF CWEP JOBS, BY SKILL TYPE

Type c Skill
Mate

Participants
Female

Participants_

Average Number of Skills Importtnt Per Job
Cognitive Skills
General 60.itle

Percent of Jobs Where Cognitive Skills
Ware .7.-3rtant°

0;3
3.1

I

3;0**

Readlog/Writing 20.0 50;0***
Arithmetic 10.0 29.4**

Percent of Jobs Where General Skills Were
Important4
Cooperate WiAh Cn-Workere 66.7 79;4
Deal With Public 55.0 73;5

Gun Initiative 60.0
Supervision 75.0 79;4

w.unicate Well 51.7 73.5*

.lercent of Jobs Where Ability to Use Toolt
Was Important°
Simple Toots 68,3 47;1*
Toots Requiring De:;terity 50.0 32;4
Simple Machines 16.3 56;6***
Complex Machines 60.0 23.5***

Total Number of Sampled CWEP Participente 60 I 34

SOURCE: Interviews conducted by MDRC Field Retearch Staff betwenn July
1'183 _LJ March 1984 with worksite supervisore Of a rondOm :=e..role of participants

. CWEP jobs.

NOTES: e
Supervisors could specify 00,6 than one type of skill.

A two-taited t-tast or chi-square test nes applied to male-female
differences. Statistical significance levels are indioed as: * = 10 percent;
** = 5 percent; *** = 1 percent.



aere asked how adequate the participant was both wt,en tlie assignment began

and at the time of the interview. Supervisors were also asked judge

participants' adequacy in the following seven work habits, which apply to

all jobs and work settings:

attendance and punctuality;
concentrating_on tasks;
working quickly and in a timely fat Ion;
following instructions;
calling in when sick or late;
completing tasks thoroughly; and

6 learning from mistakes or constructive criticism.

The results are presented in Table 2.8.

In brief, resUlts frc17. bath Tables 2.7 and 2.8 show that most super-

visors judged participants adequate or better in work habits and general

skills before they began their CWEP jobs. In all bUt two instances,

least three-fourths of the participants had the requi6ite Skills levels

from the outset. Whfl nly. a few jobs demanded real competency in read-

ing writing or computatiJ participants at the worksites could have

met these demands; (Staff assigne.i these positions to partiCipants who had

those skills it the first place, since remedial education was not available

as an ancillary service in most cases.)

The higher levels of participant deficiency in the Use of sibple

machines, such as office equipment (still less than one-third of all parti=

cipants) appear primarily to reflect women,d assignments, where typing and

photocopying had to be mastered. A surprising one-third of participants

also had to gaIn adequacy in the Live of complex machines.

The relatively small proportion of partic!.dants :Ihrj were ,*.6t sUffi

cient in basic job-holding skille (m/ch a callihg

attendance, or working wen without close supervisi?) sad alAost al/
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TABLE 2.8

WEST VIRGINIA

ADEQUACY OF CWEP PARTICIPANTS_IN SELECTED SKILLS AND WORK HABITS
IMPORTANT FOR THEIR Jr1BS AT THE START OF THEIR JOBS

AND AT TINE OF INTERVIEWS, AS JUDGED BY THEIR WORKSITE SUPERVISORS

Type of Skitt or Work Habit

Nuiber of CWEP
Jebe Where
Skill is

Jm_portent

Percentage of Participants Who Wareie

Adequate or
More Then_

Adequate at
Start of
CWEP Job

Inadequate at
Stnrt of
CWEP Job

IntideqUeto St
Time Of

Interview

Cognitive Skills
Reading/Writing 29 1DO
Arithmetic 16 1 00 0

Senniat Skitts
Cooperate With CoWorkers 67 90 10 0
Coat With Pubtic 5tr 78 22 2
Take Pwn Initiative_ 64 77 23 2
Work Without Supervision 72 76 24
Comvunicate Watt 56 CO 20

Ability to Use TOOLS
Simpte Toots 57 98
Toots Requiring Dexterity 95 5
limpte Machines 31 71 28
omptex Machine's 44 66 34

Work_Habite
AttendenCe N/A b 86 14
Concentrates' Oh Tatik N/A 87 13 1

Works Quickly N/A 87 13 2
Fottows Intitructions N/A 94 6 0
Mitts in SiCk_ N/A 87 13 6
Comptetes Tasks N7A 88 12 2
Learns From Mittnkes N/A 96 4 0

SOURCE: InterVisie cOnduetwo by MORC Field Rer^arch Staff between July 1983
ard MacCh 1984 With POrkeite Superviso.,*s of a random sw.770.i. of participants in CWEP
JObe.

a:NOYES, A tc.tel. of 94 CWEP nupervisors were inerviewed. Percentages are
booed On rtay thi5 Jobt w;r4ers th. suprnrmia:.r indicated that tha skitt was important.

N/A 1!,:!.1r,:isr_not ate because eat sc;,Icr,.isors were aske.d tO
rate the ndeque::,i



reached job adequacy at the time supervisors were interviewed; Hence, for

the one-eighth to on--qcwl.,ter of participant7 ,,,ho Could benefit from skills

Iprric;ement, CWEP provided effective trainir-,,_

In addition to supervisors, particis a,emselVes were asked about

learning on the job. They were asked if they s',;riohgly agreed, somewhat

;greed, somewhat disagreed or strongly disagreed with the statement "I have

not learned anyttIng on this job." Their responSeS, eXpreSSed as percent-

ages, are as follows:

nal&
Participants

Female
lactic-1=311

Strongly disagree 47 35
Somewhat disagree..; 17 94
Somewhat agree 13 12
Strongly agree 23 29

Total 130.0% 100.0%

The tissposses indicate that :any particints learned something nav in

their CWEP positions, altho4e ;.A shoulo 'le noted there uaS not mUCh

Correlation between their responss and the judgments of supervisors to the

qUebtion6 on skills improvement; One possibility is that participants

could have been referring to something they had learned on the job Other

than concrete skills.

The Same Skills improvement questions were posed to samples of

VOrkbite supervisors in other states in MDRC,s DemJnstration of State WOrk/

Welfare InitiatiVes. To cite two, the supervisors in San Diego, California

tended find A slightly higher share of participants adequate or better

at the Start of their CWEP assignments than did the supervisors in West

Virginia, while respc:ses from Maryland were much the same as the West

Virginia ones. It should be emphasized that the experiences in all six



state prrgrams were more nimflar than different. MOreover, most

tS Who Were initially judged inadequate in certain areas had

become Adequate by the time supervisors were interviewed.3

I : .

Ihe WOrk-ReaUtretent

Two critical iSSU68 in Mandatory work programs are the level Of the

participants' lob SatiSfadtiOn and their sense of the fairness of a Wo0k

requirement; To evalUate their perceptions, participants were asked a

series of questions at seVeral points in the interview. Intentionally, the

same issue was explored MOO6 than once, with alternative wording. FOr

example, questions were *girded 86 that an affirmattve response to one but a

negative response to another would indidate a convi:Itent attitude. This is

a standard practice in surVeys on ettitudeS, and peoent reearoh indicates

tha;.; it may be part;cula0ly imnOtitent in ±ntervf glc?1 re:f;Aents who

have little formal education, and 14lici a0e more likl than most to give

answers that agree with StateMents offered by the interviewers.4

Overall, responses tci tWo Of the SeVeral questions participants were

asked about fairness seemed tO indiedte a consistent dttitude. The

questions and responses to the first Were AS follows:

How satisfied are you ,ibout receiving
(welfare) benefits like this == that
is, tied to a job -- instead of simply
receiving your bene7its?

Men Women

Very satisfiedIT_--- 50 47
Somewhat satisfied_ 40 35
Somewhat dissatisfied.. 2 9
Yet satisfied at all... 8 9

Total 100.0% 100.0%
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A somewhat different questiot, with a reversed response direction and

reference to the participant's family, was presented as a statement in

which respondents could select one of four levels of agreement:

"I do not Iike having to leave my family
to go to a job where I only get a welfare
check."

Men Women

Strongly Agree 12 9
Somewhat Agree 22 29
Somewhat Disagree 16 21
Strongly Disagree 50 41

Total 100.0% 100.0%

In their responses, men and women alike generally accepted and; in
--

fadt, were satisfied with a work-for-benefits arrangenicnt. When given a

choice to indicate "satisfaction" or "strong sati-faction" -- the first two

answers to the first question (prior page) an.:1 the last two re3ponses to

the second -- half of the men indicated a strong satisfaction in both

questions, although some expressed dissatisfaction about leav1n3 the family

to work for a grant. Women were slightly less likely to be satisfied,

particularly in response to the statement about leaving their children; 38

peroent indicated that they did not like to do so. However, nearly half

expressed strong satisfaction with the work-tied-to-bensfits formulation.5

A third question dealt with the issue of fairness in terms of fjir

cial equity. Responses to that question generally did not correlate to the

two just cited. The question and responses were as follows:

I'd like to ask you how useful your work
is to the agency. Let's say you compare
the usefulness of your work to the amount
of money you receive in benefits -- who

-46-
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would you say is getting the better end
of the deal: you or the agency?

Men Women

Me1_: 20 15
Neither one 18 12
The agency 62 73
There's no Conneetton 0 0

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Both men and women indicated that they thoUght the agency got the

better end of the bargain, saying in effect that they believed their

contribution was worth more th the implicit minimum wage for which they

were working. A higher sbare of the women made thia observation, but the

difference between the two groups was not statistically significant.

The fact that somewhat dIff..rent patterns Were obtained from similar

questions or statements with different wording should not obscure the

important finding that a very large proportion of CWEP participants --

somewhere ;;etween 60 and 90 percent of both men and women -- were satisfied

With the CWEP work requirement. This occurred despite 'ale fadt that -,he

great majority A' participants thought the work sponsor WaS getting the

betl:sr end of the bargain financially;

in addition, aIl but three of the 94 respondent8 underateod that their

Irants were in jeopardy if they did not meet the participation requirement,

daPelling the possibiLity that respondents were satisfied b1Catiad they did

het perceiVe the mandatory nature of their work assignments; The tatiafac-

tiOn VAS alSo oweirmed by the reports of the MDRC researcher who, in

CendUcting inter:iews with participants and staff members in area offieea,

found VideSpread acceptare nf the program, particularly fOr Men.

However, it is possible that participants might think that t tequiee
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ment to work for their benefits was fair, but not be satisfied With the job

itself. Several questions examined this issue -- for example:

"Overall, I like my job."

Men Women

Strongly Agree 62 65
Somewhat Agree 27 32
Somewhat Disagree- 3 0
Strongly Disagree- 8 3

Total 100.0% 100;0%

Another series of questions were asked wherein the participants Were

handed cards with a statement and a set of response categories into which

they fit their reply. The following is one example:

"The kind of work I'm doing on this job
Will help me get a decent-paying job later."

Men Women

Strongly disagree 18 6

Somewhat disagree 14 15
Somewhat agree 40 38
Strongly agree 28 41

Total 100.0% 100.0%

In responding to this and other similar quections, participants

reported high levels of job satisfaction with their current assignments.

They also seemed to think that a MEP assignment could lead to a better-

paying regular job in the future.

These findings are generally consistent with other research studying

work experience arrangements.6 Moreover, they make sense in the context of

west Virginia's background and traditions. They also offer some broad

clues about the circumstances under which work-for-benefits arrangements

are acceptable to welfare recipients: when the work is of value to the



sponsor/employer; when it is expected to lead to something better; and when

the content of the work does not serve to rftind partiCipants that they are

nundeserving welfare recipients.
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CHAPTER 3

IRSAFDC RESEARCH_DESIGN AND DATA SQUCES

This chapter describes the research design and research sample as Well

aS the data sources used in the analysis of CWEP as operated for AFDC

mothers. The first section explains the measurement of net program impacts

the-M.4h the use of experimental and control groups. The next sections

discuss selectiOn of the research sample for the study and describe the

sample generated. A final section presents the key data sources and

assesses the data's accuracy.

I; The Research DeSiRn

The evaluation of CWEP fOr AFDC women was conducted using an experi-

mental reSeareh design in which random assignment generated an experimental

and a ecnteol group. Members of the experimental group were eligible for

CWEP and the limited traditional WIN services still available in the state.

Members of the control groupt while not permitted to participate in CWEP,

could receive the liMited WIN services but as is described latert very few

members of either group took part in any non-CWEP WIN activities.

The inclusion of a control group la the research design permits

estimation of net program effects. Examining outcomes (such as job

Placements and departures from welfare) without the use of random

assignment would not assess the program's achievements accurately since

positive outcomes for CWEP enrollees cannot all be attributed to the

program. In facti research has shown that a significant proOortion of AFDC

=53-
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recipients find jobs and leave welfare on their oWn in anY giVen periodil

The experience of the control group provides an indication Of What Would

have happened to program-eligibles in the absence of CWEP. The difference

in Outeomes between the experimental group (eligible fOr CWEP) and the

tbarol group (not eligible) reveals the effects of the prograt.

Data were gathered for members of both research groups Oh A Series of

Spedific outcome measures: the proportion employed; average eatningat the

proportiOn receiving AFDC grants and average AFDC payments; ProgeaM

impacts Were caleulated using ordinary least squares.2: The tables in thiS

report indicate whether program effects are statistically significant at

the 99, 95 and 90 percent levels of cOnfidence. These significance levels

indidate the probability that a given experimental-control diffevence would

not have occurred by chance.

ThiS CWEP eValuation for women in the AFDC caseload was targeted on

those -considered WIN-mandatory -- that is; women required to participate in

employment programs.3 The WIN-mandatory women formed three subgroups:

WIN=mandatory applicants for, Welfare during the study period; AFDC

reeipients determined WIN-mandatory during the study period; and those in

the WIN-mandatory caseload when the demonstration began.

II; Generation of-the-Reareh-Sample

Figure 3;1 shows the formation of the AFDC research sample. Random

assignment occurred at WIN registration for both WIN-mandatory applicants

and newly determined WIN-mandatOry reeipients. The prior WIN-mandatory

caseload was randomly assigned when reappraiSed by WIN staff to determine

their readiness for participation in WIN Aetivitieb. At the beginning of
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the evaluation, administrative areas were given the option of calling in

all their prior WIN mandatory registrants for random assignment at one

point in time or, instead, they could assess and randomly assign appropri-

ate clients in standard appraisal cycles, which ranged from 30 to 180

days.4 Some areas (e.g., the Martinsburg and Huntington areas) appear to

have evaluated their current caseloads and randomly assigned all eligible

clients at the beginning of the study == i.e., in JUly, August or

September, 1983 -- but most areas kept to their normal appraisal cycles.

Random assignment thus took place in stages between JUly 1983 and

April 1984. Table 3.1 gives the number of individuals in the research

sample by the month of random assignment and registration status. A large

proportion of Cie research sample (80 percent) was assigned in the fie5t

six months of the demonstration (from July to December 1983). Three=

quarters of all members f this early sample were prior registrants. In

the final four months of random assignment (from January to April 1984),

rardomly assigned clients were more evenly distributed between new And

prior registrants (48 percent and 52 percent, respectively).

III -The-Researdb-Samcle

Prior registrants in the sample were a cross-section of all WIN=manda=

tory recipients in the caseload as of July 1983; The new registrants

included a cross-section of all WIN-mandatory applicants, and recipients

who were newly determined WIN-mandatory during the research period, usually

because their youngest child had recently turned age si:c.5

By the end of April 1984, when random assignment ended, 1,853 APDC

registrants were aasigned to the experimental group and 1 841 to the

=56=
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TABLE 3.1

WEST VIRGINIA

NUMBER OF AFDC WIN REGISTRAN1S
RANDOMLY ASSIGNED, BY MONTH OF RANDOM ASSIGNMENT

(JULY 1983 APRIL 1984)

Metith of Random Assignment

July 1983

August 19i3

September 1883

October 1883

November 1983

December 1983

January 1884

February 1984

March 1984

April 1884

Sample Size

SOURCE:

Prior
Registrants

New

Registrants Total

344 85 438

815 156 771

453 141 584

368 126 485

218 84 312

225 115 340

123 118 241

112 92 204

80 66 146

73 78 152

2612 1082 3694

Tabulations f-role MDRC Client Information Sheets.



controls; leaving 1;210 in a non-research dategory.6 Thus, the research

sample included roughly three-quarters of all WIN=MandatOry applicants and

recipients in the nine administrative areas inVolVed in the study; The

one-quarter excluded from the research sample and placed in the non-

research categoey included enrollees in full=time schoOl or training1 men

heading AFDC single-parent cases; 16- or 17=year=old youths who were on a

Parent's AFDC case people who were employed; and WIN VOlunteers.7 Members

of the non=reaearch group were eligible for all available services, includ-

ing CWEP.

The demographic characteristics of the AFDC sample are summarized in

Table 3.2. The vast Majoeity (90 percent) of women in the sample were

White, and almost half were divorced or widowed (47 percent).8 The average

age of the sample meMbers was 35 years; and less than half had a high

school diploma or general equivalency degree;

Abbut 70 Perdent of the sample members were prior registrants, and the

majority overall had a lengthy history of welfare dependency. Over half

(54 percent) of the women had received AFDC for more than two years at some

time prior to randoM aaaignment. The women had been on welfare an average

of 14 of the previOUS 24 Mtinths.

Very few of the UtiM511 deMbnatreted recent .ettachment to the labbe

force; Only 28 percent Of the Sabi:de members reported having been employed

at any t_Ime during the tWO yeare prior to random assignment; and just 18

nercent had earnings reported to the Unemployment Insurance (UI) system

during the year prior to randbm assigodiebt.

As shown in Appendix Table A.1, there were few differences between the

characteristics of experimental and Control groups, indicating that random
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TABLE 3.2

WEST VIRGINIA

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS
AT THE TIME OF RANDOM

(DULY

OF THE AFDC SAMPLE
ASSIGNMENT, BY REGISTRATION STATUS

1983 - APRIL 1884 SAMPLE)

Characteristic
_New

_Rei_s_t_r_a_mt_s___ Registrants Total

Administrative Area (%)
Huntington 14.5 18.0 15.5***Martinsburg _7.7 7.9f 7.7
Parkersburg 13.1 0.0 9.2***
Princeton 11.3 11;3 11.3Clarksburg 7.4 11.0 8.4*"Fairmont 9.3 11.8 10;1**
Fayetteville 8.1 8.2 9,P
Orafton _8.5 5.2 9,241.1,
Wheeling 18.2 26.5 20.7***

Level of Urbanization
a
(%)

0 - ID 23.8 5;6 18.3***11 - 20 11.5 11.0 11.321 - 30 10.8 _8.5 10.131 - 40 _8.4 11.2 9;2
41 - 50 16;3 22.8 18.2
51 - 80 11.6 17.4 13.3
61 - 70 0.0 0.0 _0.0
71 = BO 11.2 14.3 12;1
81 - 90 6.6 81 7.4

Age I%)
24 Years or Less :4.7 _5.5 4;825 to 34 Years 47.0 463 46.8
35 _to 44 Years 35.7 37.1 36.1
45 Years or More 12.3. 11.0 11;9

Average Age (Years) 347 344 34.6
Ethnicity (%)

White, Non-Hispanic 89.2 91.8 89.9"
Bleck, Non-Eispanic 10;6 8.0 8.8**
Other 0.2 0.4 0.3

Degree Received (%)
None 56.0 49.4
Generet Equivalency Diploma 13.7 11.8 13.2
High School Diploma 30.3 38.7

Average_Highest Grade
Completed 10.1 10.5 10.2***

Marital Status (%)
Never Married 15.1 8.1 13.3***
Marriedv Living with
Spouse 15.7 18.3 16.6***
Married, Not Living with
Spouse 19.4 31.1 22.8***
Divorced, Widowed 48.8 40.2 47.0***

Average Number of ChiLdren
Less Than 4 Years 0.05 0;07 0.06
4 to 5_Years (3;011 0.08 0.08
6-te 12 Years 1.21 1.05 1.16**s
13 to 18 Years 0-73 0.66 0.71"

-59- in6
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TABLE 3.2 (continued)

ChsracteriStit

Average_Number of Children
Under 18 Years Of Age

Any Childroni(%)
Lass Then 6 Yeare
8 to 18 Yiere

Prior AFDC_Dependency (%)
Never on AFDC_
Two Years or Leis
Mors Then Two Yaars

Ever Received AFDC_in Iwo
Years Prior_to Random.
Assignment (%)

Total AFDC Received in Two
Years Prior-to RaridOM
Assignment II)

Average Months on AFDC in
Two_Yeers Priot te RehdOM
Assignment

Held Job_at Any Time in the
Two_Years Prior to RendOM
Assignment (S)

Held Job at Any Time.During
Four Quarters Priop-te
Random Assignment (%)

Held Job et Any Time_During
Quarter Prior_ao RendOM
Assignment (%)

Aversge:Earnings_During
Four Quarters Prior-ta
Random Ateignment IS)

Average Earnings Durtng
Quarter Prior_ao RaodoM
Assignment (S)

Average-Months Employed
During Two Years Prior to
Random Assignment

For Longeat Job Held in Past
Two Years _
Average Hourly Wage Rate($)
Average Weekly Hours
Du r ti on of _Jo_bOtas_t-h-54

Tatal Semple

Prior _New
Registrants

2.06 1;84

10.5
85.3

4.0
31.0
64.8

11;6
93.0

37.7
34.0
28.3

2.00***

10.8
84.6***

13.8***
31.9*

84.8 48.1 81.2***

3372.61 820.85 2654.47***

17.7 5.2

18.8 48.2 27.9***

14.1 27;1 17.8*

6.2- 17.7 8.6***

257.28 906.46 447.43***

55.08 223.11 104.30***

1.5 5.9 2.8***

3.58 1_3.90 3.74***
33.1 34.3 33.7147 20.1

2612 _10E2_ 3684

SOURCE: -CaLcutations f!'eta MDRC Client_Informstion Sheets and UnemployMent
Insurance earnings and welfare records from the State of Webt Virginia.

NOTES: Distributions may hot tdd to 10C.0 percent because of roundings.

(Continued)
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TABLE 3.2 (continued)

a
__Level of urbanization is defined as the percent of individuals

living in en urban area in each county according to 1880 census data.
b-
Distributions may_not add to 100.00 percent beetUte indiVidualsbeth have children in more then one category.

c-
_CaLtUlated from Unemployment_InsuTance:earnings recorde free thOState of West Virginia._LSince_many individuals worked out-Ofttate or in jobs

not covered by_the UI_Systami earnings data from the_Wept Virginia UnemploymentInsurance System is considered to Underreport the income for sample members.
d-
For questions-concerning_Longest_job. sample eiltie dee boned onthe number of_individuals_who report a Longest JOb On the Client InformationSheet. Due to_imissing data fer selected charact_eristics, these sample sizesvary from 510-512 for prior registrants and from 472-474 for new regiatrente.

e_
For selected charecteristica sample Oitee lay vary up to 28

sample points due to missing data.

NO indiVidUels in Parkersburg were coded ee new registrante On
the Client Information Sheets.

_ _Differences_batween registration statuses are statistically
significant using a tiO-tailad t-test or chisquere test at the following
levels: * = 10 percent; ** = 5 percent; *** = 1 percent.



assignment succeeded in generating two research groups WhOSe members were

Similar in background characteristics;

As expected, there were large differences between the characteristics

of new registrants and those of prior registrants. Prior registrants had a

more extensive history of welfare receipt: 65 percent had received AFDC for

more than two years, while only 28 percent of the new registrants had

received welfare for this length of Ume. Correspondingly, the prior regis-

trants were less likely than the new registrants to have held a job at any

time in the prior two years: 19 versus 49 percent of the neW regiatrants

had dehe so. The prior registrants were also less likely to be high Sehoel

graduates or to have a general equivalency degree than the neW regiStranta

(44 percent and 81 percent, respectively) and were more often currently

unmarried (65 percent and 49 percent, respectively). BecAuSe of these

differences, these two groups are analyzed separately as well as together.

IV . -Data-Sources-and- Data_ Oualitv

This eValuation uses a wide range of both quantitative and qualitative

data. State administrative records from the WIN Information system, the

Unemployment Insurance system and the AFDC payment system proVided uati-

tative data on program activity, employment, earnings and Welfare

payments.9 (Table 3.3 shows sources used for the different types Of data

and the length of the follow-up period.) State and federal reports which

deddribe trenda in the size of the welfare caseload before and during the

StUdY Period and characteriie labor markets in the demonstration areas help

place the AFDC caseload and economy of West Virginia in a national context.

InfOrWation Oh deMographic and socioeconomic characteristics of registrants
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TABLE 3,3

WEST VIRGINIA

LENGTH OF AVAILABLE FOLLOW-UP FOR THE AFDC RESEARCH SAMPLE,

BY DATA SOURCE AND PERIOD OF RANDOM ASSIGNMENT

(JULY 1983 - APRIL 1984 SAMPLE)

Data and Source

Lest Date Date

Are Available

Length of FellowUp By Period of Rendom As&ignment
..--,..

Point et Which

Date Sterte to

Be Collected

i

July

September 1983

'October-

December 1903

January-

March 1984

April

1984

Program Dots from the

WIN Information System

(WISI

Quarterly Employment

and earnings date from

the.Stete of West Vie-

ginie Unemploysenl:
cid

Insurance System

Monthly Welfare Grant

Payments from the State

of West Virginil AFDC

Payments System

Monthly Unemployment

Insurance Benefits date

from the Stete of West

Virginia Unemployment

Insurance Syetem

December 1984

Third Calendar

Querter 1985

January 1906

December 1985

Date of Random

Aseignment
a

4 Quarters

Prior to Random

Assignment

24 Months.

Prior to Random

Assignment

12 Months

Prior to Random

Assignment

15 Months

8 Quarters

After Random

Assignment

29 Months

20 Months

12 liOnthe

7 barters

After Random

Assignment

26 Menthe

25 Months

9 Menthe

8 herters

After Random

Aseignment

23 Menthe

22 Months

.

8 Months
b

5 Quarters

After Random

Aseignment

22 Months

21 Months

NOTES:
e

Randovessignment occurred at different-points in the client flow._ Applicants were randomly
assigned at initial WIN registration; other

new registrants were randomly assigned when newly redetermined

WIN-mandatory. For prior registrantst random
assignment occurred at reappreimil: either et the beginning of the

CWEP eveluation, or at the regular cyclical WIN reeppreiseti

ii 0

(continued)
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A

TABLE 3.3 (continued)

b-
$emple members randomly assigned in April 1084 have between 8 end 9 onthe of tracking date

foltow-up, depending on whether they were randomly eesigned in the early or Later part of April. For the process

anatysisi these sample members are considered to have 9 menthe of fottow-up.

c

Employment and earninge data are baud an UnempLOyment Insurance earnings records which report

earnings on a calendar quarter basis.

The calendar quarter of random assignment is not considered to be a fottow-up quarter for

employment end earnings for the West Virginia CWEP evaluation.

i
The first month of fottow-up for welfare grant payments and Unemployment Insurance benefits

includes the month in which an individual is randomly assigned.
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in the sample Vas collected on a form prepared by MDRC. An MDRC survey of

a random sample of CWEP Worksite participants and their supervisors

provided information on the nature of work and the attitudes of

participants tbdUt the jobs and the work requirement,

Also central to this Study were qualitative data collected through

field research: interviews with program staff, observations Of client-Staff

interactions in the local offices, and'examinations of program documents

and records; A brief description of the key data sources follows;

A. Client Informatton-Shette---MIS1-

The CISi designed by MDRC, constituted the major source of demographic

data about the AFDC research sample. At random assignment, program staff

asked clients for the information necessary to complete the CIS form. The

CIS contained data on standard demographio variables (age, sex, ethnicity,

family composition and educational attainment) and basic information Oh

welfare and employment histories, with particular attention given to each

client's experience during the tWo years prior to random assignment.

Overall, the CIS data were accurate and comOlete.10

B. Administmlamjimmaa

1. The WIN InformatiOnSyjteM(-WM-. This system provided

computerized data to track program participatidho job placement, deregistra-

tion and sanctioning; Information vas C011eoted from the beginning of

random assignment in July 1983 through acceMber 1984. In assessing the

quality of the WIS data, the MDRC on-site field reedardher examined case

record files for a randomly selected sample Of 47 dlientsi This comparison

of WIS data with information in clients' dase folders indicated that WIS

was an accurate and complete source of information on program activities.
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2; The StateO-U-WelltVirianiaAFDC- Pavments System; This

system supplied data on actual grant AMOUnta. The State computerized

system, which issuet all autotated AFDC grant checks, was the direct source

of this information; AFDC data ulre C011edted On each sample member

beginning two years prior to random assignment and ending JahUary 1986.11

A test of the quality of the research data reVedled that the magnitude

of the discrepancies was higher than for sitilar Samples in MDRC's other

evaluations of state work/welfare programs;12 Sowevert differencea in the

proportions of experimentals and controls with diser6parldie8 t4dre small and

not statistically significant, so thlt discrepancies dO hOt bias the

analysis of program impacts; Therefore, the computerized AFDC paytehtS

system was considered an acceptable source of information for the reSedroh.

3 The State of West Virginia Unemployment Insuranee-Svstem.

This system provided data on the quarterly earnings of and monthly UI

benefits paid to the sample members; Using Social Security hutbers, MDRC

collected data on earnings for each sample member from one year prior tc

random assignment until the end of September 1985; Records of UI behefita

covered the period from Jay 1982 through September 1985;

In some instances, reliance on UI-reported earnings undSreatiMate8

total earnings because not all earnings are reported, and there are also

lags between when employers pay wages and when the data enters the SyStet.

For example, Ul records do not include off-the-book earnings, earning8 that

employers are not required to report (such as those of domestic workerS),

or earnings of peoPle who have moved or who work out of the state.

Potential underestitatiOri WaS a particularly difficult research issue in

West Virginia, partly becauSe many readarch areas bo-edered other states;
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FUttherMorei the poor labor market in West Virginia may have encouraged

SaMple Members to'seek jobs out of the state or to take temporary jobs from

Whieh earnings may not have been reported to the UI aYstem.

Data quality checks conducted to deterMine the accuracy and the

completeness of the UI date revealed that as many as 40 pereent of the jobs

held by the women either prior to random assignment de after random assign-

ment might not have been recorded in West Virginia'a UI data base.13

However, there were no significant differences in the extent tif the non-

reported earnings between ekperimentals and controls.14 Although the

degree of underestimation would be the same for experimentals and controls,

ny impacts on employment or earnings would be underestimated.

Unemployment Insurance data for the full sample were available only

through five quarters of fellow- p, although a follow-up of eight quarters

was possible for the earliest Sample members. (These counts exclude the

quarter of random assignment.)

C; Sahgr_SimiLttutUS&I/eziumpa

Other quantitative data sOUreda for this report include interviews at

the CWEP worksites and extended follow-up data collected from WIS tracking

records for a subset of early registrants. Data about the perceptions and

experiences of CWEP participanta and their supervisors were collected by

MDRC field researchers as part of a worksite study which used a standard-

ized survey instrument. A randet aubsample of 34 wometi and 60 men working

in CWEP assignments during the period feom July 1983 through March 1984 waS

selected; Interviews were conducted With thebe AFDC participants and their

supervisors;

Extended program activity followup data Were considered necessary for
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the analysis; Over half of the rejearch sample was still regiStered Witlt

the program at the end of the data collection period in December 1984, and,

225 AFDC clients were still participating in CWEP in December 1984. TO

obtain extended follow-up data from the WIS files, a random subsample (Of

146) was drawn from those clients registered with WIN as of December 31,

1984, excluding those people who had continually been in a long=ter.th

holding status during the study period, that is, were not conSidered

appropriate for CWEP assignments;

This subsample of clients was followed through May 1986, and depeg

istration (if it occurred) and dates of CWEP participation were recorded.

These updated data were used in the benefit-cost analysis to predict length

of program enrollment and CWEP participation and, in the process analysis,

tO eatimate length of CWEP stay over an extended follow-up period.

D. -2aLltallstejla

Field research data were collected to provide detailed documentation

of program operations at the local office level and to examine such issues

as the development of CWEP jobs assignment decisions, staff understanding

f CWEP objectives, and the administrative process of sanctioning. These

data were primarily collected through background interviews (64 in all)

With each Work and Training Division caseworker and supervisor in the nine

area offices and through a series of structured reports on each aspect of

program activity. .M6 reporta drew on data sources intended to complement

each other and provide cross-checks, including formal and informal inter-

views with program staff (and wten pobsible with clients), observation of

program activities, examination of written materials (e.g., procedures

manuals) and case file searches. The reports covered the period from May
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1983 through June 1984.

In addition, MDRC Operations staff regularly visited the WeSt Virginia

program tO ObServe program activities and to intervieW Staff. Their

reports were an ongOing source of information about program itpleMentatiOn.

The evaluation also dreW on program management documents, iteludirig the

initial project plehe and subsequent operation guidelines, and StatiStical

reports detailing participation.



CHAPTER 4

BaTERNS- OF PARTICIPATION FOR AFDCg

This chapter discusses the extent to which AFDC program tegiStratita

partidipated in CWEP. It was not the state's intention == nor were

SUffidient Panda available to run CWEP for single parents at a

Universal, or saturation scale. Child-care assistance was net provided

early in the demonstration, and transportation reimbursement monies Were

not sufficient to ceVer the costs of large numbers of participating women.

Consequently, pregram operators were given no participation goals, bUt

neither were specific limits set on CWEP assignments; These parameters Of

the program for Woten SheUld be kept in mind throughout this chapter.

The first West Virginia report indicated that CWEP participation was

modest, although the analysis was based on an early sample followed for a

short period (three MOnths). Among AFDCs registering through November

1983, 16 percent of the experimentals participated in CWEP within three

months of random assignment.

The participation analysis in this report differs from that of the

first report in several ways. First, it examines the participation

patterns for the entire sample randomly assigned from July 1983 through

April 1984, including both controls and experimentals. Second, alI sample

members were tracked for a longer period Of time: nine months after

research entry; Additionally, those randomly assigned during the first

three months -- half of the full sample -- were followed few 15 months;

This extended follow-up is particularly impOrtant bedauSe of the ongoing
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participation requirement and the fact that CWEP assignments were frequent-

ly not made Until several months after random assignment.

Third, thiS participation analysis answers new queStidhS. Several

measures of partioipatiOn are presented instead of just one, and the

intensity of program partiCipation is also examined.

The chapar has several sections. The first depicts the overall

indicators of participation, highlighting the differences between experi=

mentals and controls; between new and prior registrants; and among the nine

research areas; The next section eXaMines the participation patterns of

important subgroups, while the third part looks at participation over time,

using varying lengths of follow-up. The fourth section analyzey the

program status c registrants at a Specific point in time to determine how

many were still eligible for CWEP but had not yet worked in a program job.

The last section reports on the intensity of participation.

I. Qyerall Indicators of Particination

The questions in this section are basic: What proportion of the sample

ever participated in CWEP? What activitie6 other than CWEP were available?

How did participation patterns differ for neW And prior registrants?

Because it was summer vacation when CWEP for women began in July 1983,

the program got off to a slow start. Few women were assigned to or

participated in CWEP until September. And, as noted in the first report,

interviews with program staff revealed that, compared to the AFDC-U men,

CWEP staff had more difficulty assigning Women to worksites. Less than

half of the AFDCs in the sample had a high school degree, and only a small

proportion had recent work experience, These educational deficiencies,
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along with a lack of clerical skills, limited the number Of *it:Mien Who met

work sponaOrst immediate needs.

tother6 had more health problems

leave their Children for work.

Additionally, staff neted that the AFDC

and greater hesitation than the fatheiia to

These factors, combined vith the reqUire-

ment that staff ensure that participants had adequate childchre arrange=

ments, made it more time-consuming to place the women in CWEP positionS.

Once the program was underway, up to one-fifth of the expetimantala

who were aVailable for assignment to CWEP in any given month partitipateU.

For example, 6f the 1,004 individuals who were randomly assigned tO the

experimental group by Odtober 1983 and were still registered with WIN in

OCtober, 130 dkperithentalsi or 13 percent, participated in CWEP dUring

00tober. : In Will 19840 281, or 21 percent of the 1,374 experimentals

available for MEP* partiepated during the month.1

AS ShoWn in Table 4.1, within nine months of random assignment, 24

percent of all AFDC experimentals participated at least one day in a

worksite.2 Consistent With the research design very few -- less than 1

percent -- of the contraS participated in CWEP. Participation in non=CWEP

services was also relativelY rare. As noted in Chapter 1, DES had

dedicated its resources priMarily to CWEP, and other types of activities

were limited. Table 4.1 ShOWS that only a small proportion of both

experimentals and contras (6 percent) participated in non-CWEP activities

during the follow-up period. (Ntin=CWEP Services included individual job

search, group job search, onthe;-jcib training, institutional training and

JTPA services, as shown in Appendix Table 13.1.)

Less than one-eighth of the study admple Vida pladed in a job during

the nine-month follow-up period. The priopOrition of placed experimentals
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TOM 4.1

WIST VIRGINIA

KEY PERFORMANCE INOICATOPS OF THE AMC SAMPLE W.ITHII1_NINE Win

AFTER PROM ASSIGNYENTe BY REGISTRATION STATUS P110 RESEW GROUP

(JULY 1963 - A1IL 19841AltPLE)

,...,.',".".",......
Pri or Regi strants New Registrants Total

Performance Inditator Experimentets Contras Experieentals Controls Experimentals Controls

Participated in NEP

Participated in Other Activity

a
Job Recalled

Deregi stored

Sancti one d

27,0 0,6*"

6,3 6.8

10,3 9-.4

30.6 30.8

2.0 2.1

18.7 1,0***

6,3 5.0

15;1 14,1

69,5 68.8

1,4 0.0

23.9 Ciro

6.3 6.2

11,8 10.9

42.3 41.8

1,8 1.7

Smipte Size 1296 1316 557 525 1953 WI

SOURCE; MORC alculatiene from the West Virginia WIN Information Systme,

NOTES1 All performance indicators are calculated es a percentage of the total rumber of' individuele in the indicated
research group.

Pertitipati on is defined as attending any activity for at least one day.

%Al lumbers randoily iiiigned in April 1964 hove batman 8 end 9 months cif tracking data follme-up, depending on
whether they were rendtmly assigned in the earlier or later part of April. For the process analysis, these sample member' ere
considered to have 9 months of follog-up.

e-
Progral plasma information is based on smployment that is reported to progrim staff. Progr ex plecement data

witt not be used to measure impacts.

Differences between researCh groups are statistically significant using a chi-tquere test at the fotLing LeveLat
= 10 percent; " 5 percent; *** 1 percent.
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and controld was similar: 12 and 11 percent, respectively. However, while

employment programs frequently use these placement rates to gauge program

success, these rates reflect only the employment that comes to the

attention of program staff. To the extent that registrants find jobs and

dO nOt repOrt them to their caseworkers, placement rates will understate

trite eMployment rates. The employment rates presented in Chapter 5, based

on Unemployment Insurance records, are a more accurate estimate of
a

employment among experimentals.3

During the nine-month follow-up period, 42 percent of both the experi-

mentals and controls were deregistered from WIN. Very few of the women

(less than 2 percent) in either the experimental or control group weioe

sanctioned because they were not in compliance with the program s

requirements.

Chapter 3 indicated that new registrants and prior registrants had

different demographic characteristics, as well as different backgrounds in

prior employment and welfare receipt. Table 4.1 shows that the two groups

also had different participation patterns. TWenty-seven percent of the

prior registrants in the experimental group participated in CWEP, while 17

percent of the new registrants did so. Although there were no differences

in their participation in non-CWEP activities or their rates of sanction-

ing, placement and deregistration rates did differ. New registrants had a

somewhat higher placement rate (by 5 percentage points) than prior regis-

trants, but a vastly higher deregistration rate: 69 percent of the new

registrants were deregistered from the program within nine months, while 31

percent of the prior registrants left the program. These differences are

generally due to the fact that new registrants are usually more employable
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than those on the rolls and will thus leave welfare more quickly.

It is important to note that these overall performance indicators mask

variation in the participation patterns across the nine administrative

areas. As illustrated in Appendix Table B.2, CWEP participation rates

ranged from 9 percent in Grafton to 38 percent in Princeton. Placement,

deregistration and sanctioning rates also differed by area. These

differences reflect many factors: the demographic differences in the AFDC

populations across areas; the dissimilar labor markets; and Variation in

Staff practices or philosophies. For example, sanctioning, AlthOUgh not

Common, was clustered in two areas: Martinsburg and Huntington.

Observation and interviews indicate that, in Huntington, staff were Strict

aboUt the mandatory nature of CWEP participation;

High levels of sanctioning, however, were not correlated With high

participation, since participation rates in Martinsburg and Huntington

ranked second and sixth among the nine areas. It is also interesting to

El-cite that the three areas with the highest CWEP participation were also

debighated saturation areas for the AFDC-U demonstration. It is pOSSible

that Staff efforts to attain high participation rates for the AFDCus had a

spill=tiVer effect on assignment patterns for the AFDCs;

H. SUbtd4EMJParticisationEaates-and CWEP AssIgnment Patterns

This settion looks at the patterns for new and prior registrants and

other iMpOttant subgroups of the full sample to see if some segments of the

targeted population participated at higher rates than others. The analysis

of these data, tOgether with qualitative data from observation and staff

interviews- suggests how registrants were assigned to CWEP.
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As noted earlier; prior registrants had higher CWEP participation

rates than new registrants; This difference was not due to Official

policy: as a rule; program staff did not assign the prior caseload to CWEP

positions before new registrants. Instead; it appears that; because prior

registrants remained in the program longer; they were more likely to

receive a CWEP assignment than the short-term new registrants; Some case-

workers suggested that they knew the prior registrants better; and were

more likely to call on them; but actual assignment practice had more to do

with who was still registered with the program;

. There were no clear patterns indicating that assignment practices were

relat'A to the job-readiness of the clients; On the one hand; as shown in

Table 4;2; women with a high school diploma or GED were more likely to

participate than those without a high school degree; (Among the new regis-

trants, 20 percent of those with a degree participated; while only 13

percent of those without a degree did so; For the prior registrants; the

rates were 30 percent and 25 percent; respectively;) On the other hand;

women with relatively long AFDC histories were more likely to participate-

than those who had been on AFDC for less than two years; For prior and new

registrants; there was about a 5 percentage point difference between the

rates (15 percent versus 21 percent for the new registrants and 24 percent

versus 29 percent for the prior registrants).

CWEP participation rates were similar for women with and without

recent employment. However, not many prior registrants -- less than 20

percent -- had held a job within two years prior to program registration.

Of interest is the fact that there was no clear correlation between partici-

pation rates and the urban nature of the women's county of residence.
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TABLE 4.2

WEST VIRGINIA

°NEP PARTICIAkTIDN RATES FOR 1HE AR1C EXPERI1e4TALS,
BY SELEC1ED CHAR4CTER2STICG IND REGISTRATION STA1US

(JULY 19&3 - APRIL 1984 SAMPLE)

Charecteri AU d
Prior

Reg' strants New Registrants

1

TOW

AM 1 ni streti vs Area
Ilhait Ind 27.0 178 23;5
Fat naont 15.3** 0.0*** 10.2***
1% rti naburg 28.0 8;8 21.5
Pariershurg 27.9 N/A 27.9
Ciarkeburg 256 18.8_ 22.5
Grafton 11;2*** 0.0"
Muntingtoh 37.6*** 20.6 31.6s**
Fayetteville 17.9** 28.5** 21.1
Princeton 42;7*** 26.7** 38.1***

Age

24 Years or Less 17;9 20.7 18.8
25 tO 34 Years 31.5*** 20;7** 28.1***
35 to 44 Years 25.1 13.1 21.4°
45 Years or More 19;8** 7.7 17.0**

Ethni di ty
Whi to, Nore-iii iigi hi d 26.5 15.4**
Bleck, Nort-Hi spent c 31;8 31;9*" 31.8
All Others 25.0c 0.0

c
16.7-c

Degree Received
High School Di playa

or 30.1" 20;1" 26.8**_Equivalent
No Degree 24.8" 13.3** 21.6**

Kerital Status
Never Married 32.7* 34.6*** 3310"
Married, Living with Spouse
fierHed, Not Living With

17.1*** 13.3 15.9***

Spcbto 27.5 19.0 24.1
Divorced, Widowed

t.ior AMC Dependency

28.3 12.6** 24.0

2 Years Or LISS 24.4 14.9* 20.0***
Nora Than 2 Years 28.5 21.3* 27.3***

%Id JOb At Arty Tine During
Four Quarters Prior to Random
Wei meant

Yea 32.0 17.8 24.8
No 28.3 isa 23.7

ioontintesd)
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TMLE 4.2 (continued]

Charmer:Within
Prior

Rapt strants New Fisgi strents Total

:WU! Job at My Time During
Two Years Prior to Random
Assignment

Yea 29.5 17.3 22.9
No 28.6 16.5 24.5

Received AFDC in Two Years
Prior to Random Assignment

The 27.5 19.9* 26.1***
No 18.9 13.86 14.86"

Levet of Urbanization.
0 - 10 22.1** 10.0 21.0

11 - 20 16.4** 22.0 18.0"
21 - 30 40.16** 11.9 34.06"
31 - 40 42.6 * 26.7** 36.96"
41 - 50 19.0*** 10.2" 15.56"
51 - 60 20.36 12.4-c 17.16"
61 - 70 0.0c

0.0 0.0c
71 - 80 34.0* 19..3 28.76
81 - 90 379" 28.6" 34.5

Semple Sizeb
1283 557 1850

SOURCE: Calculations from KWIC Client Information Sheets, Unemployment Insurance
earnings records from the State of West Virginia, and program tracking records from the
West Virginia WIN Information System.

NO7ES: Perticipation is defined as attending CWEP for at least one day.

Semple members randomly assigned in April 1984 have between 8 and 9 months
of tracking data fottow-up, depending on whether they ware randomly assigned in the
earlier or later part of April. For the process analysisi these sample members are
considered to have 9 months of follow-up.

N/A indicates not applicable because no individuals in Parkersburg were
coded es new registrents on the Client Information Sheets.

e
GveL of urbaniztion is defined s the percent of individuals living in en

urban arse in :tech county ccording to 1980 census data .

b-
ftr selected charecteristics, sample sizes may vary up to 14 sample points

due to missing data.

Olt-square test inappropriate due to low xpected cell from:pennies.

For *soh column in the table, a ototiotioat test was porfoirood to &Marline
Whether the participation rats for each subcategory was different from the average nerd-
ciption fOr Mt the Other ostegorise. For exempla. the 27 percent participation rata
achieved by prior registrants in Wheeling was not sionifinontLy different from the verege
participation rata ethisved by prior registrants in all other areas. Differences in
participation rates in oompsriaon to all other groups re statistically significant using

ahl-oquoro toot at the following levels: * 1 0 percent; " 6. 5 percent; see it .1

percent.
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III. Partielloratiehatterns-Over-TIme

Figure 4.1 :MiOws the cumulative participation rates for registranta

randomly assigned in the early versus the later months of the sample intake

period. As seen ih the figure, women randomly assigned through September

1984 were tracked for 15 months: the group entering the sample from October

to December 1984, 12 tontha; thOSe randomly assigned between January and

April 1984, nine months.

For all groups -- early and later SaMple enrollees -- participation

rates increased at a steep pace during the firat six months after random

assignment. The rates continued th CliMb after that point, although at a

slower rate; Ultimately, the 15Month rate of Participation for those in

the earliest group of sample enrollees reathed 33 pereent. This indicates

that some experimentals began CWEP assignments Well after program entry --

as much as 12 months later. Some registrants May have been initially

deferred because of problems with health, tranSportatiOn, or child care.

As their situations changed, some were assigned to a CWEP worksite.

Also seen in Figure 4.1 IS the high CumUlatiVe participation rate of

early sample enrollees; This high rate is probably a reflection of the

predominance of prior registrants in the early sample, Who Were more likely

to participate in CWEP than new registrants. As noted in Chapter 3, three-

quarters of the registrants randomly assigned from July through December

1983 were prior registrants.

. Participation and Continuing_ ElIIbilItt

Thus far in this chapter, participation has been defined as the propor-
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',IMF 4.1

CUMULATIVE CWEP PARTICIPATION RATES OF AFDC

EXPERIMENTALS, BY PERIOD.OF RANDOM ASSIGNMENT

(JULY 1983 APRIL 1984 SAMPLE)
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tiOn of registrants who participated in CWEP for at least one day during a

specified follow-up period. Several ppoblems are inherent in this measure..

For onei it makes no distinction b6tWeen those who participated for a day

and those who participated for a much longer period, thus ignoring their

length of stay, or the intensity of participation.

A second problem is that these rateb may understate the program's

ability to serve the targeted caseload. Participation rates based on all

registrants may incorrectly suggest that all women remained eligible for

CWEP assignment throughout the study period, and that certain registrants

somehow aVOided participation; In reality, some women remained in the

program for only a short period of time, leaVing welfare or the program for

a variety of reasons (e,g.i remarriage or the birth of a child). Staff may

have had no opportunity to assign these registrants during their short

program tenure. Other registrants may have become employed part-time after

program entry and were thus not available for 6 CWEP assignment. The

extent of a program's ability to serve the targeted caseload is more

evident when only the eligible registrants are taken into account.

Thib analysis examines the proportion of clients who, at a specific

point in title* were Still on welfare, registered with the peogeam, did not

have jobb* and had not yet participated. This iS the eligible group on

whom the prograt had not imposed a CWEP participation requireMent. For

CWEP operated fOr *rOideni that proportion was quite large. Figure 4.2

indicates that at nine months after random assignment, 39 perdent of al'

zxperiMentAlS (27 percent of the new registrants and 44 Per-Cent of the

prior registrants) *Jeri-é still registered, not employed, and had never

participated. (Appendix Table B.3 contains the full breakdoWn.)
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There are several.reaSons why the proportion of registranta not served

by the program might be so high. First, as shown in the tabl, only 38

percent of the experimental sample had either left Welfare or had been

deregistered by the ninth month after random assignment. In other words,

there was not muCh welfare turnover in the West Virginia AFDC caseload.

The majority Of regiatrants in the sample, particularly the prior

registrants, were still available for CWEr assignments nine months after

their initial appraisal or rehppeaihtti.4

Another explanation iS the philohophy of the program for women. West

Virginia's historical emphasia On linking welfare to work has been

associated with AFDC=U Meng ncit the women. To avoid interfering With

women's child-care dutieS, ohly Women without ehild-care problems were

assigned to CWEP; probably imposing liMits on the proportion of registrants

who could be assigned. (AlthOUgh, When pre-abed in interviews, many staff

could think of only a feu more Uften Who would have participated if more

day care had been available.) TranSpertatiOn funds for large numbers of

women were also not available, but; given the program's limited focus for

mothers; were not likely to be needed.

Finally; although interviews With piioiokil staff indicated that the

great majority of those assigned to CWEP Were Willing to take part; not all

the women assigned to CWEP participated. A variety of factors account for

this nonparticipation, including attitudinal, health, transportation and

scheduling constraints.

V. Intensity of Parlicinatiu

The CWEP program for mothers, as foe AFDC-41 fathers, involved a contin-
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uous participation reqUirement. That is, once assigned to a worksite,

women were expected to work until one of two situations occurred: they left

welfare, or they remained on welfare but were no longer WIN-man.intory.

This section presents information on how much time typical participants

spent at CWEP worksites and whether they worked eVery month they were in

the program.

Interviews with worktite participants and supervisors as part of the

worksite study (described in Chapter 2) indicated that women worked an

average of 53 hours during each assigned month; fewer than one in fitre

worked less than 40 hours. Work schedules took one of two patterns. Half

Of the women worked full-time either the first two or last two weeks Of

each month; the others worked part-time for all four weeks. Work schedules

often coincided with school schedules in order to obviate the need for

child care.

Those who participated tended to do so for a fairly long time. A3

shown in Table 4.3, of the 364 women in the early sample who participated

in CWEP within the 15-month follow-up period available, tWo-thirds worked

in a job for more than three months. This finding is important because one

of the open general questions about CWEP is hou long people will stay in

the program if the work requirement is indefinite (i.e., lasts as long as a

person is on welfare), as in West Virginia. Many state programs, for a

number of reasons, limit their work programs to 13 weeks, and this study is

the first to offer evidence that CWEP -- operated on an ongoing basis --

will involve welfare recipients for a substantial period of time. Five

percent of the West Virginia women, for instance, worked during virtually

every month -- 14 or 15 months -- during the 15-month period studied.
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TABLE 4.3

WEST VIRGINIA

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF MONTHS PARTICIPATED IN CWEP
FOR AFDC EXPERIMENTALS WHO PARTICIPATED WITHIN 15 MONTHS;

BY REGISTRATION STATUS
(JULY - SEPTEMBER 1963 SAMPLE)

Number of Months_
Participated in CWEP

One Month

Two Month*

Three Menthe

Four Months

Five Months

Si* Months

Seven Months

Eight Months

Mins Months

Ten Months

Eleven Months

TeilVe Months

Thirteen Months

Fourteen Months

Fifteen Months

-a
Total

Sample Size

Prior
Ragittrant

New
Registrant Totel

7;5 3.4 6.9

12.1 15.5 12.6

12.1 9.6 11.5

6.5 13.8 9.3

6.2 13.6 7.4

5.6 8.6 6.0

7.5 10.3 8.0

6.9 6.9 6.9

7.6 1.7 6.9

6;5 1.7 5.8

4.2 5.2 4.4

2.6 3.4 2.7

3.6 5.2 3.8

3.9 0.0 3.3

2.0 0.0 1.6

100.0 100;0 100.0

306 59 364

SOURCEt MORC celculatione from the West Virginia WIN Information System.

NOTES* Participation is defined as attending CWEP for at least one day.

Tests of statistical significance Were not calculated.

*-
Semple size includes ten individuate WhO ware coded as participating

for 0 months, Since they participated only a few days in the fifteorth month of
fottow-up;
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However, the statistics presented in Table 4.3 also understate

participation in that the follow-up period is limited to 15.months: 33

percent of the early participants were still participating in CWEP during

the fifteenth month after random assignment. A better estimate of length

of stay -- i.e., one that is not truncated at 15 months -- can be obtained

from the sample of 146 AFDCs for whom participation data past December 1984

were obtained. (See Chapters 3 and 6.) Within the 31 to 33-month follow-

up period provided by this extended data, registrants participated for 10.5

months. Since 20 percent of these registrants were still participating at

the end of this two-and-one-half year follow-up period, a five-year

projection of participation was also calculated; Using these data, it

appears that tfte average number of months in which a participant would be

likely to work in CWEP during a five-year period would be 13.6 months.5

Another measure of interest is whether -- among the 24 percent who

ever participated at least one day SWIM registrants participated in every

month they were in the program. This measure of "continuous participation"

was determined by reviewing a sample of 751 experimentals randomly assigned

from July to December 1983, who were registered with the program throughout

1984. The results indicate that women who participated in CWEP did not

participate on an ongoing basis. Although women in this sample were

eligible for CWEP during every month of 1984, only 55 percent of those who

participated in January were participating again in December of that year.

Conversely, only 44 percent of those participating in December had partici-

pated in the first month of 1984.

A review of this special sample of 751 experimentals also confirms a

point made previously in this report: because of child-care considerations,



CWEP assignments were suspended for many women during the SUMMer mOnths.

As depicted in Figure 4.3, participation rates dropped dralatically in the

summer, going down from 21 percent in May to 11 percent in July, and then

rising in September to 17 percent.



FIGURE 4.3

CWEP PARTICIPATION RATES OF AFDC EXPERIMENTALS

REGISTERED WITH WIN THROUGHOUT 1984,

BY REGISTRATION STATUS

Participated in CWEP During Month (Z)
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CHAPTER 5

IMPACTS ON EMPLOYMENT. EARNING; AND-WELFARE-RECEIPT
FOR THE AUCti

This section summarizes the short-term employment and earnings

impacts, as well as changes in welfare receipt and payments, for the AFDC

readarch sample. The overall results are based on data collected on alI

AFDC Sample members over an 18- to 21-month period beginning with random

assignment. The data for several sets of AFDC subgroups are then analyzed

separately.

I. itnalysia_aglaa

As explained in Chapter 3 an experimental derign was used to estimate

the impacts Of CWEP) with random assignment generating an experimental

group eligible foe CWEP and a control group which was not. ObSerVatiOnal

and other data indidate that the planned service differences between the

research groups tOere Maintained for the duration of the study. AbOUt 24

percent of the experimentals participated in CWEP, in the short term, while

a negligible 1 percent of contrOla did so. Non-CWEP activity was low for

both groups,

The AFDC impact sample consists of a total of 3679 women -- 1078 new

registrants and 2 601 (reappraised) prior registrants -- split roughly in

half botween experimental and Control groups.1 These individuals, who were

randomly assigned between July 1983 and the end of April 1984, were all

tracked to collect at least six quarters (18 months) of earnings data and

seven quarters (21 months) of data on welfare payments, a foIlow-up period
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sufficient to determine short-term impacts. However, CWEP's duration in

West Virginia is open-ended -- i.e., a recipient may be required to work as

long as she receives welfare -- so that many recipients were still in CWEP

at the end of this follow-up. Program effects for these women may not be

evident until their deregistration from the program -- perhaps some years

hence.

Throughout this chapter, impacts were calculated by comparing the

employment, earnings and welfare outcomes for all AFDC experimentals --

both participants and nonparticipants2 -- to those of all AFDC controls.

In order to present the most accurate estimates, key impacts in all cases

were adjusted using multivariate regression techniques.3 However, although

the total sample size was sufficient to produce statistically reliable

resultsi the estimated impacts are still subject to some random error and,

hence, should be interpreted as showing the direction and probable magni-

tude of real effects rather than exaot percentages or dollars. In

addition, subgroup impact estimates are less precise than thoSe for the

full sample because of the smaller sample sizes.

Impacts are presented for both the fUll follow-up period And each

follow-up quarter. The final quarter alone will often be Cited aS the One

f most interest; As the furthest point from random assignment, it

provides data that indicate magnitude and duration Of future program

effects. The control group is also sometimes discussed separately to

provide a description of the experiences of welfare registrants in the

absence of CWEP.

One other issue is important in interpreting the impact data: UI

earnings and AFDC 7ayments are organized by their systems somewhat differ-
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ently: AFDC payments are reCOrded monthly, but earnings are kept by

calendar quarter (that is, in three-month periods of the Calendar year,

such as January through March); This affects the follOW-dp for this

analysis For welfare data, the month of random assignment 1.8 the fir-St

month of the first follow-up quarter, but for earnings data the tenth Of

random assignment can be any month in the first calendar quarter, thus

creating the possibility that some earnings in this quarter were rectiVed

by recipients prior to random astighment. Hence, the first true impact

quarter for employment and earnings outcomes is the second follOW-dp

quarter, and quarter 1 is excluded from the summary impact measures of

employment and earnings;

II; Short-Term Impacts for the Full AFDC-Satble

As the first step in determining CWEP imOactsi outcomes for the full

Sample of AFDC experimentals were compared to those of the full sample of

AFDC controls; To summarize bPiefly, the COMParison reveals no overall

impacts on the employment of experimentals within the 18-month follow=up

period; Modest but statistically signified:it reductions in welfare receipt

were found by the last quarter, although additional data suggest that these

effects may diminish beyond the two-year point.

Table 5;1 presents the overall estiMateS. The table shows that 22;7

perdent of controls and 22.3 percent of exporimeotald Were employed at some

point during the follow-up -- approximately the same rates; Earnings from

quarters 2 through 6 totaled $712 on average foe controls and $713 for

expoeitentals -- again, virtually no difference; There were other slightly

potitive or negative experimental-control differencet in many quarters, but
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TABLE 5.1

WEST VIRGINIA

_ALL AFOCt IMPACTS OF THE COMP PROGRAM
(JULY 1883 - APRIL 1984 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Outcome and Follow-Up_Period
ALI_ AFDC_t_Ninc_am_d_Prior Regiatrenta

EXperitientals Coat_tois Dtft_e_a_nae____

Ever Employed; Quarters 2 - 6 (S) 22.3 22.7 -0.4
Average Number of QuartersiMith
Employment; Quarters 2 - 8 0.58 0.62 -0.04
Ever Employed- (%)
Quarter of Random Assignment 8.4 8.2 -0.8Quarter 2 8.2 18.9 -0.8Quarter 3 10.9 11;2 -0.3Quarter 4 12.0 13.1 -1.0QUarter 5 12.7 13.8 -1.1Quarter 6 13.4 1348_________-0.4

Average Total Earniugs, Quarters 2--6 ( ) 712.51 712;20 + 0.32
- -Average Total Earnings ($)

Quarter of Random Assignment -68.47 73.32 - 3.85Quarter 2 100.56 -94;55 + 6.01Quarter 3 133.08 112.21 +20.87Quarter 4 148.00 164.66 -A1.66Quarter 6 162.46 173.19 -10.73Qmsrter 6 01,8_.42_ 177;59 - 8.17
-EVer ReSeived Any AFDC Paymentei

Quarters 1 - 7 (%) 86.8 96.0 +0.8

Average Millibar of Months Receivii.g
AFDC Payments, Quarters 1 - 7 14.28 14.46 -0.21

Ever Received__Any AFDC Payments (%)
Quitter Of Random Assignment 94.2 83.2 +1.0Quarter 2 87.6 86.7 +0.9Quarter 3 78.0 79.0 -1;0Quarter 4 70;8 72.5 -1.5Quarter 5 85.5 67.8 -2.3Quarter 6 61.8 63.5 -1.7__Quarter 7 57.8 _60.7

Average Total AFDC Payments
Riosived; Quarters 1 - 7 (1) 2681.37 &721.40 -40.03
Average AFDC Payments Received (%)

Qilerter Of Random Assignment 462.44 449.38 + 3.06Quarter 2 458.39 453.75 + 5.65Quarter 3 410.61 412.52 - 1.91Quarter 4 369.70 376.68 -6.89Quarter 5
I 335.96 350.94 =14.89*Quarter 6
I 328.52 337.47 -_8.98_

:lii_e_ute_r 7
1 324.77 __,.15419_9_*

Sample Site _1845

_40_;_75

1834

(continued)
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TABLE 5.1 (continued!

SOURCE; MDRC catculatiOns from State cf West Vi rgini ielfere and UnemploymentInsurance earnings records.

NOTES; The_earnings end AFDC payments date include zarto VelUis for samplemembers not employed end for sample members nit receiving welfare.__Estimates ereregression-1;Q ustd using_ ordi ne ry Least squiroti control li ng f or prerendbassignment characteristics of ;maple *Sabers. There may be slight diibrepencies incalculating sums end differentia due ta rounding.

For employment_and earnings, the quarter of random assignment refireto the Calendar quertr during which in individuel_ws randomly assigned. For AFDCpayments, the quarter of rankle issignment refers to tha three IBOnthe beginning withthe month in whi ch an I hdial duel ws randomly east gned.
a
Cluerter_10 the quarter Of rendom seignment, may contain &bib earningsfrom the period_ pri or to randOM iaelgnment and i s therefore exClUded from themeasures of total follOwup employment end ernings.

A twotailed ttest was applied tb differences between experiftentaland control groups. Statistical significance levels are indicated es; * = 10percent; ** 5 percent; *** = 1 percent.



these never approached statistical significance, indicating o underlying

differences in employment or earnings between reset,rch groups.

Chapter 3 pointed out that some women might have taken jobs (such as

domestic positions) in which earnings were not required to be reported to

the HI system. Also, several of the research areas were located on state

boundariesi and some people might have worked in neighboring states. If

underreporting of earnings occurred because of these factors, average out-

comes for both experimentals and controls would have been higher than those

found in this table. Experimentals and controls, however, were subjedt tO

the same UI reporting requirements, and randomization across areas should

have caused both groups to have similar access to such employment. Never-

theless, if there are impacts for employment or earnings, they are likely

to be underestimated because of this earnings problem.

The absolute levels of employment shown for controls indicate that

normal employment rates for this population are low. Even alloWing for

underreporting, income from employment appears substantially lower than

that from welfare payments throughout the follow-up. Welfare payments in

themselves, however, were not substantial. West Virginia is a relatively

low-grant state, and few individuals (less than 2 percent of the impact

sample) were able to work and supplement their earnings with welfare.4

Virtually any steady employment in West Virginia will disqualify a person

from receiving welfare.

One contributing factor to low employment was the normally weak labor

market in West Virginia, aggravated diming the research period by the

nationwide economic recession. The average Statewide unemployment rate at

the start of the demonstration was high, peaking at 18.0 percent in 1983,
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the highest in the nation at that date, and decreasing only to 13.1 percent

in 1985;5 Although the labor market improved over time, it remained

generally poor.

Even given these conditions, the average rate of control employment

did increase slightly from quarters 2 through 6 (from 9;2 percent to 13.8

percent). This increase reflects the typical job finding behavior of

welfare clients in a weak, though improving, labor market. In a stable

economy with low unemployment, job opportunitiet would have been more

abundant for both control and experimental groups, but the benchmark set by

the control group employment rates would have also been higher. It is

therefore not possible to determine exactly what effect West Virginia's

labor market had on the impact of CWEP for AFDCs.

The lack of employment or earnings gains may also be related to local

attitudes and the level of clients' skills. In West Virginia a rela-

tively traditional state -- child care rather than employment iS considered

the primary responsibility of mothers. The Department of Human Services,

therefore, placed a higher priority on program participatiOn and employment

for the primarily male AFDC-U caseload than for the feMale redipients.

This background also helps to explain the women's poor prior employment

history. It was difficulti for example, to find women With the Skills

needed foe the available CWEP clerical positioss;8

Program design may also explain the findings. No formal job search

component linked the subsidized work experience and the private labor

market. Since the women had little prior employment, they may not have

been familiar with the techniques or strategies needeG to find private

sector jobb. Evidenee from other states in MDHC's Demonstration of State

-=95=
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Work/WeIfare Initiatives indicates that intensive job search training under

supervision in urban settings can prOduce substantial employment gains for

women without a recent work history. Whether this would have worked in

Weat Virginia's rural and weak labor market remains an open question.

Despite the absence of measured employment gains* there were some

welfare savings, although a statistically significant redUation in welfare

ihadence did not occur until the seventh and last quartet of follow-up.

At that point, AFDC receipt had decreased by 2.8 percentage points from the

Control group mean of 60.7 percent (to 57.8 percent for experiMentals). In

thiS Same quarteri welfare payments were down from the control grOUp level

of $341 to an average $325 per experimental, a $16 difference amounting to

a 4.7 pertent reduCtion in benefit expenditures.?
_

These impacts may not, however, persist. Quarter by quarter, the

impatts had increased over the research follow-up period, but SOMO eVidende

suggeStb that this trend may not continue very long beyond the ObSerVation

period. In particular, the data in a Ionger-term follow-up of the earliebt

group of entolleeS SuggeSt that the experimental-control differential may

begin to narrow after SeVen quartersi (See Section III;D.)

These findings prompt the question: If employment did not increaSe,

why were thtte Welfare savings, even modest ones? Research has found that

welfare savings can be realized without corresponding employment gains in

several ways. One possible explanation in West Virginia is that, by

working mOrd tlosely with the women in CWEP, staff were aware of recent

earnings changes and coUld more quickly and accurately calculate grant

adjustments. However, a spetial study in Which HDRC examined the case

files of a sample of both experimentals and controls found a high level of
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grant recalculation that was no more frequent for the experimentaIs than

for controls.8 In fact, MDRC field Staff observation suggests that case-

workers knew personally the family and employment circumstances of most

clients, regardless of research group affiliation.

Some individuals may have decided to leave welfare rather than parti-

cipate in CWEP, perhaps because they did not want to jeopardize jobs in the

private sector they already had, or because they had access to income from

a spouse or other family members.9 /n either of these circumstances

welfare reductions could have occurred without earnings gains.

III; Short-Term Impacts for AFDC Subgroups

The subgroup analyses presented below were designed to address the

question: Does CWEP, as implemented for AFDCs in West Virginia, produce

larger impacts for any particular subgroup?

In summary, no significant improvement in employment waS found for any

subgroup of the AFDC sample, mirroring the results for the Sample as a

whole; On the welfare side, past research has often found that a larger

share of welfare savings can be attributed to the positive OUtdoWea Of more

dependent subgroups: those with higher levels of welfare eedeipt.

There were, however, no larger welfare reductient fer the more

disadvantaged subgroups in West Virginia; In fact, it With the less rural

client with a high school diploma or a shorter history of velftee eedeipto

who appeared to garner the bulk of AFDC benefit reductiona. The geent

reduction for this recipient averaged from 8 to 1( percent of the oedinaey

Welfare outlay per control during the last follow-up quarter.

Table 5.2 presents impacts in the final quarter of followup for

. -97-
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TABLE 5.2

WEST VIFOINIA

ALL AFDC: IMPACTS OF THE WEST VIRGINIA (NEP PROGRAM.

BY SELECTED SUBGROUPS

(JULY 1983 - APRIL 1984 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Cheradtiri sti c

All AFDC: Nes and Prior Registrants

Percent

of

Semple

Employed During Sixth

Quarter of Foltmt-Up (%)

Average AFDC Pcyments Received

In Seventh Quarter of Follow-Up ($)

Experiment:its Controls Difference Experimental. Controls Difference

AFDC SUM*.

Prior Registrants 70.7 12.4 1119 + 0.5 381.25 376.58 - 15.34
Ntiv Rigi ltrents 29.3 15.8 15.5 - 2.7 236.76 254.32 - 17;56

Length of Prior AFDC

Hi story

Tito Years or Leas 45.7 17.1 17.3 - 0.2 253.98 277.85 - 23.87*
Mire Thiri TwO Yeird 54.3 10.2 10.8 - 0.6 384.41 393.77 - 9.36

Areas

Hun t ngton, Wheel ins/.

Parkersburg 45.4 13.7 14.0 - 0.3 305.78 332;73 - 26.97*
ALL Others 54.6 13.1 13.6 - 0.5 340.57 347;43 - 6.86

Number of Children°

Dna 39.1 16.2 14.9 + 1.3 245.53 264.83 - 19;30
Merl thin One 60.9 11.5 13.1 - 1.5 375.55 389.41 - 13.87

Employed During Year

Prior to Rendom

Assi gnment

Yes 17.9 31.8 34.6 - 2.8 229.69 239;99 - 10.30
No 82.1 9.3 9.2 + 0.1 345.53 362.76 - 17.22

_c
High School Diplome

Yes 45.9 18.1 18.7 - 0.6 286.57 319.49 - 32.92**
54.1 9.3 9.6 - 0.3 356.95 358.58 - 1.63

Semple Sike 1845 1834 1845 1834

SOURCE: MDRC calculations from State of West Virginia welfare and Unemployment Insurance records.

NOTES: The AFDC payments data include zero values for sample mothers not employed and for sample
membert not receiving welfare. Estimates are regression acljusted using ordinary Least equares, controlling
for pre-random assi gment characteri sti cs of sample members. There may be sl ight di screpanci es in cat cut ati ng

suns and differences due to rounding.
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TABLE 5.2 (continued)

*Percent of Stopte" may differ slightly from demographic tables of Chapter 3 beciuse 15 cases
with missing data were dropplid Iron the impact wools.

Subgroup impects re produced from coefficients of treatment-subgroup interaction terms for a
regression run on the full AFDC somple. Interactions are not simultaneous: only one eat of treatmentsubgroup
Wallies was entered in the oqueti on at a time.

a-
Individuals who reported zero for number of children were OOnaidered to have more than ane

child.

b-
Nrsons wore considered employed during the year prior to random assignment if they had UI

earnings in any of the four prior quarters.

The high school diplaea category includes individuate with a General EqUiVelinCy Diplana.

A two-tailed t-test was applied to differences between experimentals and contrOls. Stetictical
significance Levels are indicated es: * =10 percent; ** = 5 percent; ** = 1 percent.



selected subgroups; In the case of this table, the last quarter was chosen

because it can best indicate the possible long-run effects of CWEP. Since

the subgroup samples are each only a fraction of the full sample, any

impacts for these subgroups are less precise and less likely to attain

statistical significance than estimates of impacts for the full sample.

A more complete discussion follows below on subgroups of particular

policy interest.

A; New_ltegistrantANelor Avxistrant_Impacts

Variables representing pre-program welfare tenure may predict future

dependency. Therefore, impacts.were calculated separately for the two main

subgroups: new registrants and prior registrants, who together make up the

full sample; (29 percent were new registrants; 71 percent prior regis-

trants); Prior registrants were already on welfare and registered with WIN

prior to the start of research in July 1 983,10 New registrants entered the

research sample because they had just been found WIN-mandatory, whether at

the time of a recent welfare application or during the redetermination

procedure for on-board welfare recipients.

The analysis shows that, as expected, new registrant controls were

somewhat less dependent and more able to find jobs than were prior regis-

trant controls. Table 5.2 shows that the employment rate was 18.5 percent

for new registrant controls in quarter 6 but only 11.9 percent for prior

registrant controls. New registrant controls averaged $254 in AFDC

payments in quarter 7, only two-thirds of the $377 paid to prior

registrants. Despite these differences, neither subgroup experienced

statistically s:-nificant employment gains in the final quarter Of

follow-up. Welfare impacts were also not statistically signifidant for

=100;=
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these subsamples; they were not noticeably different from each other or

from those for the full sample. (See Appendix Tablts C.1 and C.2 for a

complete set of quarter-by-quarter impact estimates for new and prior

registrants.)

Another measure of prior welfare tenure did, however, suggest possible

differences between those on the rolls for a short time and those on the

rolls longer. Individuals with their own AFDC cases for tWo years or less

experienced statistically significant welfare redUctions of $24 during the

last follow-up quarter. The average payment Of $254 for experimentals is

an 8.6 percent reduction from the control group mean of $278. In contrast,

the difference in welfare payments for experimentris on the rolls for more

than two years amounted only to $9, a not statistically significant

difference. This measure of prior welfare receipt split the full sample

more evenly than the new registrant/prior registrant grouping, an important

statistical consideration that may account for the different results.

Nevertheless, these findings should be taken as only suggestive; the sample

sizes were not large enough to recommend enrolling one subgroup in

preference to the other in a CWEP initiative.

B. Immacts forlemmAtural Areas

The combined areas of Huntington, Parkersburg and Wheeling contained

45 percent of the sample. These three areas ranked first, second and third

in the proportion of urban population and first, second and fourth in both

total population and proportion of the labor force inVolVed in

manufacturing. 11

As seen in Table 5.2, separate impact estimates for sixth-quarter

employment and seventh-quarter average welfare payments were prepared for
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this area cluster and the balance of the Sample aa part of the subgroup

analysis. Although neither cluster showed employment gains, Statistically

significant welfare savings were concentrated in the less rural areaa. As

above, the magnitude of the difference is large enough only to be

suggestive, but these findings are similar to thOSO in an urban/ruraI

subgroup analysis performed for a program in Virginia aS part of the

Demonstration of State Work/Welfare Initiatives.12 The Virginia findings,

also based on small subsampIes, pointed to statistically signifident

welfare savings for urban areas that were somewhat larger than savingS in

the rural areas.

C. Impacts by Level of Employability

Three measures of employability -- number of children, yearprioe

employment and the presence of a high school diploma -- all failed to

reveal impacts on employment for experimentaIs (the left-hand side of the

columns in Table 5.2). Lack of a work history or a diploma do constitute

significant barriers to employment: controls with either of these charac-

teristics were employed at a rate of less than 10 percent in quarter 6.

Holding a diploma nearly doubled this rate (to 18.7 percent), while recent

prior earnings more than tripled it (to 34.6 percent). In contrast, the

number of children made almost no difference in the propensity of controls

to work. However, it is worth repeating that no subgroup distinguished by

these characteristics showed employment gains from the CWEP initiative;

Corresponding differences among controls, though not as pronounced,

were also found in welfare outcomes. Receipt was higher for controls with

more children or Without prior earnings or a diploma. Among these

categories, only the no-diploma experimental subgroup showed statistically
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significant welfart swrings, a $33 reduction amounting to 10.3 percent of

the correspondint :-IntroI group base of $319 for the quarter.

D. Impacts During the Base Period for Projection

The main focus of this chapter has been the program's impacts over Six

or seven quarters from random assignment; However, Vuture program effects

are also important in comparing the program's benefits to its costs over

time -- as in the next chapter. Some program benefits and costs may occur

after the relatively short follow- p period as participants continue tb

U-otk in their CWEP slots or as they find jobs or leave welfare for Other

reasons. Therefore, a longer period

analysis of benefits and costs.

11110 five years AM. AM. is used in the

AS discussed in more detail in Chapter 6, future program benefits ape

estimated by extending* or projecting, the impacts observed from tracking

data during the last to quarters of follow-up for each sample member; A

number of assumptions are made ebout the direction and rate at which these

impacts will change. The last tWO folloW-up quarters are used as the base

pertod for projections because they are more likely to provide accurate

indications of future patterns than earlier quarters;

Since sample members entered the Study on different dates, the base

poriod quarters for individual6 occurred at different points in time,

depending on a person'S date of random assignment. For example, for the

earliest sample members who were randomly assigned during July, August and

september 1983, the base period fOt earningb was their eighth and ninth

follow-up quarters. For those randomly assigned during April 1984, the

base period vas their fifth And SiXth folloW=up quarters; For each sample

member, data dolledted during the study period were combined with estimates
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of future benefits to cover a five=year period. (Chapter 6 discusses the

assumptions used in projecting effects beyond the observation period.)

Experimental-control differences in the projection base period Were

small. These estimates support this report's overall conclusion of 116

earnings impacts and also indicate that the modest welfare impacts may fade

after about two years of followup; The negative quarterly earnings differ-

ential of $11 in the last two quarters was not in the range of Statietidal

significance. Quarterly welfare savings of $4 were not statistically

significant and were lower than earlier quarter T welfare savings.

Although no short-term differences in impacts were found for new com-

pared to prior registrants, longer-term differences were evident. Among

new registrants, experimentals received $33 less in earnings per quarter

than controls and $10 less in welfare payments. Although neither of these

differences is statistically significant, they suggest that the benefit=

cost analysis will project some uelfare savings for new registrants along

with an earnings loss of larger magnitude. Over the base period, the

experimental-control differential for prior registrants was less than that

for new registrants; the estimated earnings loss and welfare savings were

each $2.
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CHAPTER 6

AFDC BENEFITCOST ANALYSIS

This chapter assesses the benefits and costs of CWEP for AFDC women in

West Virginia. It draws on the findings of the process and impact analyses

and in addition utilizes data collected specifically for the benefit-cost

analysis; A benefit-cost analysis is a useful way to compare the effects

of programs to their costs, and to ASSebb the overall value of a program.

Applying techniques developed in preViOUS eVelUations of social programs0

the evaluation assesses CWEP frOM the viewpoints of AFDC applicants and

recipients served by the program, government budgets, taxpayers and society

as a whole.

This chapter focuses on the key aSpedts of the analysis and itS

results, rather than on the many daleUlations performed; The chapter

begins with an overview of the analytical approach, presents the various

kinds of benefits and costs, and then tallies these benefits and costs to

produce the overall results. It Will bbiltider the distributional effects

of the program as well as its usefulneSS to society as a whole. An

assessment of the policy significance of the results will conclude this

chapter;

Readers who are interested in the technical atPeett of the benefit-

cost evaluation, as well as in further detail6 on data sources, should

consult an earlier paper which documented these featurieS of the analysis.2
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I. The Ansivtit Approach

The analysis examines differences in outcomes between experimentals

and controls in ordei, to address the question: What are the average

benefits and costs of the CWEP program per experimental, above and beyond

what would have happened in the absence of the program? It is important to

recognize that these estimates are averages calculated for the experimental

group as a whole -- both those members who participated in the program and

those who did not, the latter group including some who were never approved

for welfare. The main reason for including nonparticipants is that it is

very difficult to statistically isolate effects on nonparticipants from

those on participants. Moreover, some costs are associated with nonparti-

cipants, including those of reviewing their reasons for not participating

and those of any sanctioning for noncompliance

In determining the benefits and costs of the CWEP program, the

analysis estimates the value of the program's effects on several tangible

outcomes, and the costs of the resources used in producing those effects.

The outcomes considered include experimental-control differences in the

folloWing:

Value of Services Provided by CWEP Participants

Earnings and Fringe Benefits

Tax Payments

AFDC Payments

Medicaid Payments

Food Stamps Payments

Unemployment Insurance Payments

Transfer Program Administrative Costs

-106-
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The analysis weighs these program effects against two types of costs:

Operating Costs of the Program

Expenditures for Allowances and Support Services

In the resource-cost approach used in this analysis, program effects

are valued in terms of the resources produced, saved or used as a result of

CWEP. Experimental-control differences in earnings, transfer paymentS,

CWEP stipends and support services other than child care were regression=

adjusted to control for pre-random assignment characteristics.3 Program

effects on earnings, AFDC benefitS and Unemployment Insurance compensation

are directly measured in dollar amounts. These outcomes were estimated

using the Unemployment Insurance records and AFDC data described in Chapter

3. Taxes, Medicaid, Food Stamps and transfer program administrative costs

were imputed rather than directly measured; the UI records and AFDC data,

together with information on taxes and other transfer programs,

the basis for t estimates.

Finally, pz..:zre-ft operating costs and the benefits of CWEP services

were estimated ft- k-:erintal-control differences in the length of CWEP

and overall progrc, an. which were measured using WIN Information

system (WIS) data a infc:rmSt,on collected on post-observation enrollment.

Those outcomes that are nct directly measured or imputed in dollar amounts

were valued in dolls,rs th. zporksite survey describe.d in Chapter 2,

published data end program expenditure records.

This resource-cost approach is practical, consistent and relatively

easy to interpret. However, it accurately values tangible effects only

insofar as the social demand for these resources is reflected by the cost

provided
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e5timate3.4 Moreover, dollar values cannot be ascribed to intangible

effect8 Which may be important in an overall assessment of the program.

For the AFDC group, the data used to estimate various benefit and boat

components cover an Obaervation period beginning in July 1983; The end Of

the observation period varies by data source from December 1984 (fee ptiOg=

ram enrollment data Oh the full research sample) to January 1986 (for AFDC

records data). Given that random assignment of the AFDC group occurred

between July 1983 and April 1984i the length of observation ranges between

9 and 31 Months depending on the time of a person's registration and the

data source. FOr example, for a person randomly assigned in July 1983, the

length f Observation for earnings data is 27 months, while an applicant

enrolling during April 1984 had an earnings follow-up of 18 months. In

many eases, registrants were still in the program at the end of the

observation period.

An important aspect of the analysis is that observed effects are used

to estimate benefits and costs per experithental OVer a five-year time hori-

zon (starting with each person's random assignment to the research sample);

In sIddition 't) costs incurred d:-.ing the Period for which tracking data is

tiya analysis considers the costa Of the Orogram over the entire

period since the leth of CWEP participation was limited only by

the lrryth of time a person :,coained on welfare. Some of the benefits

bould accrue beyond the ppod of data collection. Therefore, the

:=Aimates benefits and costs after data collection based on

peni

:4bout .Cfv2 uay in whia t:ffeete Calculated for the observation

-yre c:cis rged after it en:. d.
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Benefits

The potential benefits of CWEP are increased output in CWEP

assignments and in regular jobs, increaSed tax payments due to the

increased earnings and reduced dependence on tranSfer programs. These

benefits will be discussed in turn.

A. Observed In-Program Output

CWEP participants were assigned to 'work experiened POsitions in

government agencies and nonprofit organizations and provided labor while

obtaining job experience. Experimentals tt-: tirodueed Valuable goods

And services during community work experic r teneral, MeMbera of

the contra group did not. (Since a fr., : tht oottrol group did

participate in CWEP, this analysis uses th .peelmentd6fitti:-;1.

&Ides in days assigned to CWEF;) Givcr, the design or the program, partidu-

larly the unlimited duration of CUEP, output during work assignmenta Wee an

igportant benefit of the program. For more information about the CWEP

assignments, see Chapter 2.

In keeping with the resource-cost approach, the value Of thia output

was estimated as the supply price of the labor service provided -- that is,

the cost to an agency of obtaining alternative labor to supply the earn-6

service. Data from the worksite survey and the WIN Information system were

used to calculate the value of this output.

First, the productivity of AFDC participants in CWEP relative to

regular workers was estimated by supervisors who participated in the

worksite survey. The survey revealed that worksite supervisors considered

that CWEP workers, on average, were as productive or even slightly more

productive than regular workers: the productivity ratio was 1.08. This
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productivity ratio was multiplied by the regular workers, average wage rate

($3.59), and then marked up by 15 percent for fringe benefits5 to result in

the average value of CWEP work per hour6: $4.41 an hour as shown in Table

6.1. That is, under the assumptions of this analysis, the participating

agencies would have had to pay $4;41 an hour in wages and fringe benefits

te hire someone else to do the amount of work performed on average by a

CWEP worker. The value Of CWEP work per hour was multiplied by the average

number of hours participants worked per assignment day (1;77). The result-

ing figure for the value of work per assignment day was then multiplied by

the experimental-control difference in average days assigned to CWEP per

experimental (45).7

tieing this approaCh0 the experithental-control difference in the value

-Of the output produced by CWEP partiCipants during the observation period

was estiMated to be $350 per AFDC experimental. Since a higher proportion

of prior registrants than new registrants participated in CWEP, and the

prior registrants Stayed in CWEP longer than the new registrants, the value

of CWEP ootput for prior registrants was considerably higher: $417 for the

former compared to $192 fer the latter.

B. yag.t.Lqalagriati

Observation of program enrollment for the full sample ended in

December 1984, but many CWEP participants remained in worksites after that

time. Post-observation in-program output was estimated using data that

were available through 15 months from random assignment for the early

enrollees (who entered the research sample from July to September 1983) and

using data that were gathered beyond December 1984 for a random sample of

146 of these early enrollees8 followed through April 1986.9 The estimate
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MILE 6.1

WEST VIRGINIA

AFDC: ESTDIATED NET
e

VALUE OF MEP WWI FER INERDENTAL

AFDC Sample

Mt Sample

New Registrants

Prior Regi strants

A 6

Average Days Average Days

keeigoed Through Assigned 1/E6

12/84 Througil Five

Years Fros6Random

Assi gement

Value of Output Coponents

C 0 E F

Average Average Hours Vatue of Totet Veloe
Total Deys Worked Per

d
GIMP Mork of Output

Assi aced Day Ansi gned per hour IC X 0 x El
(Ail)

45 71 116 1.77 $4.41 $933

25 45 69 1.77 $4.41 $542

54 82 136 1.77 $4.41 $1059

SOURCE: NORC calculations from the NORC workeite survey, West Virginia Report of Service Activity MO dete, and the
West Virginia WIN Information system.

NOTES: The results ere based on a :mete of 1845 experimentals and 1834 control% end are expressed in 1984 dollars.
Because of rounding, detail may not multiply to totals.

The net cost or benefit is the value of that cost or benefit per experimental minus the value

bAssi
pent days inctude att non-work days and weekends from first participation day to test.

columns Al B, and C represent experimentat-controt differences in assignment days per experimental.

per control.

The vaLubs in

c
The observation period for the fult sample was through December 1964. Additional enrollment information web

totticted far a random maple of 145 experimentets and controls stiLl enrolled in December 1984. This information was used to
estimate W Aue of output for experimentats and controls through five years from random assignment.

d
Average hours worked per day assigned were estimated frcm worksite survey data on the number of hours individuate

worked per month assigned to MEP.
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of post-observation CWEP output amounted to $553, based on an estimate of

71 CWEP assignment days during this period.10 As seen in Table 6.10 the

total experimental-control difference in value of output was $903 fiDe the

fUll sample, $542 for new registrants and $1 059 for prior registrants.

Throughout this chapter, the term "net" will be used to refer to

experimental-control differences; for example, the net ValUe Of oUtput

mens the value of output for experimentals minus the value of oUtPut for.

controls.

Policymakers may be interested in the value of output ter--CWEP,

jadatatila eathee than the net value of output per experimental. (AS

stated at the outset of this chapter, the experimental group contains

nonparticipants as well as participants.) The gross value of CWEP output

averaged $3 359 per CWEP -larticipant from the experimental group, based on

an average of 431 days that participants were assigned to CWEP.

Three important caveats about the value of in-program output should be

considered. First, unlike regular labor market output, the CWEP output was

produced under conditions in which employers did not demonstrate a willing

ness to pay for it: employers obtained labor services through CWEP at no

direct cost. Thus, the eupply price of the output does not necessarily

reflect demand for thc, output although there is evidence that the demand

was subsi7ahtia1.11

Second; the value 0f jobs to the participants themselves is diffi-

cult to detiLlt1n6 ih dorars, As noted in the first reporti the worksite

F-.11rvey indicated thl_'c. the majority of participants were satisfied with the

'Fork requirwent aad 11;ed their jobS. Although any increase in parti-

cijAnts' wellseinE through working 1.8 an intangible benefit not included
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in this benefit-cost analysis, it should be kept in mind when assessing t e

full benefits of the program.

Third, xperimentals in their CWEP assignments (and in regular jobs)

could have displaced other workers, who Might have .lubsequently become or

remained unemployed; TO the extent displacement occurred* the net value of

the increased output tO Society Woad be reduced by the output produced by

the displaced workers. As it turned out* evidence suggests that the short-

term displacement caused by CWEP jobs was minima1.17

C. Other Observed Benefits

1. Earnings. Although the experimentals produced more in-

program output than controls* Chapter 5 indicated that their earnings did

not increase from regular employment by the end of the observation period.

For the AFDC group as a whole, the experimental-control earnings difftrence

during the observation period was a negligible =$2, as seen in Table 6.2.

Among new registrants, experimentals earned $200 less than contols. In

contrast, for prior registrants, experimentals' earnings increased by $79

over controls. These results were calculated for the full observation

period, extending beyond the fixed follow=up reported in Chapter 5 to the

end of data collection in September 1985

Table 6.2 also presents the estimated value of fringe benefits earned

on regular jobs. Fringe benefits were estimated as 18 percent of earnings*

baLied on national employment compensation data for the types of low-wage

jobs typically held by experimentaIs and contro1s.13 Since fringe benefits

are directly related to earnings effects and such effects were negligible,

the full sample also showed no overall gain or loss in fringe benefits.

The experimental-control difference in fringe benefits was positive ($14)
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TABLE 6.2

WEST VIRGINIA

AFDr;: ESTIMATED EXPEPIMENTALCONTROL DIFFERENCES IN EARNINGS,
FRINGE BENEFITS; AND TAXES PER EXPERIMENTAL

FOR THE OBSERVATION PERIODa, BY WELFARE STATUS

Componert of FtL Samplo
New

Ragistrante
Prior

Registrants

Eat-hinge
$200 $79

Fri nge Benef. 36 14

Taiee

Federal. Inotrice Tex 8 1 10

State Income Tax 2 1

Social, Security Tax 14 5

-bState Sales and Excise Texas' 3 0

Total Taxes 7 18 18

3679 '1078 2601

SOURCE: MDRC caLcutations from UnemployLent Insurance records and froin pUbliehed
date On teat rates and employee fringe benefits.

NOTES: Differences are regressionadjusted obing ordinary Least squareS,
controlling for prerandom assignment_charaCteristics of sample members. Because of
rounding, detail may not sum to totals.

a
The end of the observation petiod etas September 1886 for UnampLoymentInsurance earnings records.

b-
Estimated value Less than $0.50 and greater than $0.50.
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for prior registrants and negative for new registrants (436).

2. In-createdlex-Payments. Experimentals' reductions in earn-

ings from regular jobs resUlted in some tax increases and some decreases,

depending on the AFDC subgrOup and type of taxi For the full sample and

prior registrants, tOtal tax payments increased ($7 and $18, respectively),

while the new regiStrants paid less taxes overall (-$18). These taxes were

imputed based on experitentalst earnings (total earnings in the case of

payroll and sales t 8, earnings over a base nt for income taxes),

other income (for sales taxes), marital status and dependents, the relevant

tax rates and average consumption patterns. The resulting estimates are

consequently experimental=control differences in taxes due according to the

laW.14

3. Reduced Dependence on Transfers. Despite the lack of posi-

tine earnings impacts, experimentals d74d tedtce theie overall dependence on

public transfer programs; They received less AFDC than their control

counterparts, although this effect was offset somewhat by increases in Food

Stamps and Unemployment Compensation;

Changes in four types of transfers were estimated: welfare (AFDC),

Unemployment Insurance, Food Stamps and Medicaid. Ft:Jr the be,Jefit-cost

analysis, experimental-control differences in welfare benefits were caIou-

lated from AFDC records data for the full follow-up period -- as opposen to

the fixed period covered in the impact analysis; The benefit=dOtt Analysis

also drew information on UI benefits from UI ,:ecords. Differences in the

other transfer payments were not directly measured; but vete ettiMated

using various data sources; Food Stamp differel4ces were imputed on the

basis of household income (including earnings, AFDC and UI) and the
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earnings disregard (18 percent of earnings) as yell as estimated ehildode

and medical deductions -- all of which were used to deteethine both Feed

Stamp eligibility and the amount of benefits;15 Finally, differ-end-et

between experimentals and controls in the number of months of Medicaid

eligibility were estimated based on the assumption that indiVidUalS Who

left the AFDC rolls were eligible for Medicaid for four additiehal

months;16 The value of the average monthly Medicaid payment made to pUblit

assistance recipients on Medicaid in West Virginia during 1984 was used to

estimate experimental-control differences in Medicaid payments;17

Results mr the observation period are presented in Table 6.3. The

AFDC payments te the experimental group decreased by $57 for the full

sample, $55 for new registrants, and $58 for prior registrants; The full

sample and the prier registrants also received less Medicaid than

corresponding ContrOlSt but the program had no effect on Medicaid for nel,

registrants. Thib reflects the fact that new registrants did not

experience reductions in Welfare incidence, despite reductions in welfare

payments.

Results for other transfers show little additional savings beyond

thone observed fot, AFDC and Medicaid. Unemployment Insurance was virtually

zitUlae fcie expePiMentalt and dentrols. Second, estimated Food Stamp

transfers increased, in particular for new registrants. This increase in

Food Stamps resulted from the decreases in earnings and in AFDC payments

received by experimentals, beth of Which are used in calculating the Food

Stamp grant.

The overall reduction in transfer payment8 to AFDC experimentals was

$62 dollars per experimental. The net teduotion for prioy registrants
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TABLE 6.3

WEST VIRGINIA

AFDC: ESTIMATED EXPERIMENTAL-CONTROL DIFFERENCES IN TRANSFER PAYMENTS
AND ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS PER EXPERIMENTAL

FOR THE OBSERVATION PERIOD°, BY WELFARE STATUS

Type Of Payment or Cost
Full

Sample
_New

Registrants

Transfer PaYments

AFDC
Unemployment Compensation
Medicaid
Ftcd Stamps

Total. Transfer Payments

Administratfve Costs

AFDC
Uuromv;.L4ment Compensation
Medi_taid
Food Stamps

Total Administrative Costs

-$57
2

-25
18

-62

-6b
0

1

-7

-$55
2-

0
b

42

-11

1-
-b
0-
-b
0

3

4

SeMple Site
3678 1078

Prior
Registrants

-80

2

1

-11

2601

SOURCE: MDRC calculations frOM AFDC end Unemployment Insurance payments recordsopublished date on Medicaid costs and welfare adMinistrative costs, and the Watt VirginiaWIN Information System.

NOTES: Differences are nogression-adjusted using ordinary Leatt eqUeresocontaolling fo0 pre-random assignment cherettOristice of sample members. BeCause ofrounding, detail may not sum to totals.

a
The end of the obsoriitinn period wee January 1886 for AFDC records,December 1885_ftir Unemployment Inerincti, benefit& records, and September 1885 for

Unemployment Insurance earnings recorti.

b_
Estimated value Less tkien $0.50 and greeter than -$0.50.
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was larger fiY30) than for new registrants ($11). The differ-end-6 betWeen

reductions for prior and new registrants is largely due to the estimated

program effects on Medicaid and Food Stamp payments;

In addition to the changes in transfer payments, the progeat -could

influence the adminietrative costs of making these payments; Changan in

the admini8trative costs incurred by the AFDC program were estitated by

multiplying the experimental-control difference in months enrolled by the

average adMinistrative coat per month per enrollee. Changes in administra=:

tive costs for Mediedid, UI and Food Stamps were estimated by multiplying

the experimental=control differences in transfer payments by the estimated

average administrative cost per dollar of transfer. The administrative

cost figures were derived frOm data for the State of West Virginia and the

federal government.18

The resulting egtimates in Table 6.3 generally mirror the findings for

transfer payments. The estimated administrative cost savings were $7 per

experimental in' the full sample, with MOSt of the savings coming from the

AFDC program. The changes in adminietrattVe costs were near. zeroi with

small increases for new regiStrantS and generally small reductions for

prior registrants.

D. Other Post-Observation-Benenta

The benefits discussed thus far Vara eatitated for the observation

period only. However, the analysis also assesses the benefita that occur

after this period from increased output and taxes and redUded dependence on

transfers. To calculate these benefits, assumptione Were Made about how

the size of the impacts changed after the obaervation period. The follow-

ing explanation of the procedure used to eatiaate poat-obeervation effects
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discusses the base estimate, time horizon, decay rate and diaceUnt rate.

First, the base estimate selected for projectien WaS the experimental-

control impact difference (for example, the difference in eatninga) for the

laSt tOo quarters of the observation period. (For the earnings data, thia

period covered April through September 1985). This was the meat redent eVi=

dence available, and therefore the most appropriate basis for projeotiOn.

Chapter 5 presented the experimental-control differences in earninga and

AFDC payments in these last two quarters. For the benefit=008t analySia,

program effects during this base period were also estimated fer fringe

benefits, tax payments, non-AFDC transfers, and transfer program adminiStra=

tiVe costs* using the same procedures used to measure or impute values rot

the Observation period. Table 6.4 shows the base period impacts that Were

used to eatimate program benefits through five years.

Sedend, the time horizon over which the benefits were projected uas

Set at fiVe years from the point of random assignment This is approximate=

ly the average length Of tiMe AFDC applicants remain on the rolls nation=

..fide.19 In order to estimate benefits for the AFDC sample over this five=

yeat period, benefits had to be projected into the future for different

lengths of time, depending on the date Of random assignment for each

person. For example, for someone enrolling in July 1983, the observation

period vas approximately 10 quarters (With the length of the period varying

by data source); for a person enrelling at this point, benefits were

projected for about tWO and a half yeata. For a person enrolling in April

19811, however, only seven quarters could be observed, so the projection

period covered more than three years.

Third, the decay rate IA the rate at Which the base estimate is



TABLE 6.4

WEST VIRGINIA

AFDC; ESTIMATED BENEFITS DURING THE OBSERVATION PERIOD,
PROJECTION PERIOD, AND AT FIVE YEARS AFTER RANDOM ASSIGNMENT, PER EXPERIMENTAL

Observ ati on Peri od
a

Proj ecti on

Common Addi ti anal Proj ectton
Benefi t Vari abl Fol low-up :al low-up Base

Earni ngs $0C -$2

-c
Fri ngs Benef its 0

c.

0

Tax Payments 5 2

AFDC Ps y m e n t s -38 -16

Other Tranafer
Payments -3 -2

Transfer Program
Admi ni strati On -4 -2

- tr

- 4

- 1

- 8

3

0
-c

Peri od Fiv e Year Total

(Observ ed PL us
Proj acted )

Proj acted

Amount

-$85 -$87

-15 -16

-4 3

-30 -85

13 7

-3 =10

E OURCE: MDRC calculations f ram worksi ta surv ey ; Unemployment Insurance
ea rni age and payments records ; AFDC payments records ; publ i shed da ta on Medi cal d
co ate, welfare a dm i ni stra tive coats, ta x rates and empl oyee f ri nge be nefi ts and the
Nest V i rgi ni a WIN Inf ormati on System;

NOTES: Results ere expressed in 1384 dollars and theref ore _w ll not pre ci se ly
match observ ed resat ts presented i n Tata es 6.2 and 6.3. Because of roundi ng, de ta i
may not sum to tote Lei

a--
Based on avai I ab I f ol low-up de ta.

b-
The proj ecti on base period i s the last tw o q to' rte re of av at L abl e

f ottow-up f or an i n di v i due Li Program effects observed duri ng this base peri od are
mut ti pt ied by a proj ecti on factor to estimate benef te _f rom tbe end of the
observe ti on peri od to f iv e y ears f rom the poi nt of random assi gnment, Proj action
estimates assume impacts deal ins at an annual rate of 22 percent af ter observ ati on
peri od.

Esti mated v al ue L eas then $0.50 and greeter then -$0.50.
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assumed to change oVer time. The fact that a large number of registrants

remained enrolled in the program at the end of the observation period iiittke8

it difficult to predict long-term trends accuvately from the available

data. Therefore, different assumptions were used to compute a range of

estimates. One assumption was that the magnitude of the experimental=

control difference observed dUring the base period continued unchanged

during the extrapolation period. Thia absumption is supported by some

studies of employment programs for welfare recipients.20 Another assump=

tion -- that there are no future benefite == ia the same as assuming that

decay of the effects in the last two quarttre Of the observation period is

infinitely high. An alternative assumption =- that effects decay, but do

not completely disappear -- yields eatiMatea betWeen those derived using

the two other assumptions. Most studies suggest that iMPacts do decline

over time. For example, a national study of the WIN Program found that

earnings effects decayed at a rate of 22 percent ahnually for women in the

sample.21 This estimate is used as the decay aeauMptien in all tables that

show the program effects through five years feoth random assignment.

Appendix Table r includes the five=year outdomee derived from the other

two decay assumptions.

Finally, the discounting prcedure adjusted futUre benefita to their

1984 dollar values.22 This procedure took account Of both inflation and

the 'veAte of foregone investment after 1984. A real discount rate == that

is, a rate adjusted for inflation -- of 5 percent per year Wee ueed for

this purpose.23

Table 6.1 presents estimates of the benefits in the common f011-OW-up

period for which all individuals have data (the follow=up period ubed in
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Chapter 5); the additional ,..A.1-up period following this common period

(varying in length depending on vilet an indiVidual was randomly assigned);

and thE estimated post-observatir:i or projection periOd (for Which benefits

were estimated from the 7-.ast two quarters of follow=up fair 6-dell indivi-

dual). The last column of Table 6.4 shows the total esUmated benefits of

CWEP. The projected benefits substantially increased the total benefit

estimates for the AFDC group; The five-year estimate for earnings is

larger than might be expected from the estimated impact for the observation

period. (42) since the impact in the last two quarters of folloW-up, the

baae Period used for projection, is of greater magnitude (-$21).

III. Costs

A. samzesdiALkzata

Program operating costs were estimated from several data sources,

including the Report of Service Activities (ROSA),24 program fiscal data,

the WIN Information system, and the special study of post-observation

program enrollment described earlier. Operating costs were estimated for

four major functions that staff performaa:

Intake/assessment

Compliance Activities

CWEP worksite development and folIcw-up

Job Placement and other activities

TheSe funetions are shown in Table 6.5. First, the average cost of each

fUnetion was estimated per experimental and per control separately. The

intake/assessment and compliance costs were estimated based on the total

staff time spent on these functions per experimental and per control. The
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TABLE 6.5

COST ELEMENTS OF THE COMMUNITY WORK EXPERIENCE PROGRAM, BY PROGRAM STATUS

Program Status Fixed Coate
s

Variable Costa
a

Registrant Intake/Assessment Job Placement and Other
Activities

Compliance

CWEP
WOrksite Oevelopment/
Ongiithe Staff Contact

Any Active Statueb Support Services

CWEP Transportation
Stipend

NOTES: °Fixed ddett ere determined by an individbel's entry into aprogram statusi ehite varitble costs are determined by the Length of time the
individual remains in that etetus.

b--
"An9 Adtive Status" refers to the folloiing registrant statuses:MEP, group or individual job search, skills training, education, OJT, andemployment.
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costs of the other tWo functions -- CWEP worksite development and follow-up

and job placement and other activities -- were estimated in two steps. For

CWEP actiVitieS, *the cost was calculated per day assigned to CWEP and for

job placement and other activities per program enrollment day; these two

costs were then multiplied by the average number of days (days assigned to

CWEP and program enrollment days, respeetively).25 Finally, the experi-

mental=control differences were ettimated foe each of the four cost

categories.

Table 6;6 presents nnet" costs, defined as the doSt fori experimentals

minus the cost for controls; The costs presented in Table 6.6 doVer both

the observation period and the Period from December 1984 throUgh fiVe Years

from random assignment.26 The net operating cost per AFDC ekperithental

during the observation period totals $36. The negative costs for intake/

assessment and job placement and other activities simply indieete that the

cost per control for these categories vote; slightly higher than for

experimentals. This finding is not surprising since CWEP was the only

service offered to experimentals that was not offered to write-cab.

Somewhat more time may have been spent by the staff in working With

controls in informal job search or other activities, although controls did

not participate in formal non-CWEP activities more than experimentalS. The

net operating cost beyond December 1984 amounted to $71 per AFDC experi;-

mental, resulting in a total operating cost of $107 per AFDC experimental.

(Costs for compliance and intake/assessment activities were not estimated

beyond December 1984; most of these costs were probably incurred during the

ObServation Period.)
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TABLE 6.6

WEST VIRGINIA

AFDC: ESTIMATED NET° PROGRAM CUSTE PER EXPERIMENTAL

Estimated Costs
From End of Obser
vation Period Through
Five Years,From

Tifpe Of COit Obi-served Costs b
Random Assignment Total

Program Operating Coats

--dCompliance Activities $1 $1

Intake/Assessment 3 3
CWEP 46 78 127

Job Placement and
Other Activities 10 8 16

CWEP Stipends 60 31 91

Child Care 59 __d
59

Other Support Services
Costs

3

Total Net Costs $156amm.1 $102 $260

SOURCE: MDRC calculations from West Virginia Report_ of Service Activity (ROSA)
data. the West Virginia WIN Information systea, and Neat Virginia Department of Human
Services fiscal date.

NOTES: The results are based_on a_simpl6 of 1845 experimental& and 1634 controls,
mild are expressed in 1984 dollars. . The_differenCet_in CWEP stipends are regression
mdjusted using ordinary Least equares._controLting fer prerandom assignment
:harctaristice of sample members. Because of roUndingi detail may not sum to totals.

The net cost or benefit is lhe value of that cost or benefit per
pxperimentel minus the value per control.

b _

The observation period for the full. sample ended in January 1966 for CWEP
itipende end Nii 1986 for child care; all other costs were observed through December
984.

Additional enrollment information was coltected_for a random sample of 146
nntals and controls stilt enrolled in December 1984. Thia information was used

te costs for experimentels end controts through five years from random

These costs were not estimated beyond the observation period.
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The observed and future net costs for new regiStrants and prior regis-

trants are presented in Appendix Table D.2. The higher cost of the CWEP

component for prior registrants ($152) than for new registrants ($68)

directly reflects the fact that the average number of days in CWEP WAS

higher for prior registrants than for new registrants.

B. Allowances and Sum:sort Services

The second category of expenditures for CWEP include z! allowances and

support services paid for by CWEP funds, as well as some childdare

services paid for by Title XX funds. (See Table 6.5.) CWEP partiOtpants

were eligible for transportation stipends and some Title XX child oare.

Other support services were provided for people in any active program

Stati16.27

The largest expenditure for support services was for the CWEP trans=

portatiOn stipend of $15 to $25 per month. The AFDC automated records

Provided information on CWEP stipends since the same automated system

iStUdd CWEP and AFDC checks. The regression-adjusted experimental-control

difference in payment amounts was then adjusted upward to account for

Manual Checks usually issued the first month a person was in CWEP; The

aVerage experimental-control difference in stipends was estimated at $60

pee eXperiMental during the observation period, with prior recipients

redeiving more transportation mohey than new registrants Since CWEP

stipend data Were available through January 1986 (instead of the December

1984 cut-off for other cost data), future stipends were estimated from

February 1986 through five years from random assignment.28 Experimentals

were estimated to receive an additional $31 over controls in this

post-observation period.
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Title XX child cnre was used for a small number of AFDC CWEP partici-

pants.29 In gelvi%-al, the program placed women in worksites from September

to May and during school hours; (See discussion in Chapter 4.) However,

some CWEP workers felt it would be beneficial for women to dentinue in

their worksite assignments during the summer months. In the second summer

that CFEP operated (June to August 1985), Title XX Child tare was used

Slightly more than before. Both experimentals and controlt may have been

referred to Title XX services when participating in non=CWEP program acti-

taties or when employed. Since the experimental-control differences

those activities and in employment was near zero, it was assumed that there

was no experimental-control difference in the cost of non-CWEP Title XX

services. The average experimental-control difference in Title XX Child

tare costs during the observation period was $59 for the full sam-Te.

(Data liMitations prevented assessing this cost beyond May

estimating differential costa for new and prior regibrants.)

SUpport zi:erVices other than child care were also used infrequently.

The average expenditure pc person enrolled in any active category uat

estimated for the period from actober 1983 to September 1984i using program

fiscal data and WIS enrollment data.30 This unit cost per active enrollee

waz then multiplied by the regression-adjusted experimental-control differ=

ence in active enrollment for the entire tracking period, resulting ir an

experimental-control difference in average payments. The experimental

control difference in this type of support service payment amounted to only

$3 for the full sample ($2 for new registrants and $3 for prior regis-

trants). As in the case of child care, this cost was not estimated beyond

the observation period.
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C. Oross Costs yer CWEP Particivant

The n losts of the program presented in the previous section were

determined considering all experimentals -- both participants and nonparti-

cipants. Another figure -- the average gross cost per CWEP partióipant ==

is important to poliymakers. Over the five-year period covered by the

analysis, the average gross cost of erving an AFDC experimental who parti-

cipated in CWEP included $556 operating the CWEP componert itself, $96

for job placement and other activities, $36 for intake and assessment and

$10 for compliance activtt4es. In addition, each CWEP PartiCipent

received, on average, $402 in CWEP stipends, $214 for child care And $13

for other support services;

Thus, the total program cost per AFDC CWEP participant was $1,327 ôvCr

the five-year period following random assignment; (This figure refleet8

costs accrued over the five-year period for people who pat.:cipated n CWEP

at some point during the observation period and therefore includes time not

CWEP as well ls during participation.)

IV. OveraII-Re4llts

This section presents overall results from four perspcives by total=

ing a/1 measured benefits and subtracting costs; Table 6.7 presenta

benefits and losses from the perspective of the welfare sample (the program

regiatrants included in this study), estimated for the five-year period.

The estimates were calculated per experimental, including nonparticipants

as well as participants. For the fun sample, experimentals showed an
_

average net loss of $84 per experimental over the five years. Their

reduced earnings and AFDC payments plus their out-of-pocket expenses31
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Tak:LE 6.7

WEST VIRGINIA

FROM THE PERSPECTIYE OF THE WELFARE SAMPLE

AFDC: ESTIMATED 8.EVFF/TS AND LOS:iiS PER EXPERIMENTAL
1,FTER FIVE YEARS, BY WELFARE STATUS

Corponant of Analysis

Rah-trite

Increase in NonAFDC Trentfere

Increased Support Services

Loites

Reduced Eerniags

Reduced Fringe Benefits

In reased'Tax Payments

Reduced AFDC Payments

01AofPocket Expenses
a

Net Gain or Losab

Full S'r.mple
New

Registr ants
Prior

Registrants

$7

153

$50

114

$8

170

-a: 454 !,2

16 -e.1: 11

3 47 24
85 124 68

32 62

$84 $481 $80

SOURCE: MDRC catculations froa MIS and other program activity dote; MDRC
worksite survey; Unemployment In:sc.:rano:: tar-hinge and payments records; AFDC
payments records; ROSA date; pPdgred fiecal data; and pubtiehed and unpUblidheddata on tax rates, emptoyee fringe benefits end administratiue costs for AFDC,
Medicaid, Food Stamps. and Unemptoyment Insurance.

NOTES: Positive numbers indicate a benefit; negative numbers indicate a
toes._ Components are listed as benefits or lOisis depending on whether a
benefit or s loss occurred for the flit!. aempte.

Results are expressed in 1984 deLlers. The full sample includes
1845 experitmentele and 1834 controls (1078 nee regiStronts, 2801 prior
regittrants).

Projection estimates assume imp:tett decline at an annual. rata Of
22 percent after the observation period.

a_
State poLicy prohibited placement of participants into CWEP

positions where outofpocket expenses Could odour. However, the worksite
survey enabled researchers to record some OUtefpocket expenses that were not
necessarily rmported by participants L.- progrem staff.

The net gain or toss is the tiim of all beneTits and 108886.
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outweighed their increased support services and non-AFDC trersfer payments.

The net outcomes differed for new and prior registrants over the five

years. With a net loss of $481, new registrants lost more in earnings and

AFTC payments than did the full sample. On average, prior registrants

received more in earnings and, due to their higher level natticipetiOn

in CWEP, received more suppor ervices. AFDC losses for registrants

were mailer than for the 7777. registrants. In these ways, prior regis-

trants benefited relatively more than new registrants, and although prior

registrants experiencei greater tax increases than new registrants, the net

outcome for prior registrants was a gain of $80.

The government budgetary perspective shown in Table 6.8 indicates

whether the costs of the program are outweighed by the measured benefit6

that accrue to federal, state and county budgets. Accordini4 to this pers-

pective, incveases in tax payments, decreases in Arm. grants wad reductions

in the coets of administering transfer payments constitute benefits; In

contrast, government dollars are expended to operate the program, to

provide support services, and to cover the increase in non-AFDC transfer

payments. As seen in Table 6A, for the full sample, the program resulted

in a net increase in expenditures (or loss from the tive of the

government Imdget) of $169 per experimentat. The net c outcome was

similar for new and prior registrants with an increase in expenditures per

experimental of $153 for new registrants and $186 for prior registrants.

However, by category, the results for prior and new registrants differ

somewhat. For new registrants, tax payments of experimentals compared to

controls were reduced and non-AFDC transfer payments increased -- losses

from the perspective of the budget. AFDC p yments to experimentals
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TABLE 6.8

WEST VIR:-4,NIA

FROM THE TAXPAYER AND GOVERNMENT BUDGET PERSPECTIVES

AFDC: ESTIMATED BENEFITS AND LOSSES PER EXPERIMENTAL
AFTER FIVE YEARS, BY WELFARE STATUS

Component of Analysis' Full Sample
New

Registrants
Prier

Regi at rants

Benfifite

Increased Tax Payments

Reduced AFOC Pdyments

$3

85

=$47

124

_

$24

59

Reduced Transfer Program
Administration 10 -2 14

In-Prograft Output 803 542 1058

Losses

Increase in Non-AFDC Transfers -7 -50 a

Program Operating Ce- -107 -64 -131

Support SerVics Co6ts -153 -114 -170

Nat Gain or Lor.c fro: the
TaXpeyer Perspective $734 $389 C873

:W.: Gain or Loss from the
Budaet Perspective (excludgs
Value of In-Program Output) -$169 -$153 -$186

SOURCE; See Table 6.7.

NOTES; PositiVe numbers indicate a benefit; negative numbers indicate a
cost.Components are listed iu benefits or Losses depending on whether a
benefit or Loss cc-CUP-red fbr the full sample.

Resulte era expressed in 1984 dottars The fill'. sample includes
1845 experimentals find 1834 Centrals (1075 new registrants, 2601 prior
registrants).

Projectien estimates assume impacts decline at tin 0.1nual rate of
22 percent after the Observation period.

s-
The_net gein or c from the taxpeyer pe!..e,ct,:vo

i a7pta1ned by
ing together all ben6fits and losses.

b-
The net gain or LOSO from the budget perspective is obtained by

adding together ell benefits except In-Program Output, and all losses.
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compared to controls were reduced by less for prior registrants than for

new registrants and the experimental-control difference in program costs

were higher for prior than new registrants.

The effect of the program on government budgets differb from its

effect on taxpayers; The two perspectives are not identical Since tax-

payers are affected not only by budgetary gair .!.. and losses, but also by the

considerable value of output produced by participants in CWEP. Takpayers

benefit from the services performed by participants assigned to WOrk

experience without having to pay for them; Adding the value of SerVidet

perforded in work experience to the estimated budget savings yields an

overall gain to taxpayers of $734 per experimental, with a positive valud

for both new and prior registrant categories. (See Table 6.8.)

A final perspective considered here is that of society at large, uhidti

includes both the welfare samc.le and taxpayers; (See Table 69;) FrOni the

perspective of society as a whole, program ,I:Ctects that are a gain tn One

Of these groups but an equivalent loss to the other group yie11 ;ex) net bene=;

fit; they are simply transfers between grollps; For example, a reduction in

AFDC payMents is a loss ' the welfare sample that 's offset by equal

Savings for taxpayers. In contrast, reduction in the adminiLtrative costs

Of the AFDC prograr is a net benefit to society as a whole since taxpayers

save money and the welfare sample is not directly affected. For the f-cll

Sample, the tOtal benefits to soc.i.el.T were estimated at $1,161 while esti-

mated costs totaled $511, yielding an overall societal gain of $650 per

experimental after five years. The estimated outcome from the perspective

of society as a whole Ins positive ($951) for prior registrants and

negative (-$92' new registrants.

=132=.;
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TABLE 6.9

AFDC: ESTIMATED BENEFITS AND LOSSES PER EXPERIMENTAL
AFTER FIVE 'MARS, BY ACCOUNTING PERSPECTIVE

Welfare Caregory Welfare Sample

Full Sample

Total Benefits $160
Total Lossee -P44

Nat Gain or Loss -84

New Registrants

Total. Benefits 211
Tttel Ltteses -$82

Net Gain or Los: -481

Prior Registrants

Total Benefits 243
Total Losses -163

Net Gain or Loss OD

PerspectiVe

Budget Taxpayer Society

$98 $1001 5116i
=287 -267 -511

.=.169 734 650

124 666 877
-=2Y7 -277 -969

-153 189 -82

115 1174 1417
-301 -301 -464

-186 a7s 953

SOURCE: See Table 6.7.

NOTES: All estivates_rafer to everegt eXperimental-control differe
Extreptilition eative es &Brume impacts detline at an annual rate of 22 percent
after the observat; :ri period

a
For the weare sample, benefite inttude increased non-AFDC trantif6e6and pedg-eint support services (e.g., child Catt end transportationi; Losses intlUdereduced earGillgs. fringe benefits. and AFDC payments, out-of-pocket expenses endincreeeed tax payments.

b-
For the government budgeti benefit& include increased tax payments.

reduced AFDC payments, end reduced transfer progreat edministrative costs. Lossesinclude increased non-AFDC transters, program operating coscs and support service
expenditUree.

1 R5
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Tabl 6,9 ShoWS the overall gain or loss generated by CWEF from eaCh

t:rie four celootives discussed above and compares outcomes fOr neW

,,4esistrants, prior registrants, and the fuIl sample. The economic benefits

the program vary betWeen groups and p,spectives, with results for the

prior registrants more positive than for the new registrants from all

perspectiVes except that of government budgets.

V; AlternatIVe-DenaSALedamOtiOns

As noted earlier, the reaultS of the benefit-cost evaluation of CWEP

were calculated assuming that impadtS on earmi:nga---;. and welfare-related

outcomes cont±nued to occur after the obSerVatiOA Period but decayed at an

annual rate of 22 percent; Because the projected effects constituted a

major share of the total effects estimated for the fitreyedi, period (as

shown in Tables 61, 6.4 and 6.6)1 it iS daefvT to consider how the overall

benefit-cost results would change if peogi,- -Yi.As are assumed not to

extend after the observation period or to oontinue A.th no decay throughout

the five years.

The overal', results calculated assuMing nio post-observation benefits

or costs reveal that for all three groups th e. full saMple, 7ieW and prior

r-..cistrants -- the outcome from the perSpectiVe Of the budget remains

negative in value, but of less magnitude than under the Original aaaumption

of 22 percent eecay. (Appendix Table D.1 presents the reIts for the

alternative decay assumptions aril Table 6.9 prestnta reaUlta from each

perspective assuming 22 percent decay;) The assimptiOn Of no post-

observation benefits or costs also yields improved out-omes fetiM the

perspective of the welfare sample (for all three groups) since loSeeS for

-1311-
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eneolleea =- in earnings, AFDC payments and out=of=p0Oket expenses were not

eXtended over five years; In contrast, this aSSUMption results in worse

oUtdomes from the taxpayer and societal perspeCtiveS Sinea the aSsumption

Of no post-observation effects limits the estimated Value of CWEP output to

the observation period.

The Sedond alternative assumption presented in Appendix Table D.1

that effedtt On earnings and transfer payments do not decay after the

obtervatien Period. For two of the three groups the fUll sample and

prior registrants, the assumption of no decay of program impacts changes

the estimate Of the net value of the program very little. Since the other

grOup neW regiztrants -- experienced greater AFDC and eaPtingb itOacts,

the alternatiVe ataumption of no decay affects the overall estiMatea more.

From two persteeJtiVaa -- the welfare and societa. perspectives, the net

value lf the progrnr for new registrants becomes more negative And from the

other two per.SpeetiveS -- the budget and taxpayer perspectives the

results impreire

VI; 53:ng,gsions

OTerall, these findings support two conclusions. Firs the net value

Of CWEP depends heavily on the value attached to the outv:Jt produced in the

CWEP assignments becaUSe the pregram's effects on earnings and welfare and

the progmat, net costs ase .4,elatiely Modest. Given thc high unemplovment

rate during the ttbe Of the deMonstration and the unlimited duration of

CWEP, the of CWEF 171 Wett Virginia was not that it led to increases

in rm:,ticipantst financial reseuree8 or to sov.Ings in the government

l'Aget, but rat,her thtit CWEP worlrer pridr.11 .cds an', services tc tht
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community. If the opportunity to work is considered valuable in itself,

the program may be of significant non-monets=7 value in prov1Png welfare

tedipienta thia opiunity, which 211;2:;; not be available in private

sector.

Second, the alue of the program is hisher for prior r2gistrants than

for new registrants from the perspectives of the welfare sample, taxpayers,

and society as a whole; Tbis finding directly reflects both larger experi-

mental-control differences in CWEP output and a more positive earnings

effect for prior registrants than for new registrants. As prior regis-

trants on average remained on welfare for a longer period Of tiMe than new

registrants, they were more likely to enter and remain in CWEP than new
-

registrants.

This benefit-cost analysis has not taken into account several import-

ant factors worth underscoring. The analytic approach used does not

include beneflts difficult to assign a monetary VP cuCh the degree

to which society values working over receiving -fara. The e.idluatioi)

also did not consider the implications Of welfare mothers spending more

time working and less time with their children although in general the

women worked only during school hours. The factors not weighed in thia

analysis should be considered in interpreting its resulta.
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CHAIJTER 7

THE AFDC-U RESEARCH DESIGN _AND--DATA-SOURCES

This chapter discusses the research design, the research sample and

data sources used in the analysis of CWEP as operated for the AFDC-U group,

almost all men.1 The first section describea the r7search deSignt baSed oh

compr:.'ison of pairs of administrative areas with different partidipatiOn

goalr, The following section describes the research sample. A final

seetos briefly presents the data sources and assesses data qualitY. (For

mo_ detail on data sources, see Chapter 3.)

Ate RftaftangiLmmian

The research design used to evaluate CWEP for AFDC;=Us compared tWO

sets of administrative areas: four areas that were to create and fill as

many CWEP Positions as possible (termed the saturation areas) and ftiUr

nreas that were to limit CWEP participation to 40 percent of the caseload

(called comparison areas) The administrative areas were Selected to

create pairs matched on a number of factors.2

This design was chosen in order to evaluate the feasibility and

implementStion of an open-ended saturation program and to determitie the

maxiMum 0Ossible particpation levels in such a program; This design

permits analysis of the incremental effects of increasing CWEP resources to

serVe a greater share of the caseload as compared to a more limited

proportic.a.

The research Man called for examining program participation in both
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the saturation and compariaon areas and for gathering data on a series of

specific outcome measures: percentage employed, average earnings, percent-

age receiving welfare grants and average welfare ;ayments. Program impacts

were calculated using ordinary least equares.3 tables indicate whether

program effects are statistically significant at the 99, 95 and 90 percent

levels of confidence. These significance levels indicate the probability

tbat a given saturation-comparison difference would not have occurred by

cince

II. The Research Sample

The fo11ow:1/1g groups were included in the AFDC;41 reeet.rdh sample: the

entire AFDC-U caseload as of March 1, 1983; all anpliCante WhO registered

with WIN between M.;,rch 1983 and April 1984; and all AFDC-U WINregiatrahtS

who moved into a research area between these dates.11

IndividueIs in the ';arch sample ueee ObeerVed in two separate

groups. The group or prf"ir registrants consiated Of all WIN-mandatory

recipients registered as of March 1, 1983; For this oeoup, ptetidipation,

earnings and AFDC reeeipt were tracked from this date. The Sample of nei4

registrants included LII AFDC-U applicants who registered With WIN dUring

the sa- period of March 1983 to April 1984, as well as all

W IN-regI e'4E1 areas not involved in the deMonstratiOn Who Moved to

either a saturation nr compartson area during that sate peeiod.5

Newly registered applicant: entered the research sample on the date

they registered with WIN. Retrants who moved into a reseaeoh area

d Uring the intake period entered the nample during the month in uhieh they

moved into a demonstration area.6 Patterns of participation, employment
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and welfare receipt were observed for this group staptihg With the date

that they registered or the date they moved into one of the StUdy areas.

The research sample included 5,630 AFDCAJ registrants: 20798 in

saturation areas and 2,632 in the comparison ari?.as. (See Table 7.1.) The

total number of research sample members differs slightly frOM the number of

people on the AFDC-U caseload during the study period, aeooeding to data

published by the State of Weat Virginia, for several reasoLs. As indicated

above, registrants who had moved into the demonstration areas were intluded

in the research sample; The nuMber of Oeople in the research sample was

also affected by research dediaicins aboqt assignment to assistance

categories and inclusion of only one WIN-registrant per case;

Since it is not uncommon for individuals to switch between the AFDC

and AFDC-U assistance categories, rules were developed to determine place-

ment into the AFDC or AFDC-A1 resdardh SaMples when changes in category

odourred during the sample intake p-iod. A member of the AFDC-U sample

could have registered with WIN as the head of an unemployed parent case;

hOWever, if the composition of the fatily Changed, this person could be

part of a family given AFDC. Foe re-bear-eh pUrposes, a female sample member

on an AFDC-U ease that changed StatUS to AFDC generally became an AFDC

sample member while a man in the same SitUation remained an AFDC-U sample

memberi7

Although more than one WIN regiStrant CoUld be included in an AFDC-U

daSei the State of West Virginia required bay Ohe person per case to

fulfill a work requirement; In the 7 perbent Of the cases in which more

than One WIN-registrant was included in a C666, wily one CWEP-eIigibie

regiatrant was placed in the research sample ih Order tO avoid artificially
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TABLE 7.1

WEST VIRGINIA

NUMBER OF WIN REGISTRANTS IN THE AFDCU SAMPLEi
BY MONTH OF WIN REGISTRATIONi AND RESEARCH AREA

Month of WIN Registration Number of IndiVidUele

Individuals Who Were Registered With WIN
es of the Start of the Demonstration

September 1882 and Prior Months
October December 1882
January February 1883

Total Number of Prior Registrants

SetVY0U.213 laBlAtilAD

778
257
172

1207

1280
624
442

2346

502
367
270

1139

Individuals Who Registered With
the Start of The Demonstration

WIN After

March 1883 172 139 311
April June 1883 302 265 567
July September 1883 384 384 768
October December 1883 312 304 616
January March 1884 406 423 829
April 1984 83 110 183

Total Number of New Registrants 1058 1625 3284

Total. Sample 2798 2832 5630

SOURCE: MDRC calculations from the West Virginia WIN Infcrmation System.

NOTE: The sample presented in this table is the derived AFDCU sample which
includes only one registrant per AFDCU case.

_1_93
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diluting the estimates of participation rates by including people in the

sample who were not required to participate in CWEIO

Table 7;2 indicates that almost all of the sample members (93 percent)

were male; The average sample member was 31 years of age and had completed

10 years of schooling. Alttioat all of the members of the sample were white.

Over half had received welfare within the two years before the research

began. The AFDC-U sample meMbers showed substantial previous attachment to

the labor force, much more than the AFDC sample.

Registrants from the saturation and comparison areas differed in some

MedSured characteristics; Fiftp=six percent Of the saturation sample

Compared to 60 percent of the comparison sample had received welfare within

the two years before the research began -- a Significant difference;

Although the vast majority of sample members from bOth areas were white,

the percentage was lower for the saturation areas than the comparison areas

(96 Percent and 98 percent respectively.) lh the 24 6OhthS Preceding

sample entry, on average, saturation sample members redeiVed AFDC payments

foe six months in contrast to seven months for the COmParison sample

meMbert.

Comparison of the saturation and comparison areas as a Whole masks the

Vide variation in demographic and socioeconoMiC Characteristics across

adtiniatrative areas. (See Table 7.3.) The petcentags Of bladka in each

area ranged from i2 percent in Grafton to 7 percent in Prindeton. The

perdentage of the sample who had recently received welfare ranged from 50

to 63 percent in the saturation areas, and from 50 t0 67 perdent in

comparison areas.

Although the four pairs of saturation and compatison dreaS Were
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TABLE 7.2

WE' VIRGINIA

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AFDC-U SAMPLE AT THE TIHE OF

SANFLE ENTRYi BY REGISTRATION STATUS AND RESEARCH GROUP

(MARCH 19EG - APRIL 1884 SAME)

Characteristics

Prior Registrants Ne, Registrants Total

Saturation

I

Comparison Saturation

I

Comparison Saturation
I

Comparison

Administrative Area (%)

Huntington 26.3 n/a 33.1 n/a 30;3 nia

Martinsburg 15.8 n/a 13.8 n/a 14.6 di

Parkersburg 19.2 n/a 18.4 n/ti 10.8 di

Princeton 39,7 n/a 34;7 n/a 36.3 -WA
,

Clarksburg n/a 23.5 n/i 24.3 0 24;0

Fairmont h/a 25.4 0 22.7 n/a 238

Fayetteville 11/a 23.9 n/a 33.5 n/a 29.4

Grafton n/a 27.2 n/i 19.5 n/a 22.8

Level of Urbanization (%)11

0 - 10 26.3 19.1*** 25.6 15.1*** 25;8

11 - 20 0.0 34.4*** 0.0 414 0.0 37.9***

21 - 30 30.5 0.0*** 22.8 0 25;9 0.0***

31 - 40 27.9 0.0*** 30.3 0.0*** 29.3

41 - 50 0.0 46.5*** 0.0 44.5*** 0.0 45.3***

51 - 60

61 - 70

0.0

0.0

0.0!

0.0
e

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
e

0.0

0.0

0.0

la
71 - BO 15;4 0.0*** 21;3 0.0*** 18;9

81 - 90 0.0 0.0
-a

0.0 0;0
(1

0.0
-a

0.0

Six (%)

Hale 93.5 93.5 92.7 92.3 93.0 92.8

Female 6;5 6.5 7;3 7.7 7.0 7;2

Agi (%)

24 Years or Less 20.6 19.9 24J0 22.1 22.6 21.2

25 to 34 Years 48.0 44.7 46.2 46.6 47;0 45;8

35 to 44 Years 22.7 24.4 22.1 22.3 22;4 23;2

45 Years or more 8;6 11;0* 7;7_ 9;0 00 9;9**

_ .
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TABLE 7.2 (continued)

Prior Registrants New Registranti
Total

Ch:7acteristic
Saturation Comparison Satdratioh _Comparison Saturation Comprison

Average Age (Years) 30.8 31.6*** 30.7 31.0 30.8 31.3**

Ethnicity 1%)

White, Non-Hispanic
95.0 97.8*** 95;9 97.4** 95.5 97.6***Black, Non-Hispanic 4.7

3.9 2.4** 4.2 2.2***Other
0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2e 0.3 0.28

Average Highest Grade Completed 10.1 10.0 10.5 10.6* 10.3 10;4

Marital Statue (%)

Married
97.3 97;6 96,6 950** 96.9 08.3Never Married
1.6

1.7 2.5 1.8 1.71)h-forced, Widowed 1.1 1.7 1.7 2,4 1.5 2;1

Avirige Number of Children

Leii Then 4 Years
0.70 0.62*** 0.66 0.85"4 to 5 Years
0;36 0.37 0.29 0.29 0.32 0;326 te 12 Years
0.79 0.91 0.63 0,88 0.70 0.7413 to 16 Years
0,44 0.50 0,36 0.36 0.39 0.42

A4Origi Number of Children

Leas Than 19 Years of Age 2.29 2.30 1.98 1.98 2.11 2;12

An y Ch ildren b

Leis than S Years

6 to 16 Years

70;9

58.0

68.8

60.6

70.9

51.1

57.8*

53,6

709

53,9

88;2*,

58.6$$

Prior AFDC Dependency in the Two

Years Prior to Sample Entry (%)

Never on AFDC
7,6 5.9 66.7 65,2** 43;8 38;9"0Prior AFDC

92,4 94.1 31.3 34.8 56,2 60.1

Tata Amount of AFOC Received in

24 MOnthe Prior to Semple Entry(s)
2028.55 2362.66*** 440;26 502.80* 1086.62 1285.47mos

Average Months on AFOCin TWO

Years Prior to Sample Entry 10,5 12.1*** 2.4 2;7 5.7 melow

(contimed)



TAU 7.2 (continued)

1100==.114MIImnIPPINE.atmlftiabOMI

Character' iti c

1

Prior Regi

Saturati on

et rants

Le marl eon

31.2

13.8

738.15

181.37

New Registrants. Totik

Se turati on I ram ri son Saturati on Compri son

Held Job at krry Time During Four

Quarters Prior to Sample Entry(%]

Held Job During Quarter

Prior to Sample Entry (XI

Average Earnings During Four

ilrters Prior to Semple Entry

Aifirige EarningeDuring Quarter
-c

Prier ta Seip Le Entry ($)
MIONNIMMIIINNm.1.1M.Mh.)

--__d
Sage Size

33.5

15;7

751 .40

169.81

43.2

22;5

157406

343.65

483*

22.3

1669;39

348.54

39.2

19.7

1239.18

272.99

=111.1.

39.9

18.7

1272.50

277.29

1139 1207 1659 1625 2799

NNW

2832.11,
SOURCE; Calculations from FDIC Client Information Sheets and Unemployment Insurance earnings end welfare records from

the Stite of Meet Virginia.

NOTES: DiStributions may not add to 100.0 percent because of' roundings.

WA indicates not applicable.

a
Level of urbanization is defined is the percent of individuals Living in en urban area in eadi county

according to 1980 census date.

b--
Distributions may not add to 100.00 percent because individuals can hevii children In late than OM eategory.

c-
Calculated from Unenpleiment Inaurance earnings records frce the State of West Virginia. Since meny

wOrked out-of-stste or in jobs not covered by the U1 systemi earnings date from the West Virginia Unemployment
Insurance Systei is c-onaidired to widerreport the income of ample members.

d-
Far Selected characteristics, sample sizes may var7 up to 2 sample points due to missing date.

5-
Ch1-E0are test inappropriate due to lam expected cell frequenciee.

aifferences betmeen research groups ere statistically significant using a em-tailed t-test or oti-Equare test
at the felloTming leVels: * 10 percent; ** = 5 percent; *** = 1 percent.
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TAKE 7,3

WEST VIRGINIA

SELECTED DIARACTERISTICS OF THE Pi0C-U SAME
AT THE ME OF SAME WRY, BY 4014INISTRATNE AREA

(MAW 1983 - APRIL 1984 SAMPLE)

Saturati on

Cherecteri eti c Hand ngton Marti nsburg ParkersburgF
COM Of Urbanizat:on

0 - 10
11 - 20
21 - 30
31 - 40
41 - 50
51 - 60
61 - 70
71 - 80
81 - 90

Average Age (Years)

Ethnicity (%)
Whi te, Non-H1 epani c

Black, spani c

Other

Average Highest Grade Copleted

30k M
Male

Female

Marital Statue (%)

Mirri ed

Never Married

Di v orced, Wi do4 ed

0.0
_0;0

37;7

0,0

0;0

0;0

0;0

62;3

0,0

30,8

97.2

2.7

0;1

10;5

94;5

5.5

97;5

1;4

1;1

48.4

0;0

51;6

0;0

0;0

0;0

00
0;0

0;0

31.1

94.9

4;2

;0

9;8

93;4

6.6

91.4

4;6

3.9

100.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0

30.5

98,3

1.1

0.6

10.7

90.9

9.1

97.1

1.1

1.7

1 8

Va.1.01=

Comp ri son

Pri ace ton Clarksburg Fai Moat

Fayette.-

ville Grafton

DiD 10;3 _io 0.0 62,9***
0;0 0;0 0;0 103.0

19.2 0;0 0;0 0.0
80.8 0;0 0;0 0.0
0.0 89;7 100;0 0.0 0.0***
0,0 0;0 0;0 0.0

0.0 0;0 0;0 0.0 0.0d

0.0 0;0 0,0 0.0 Nom
0.0 0;0 0;0 0;0 0,0d

30.7 31;5 30;7 31;6 31,5*

93.0 98,8 36;1 96;0 99.8***
7.0 0,9 3.4 4,0
0.0 0,3 0,4 0.0 0.0d

10.2 10.3 10.7 10.3 10.1***

92.8 939 90;8 94;6 91.6**
7.2 6a 9;2 5;4 8;4**

98.3 95.0 850$ 97,1 97 ;4***
0.9 1.9 1;9 1 A 1 wit*
0.8 3.1 2;7 1 A 1;2***

(conti nued)



Characteristic

Prior AFOC Dependency in the Two

Years Prior to Staple Entry

No Prior AFDC

Prior AFDC

Held Job at Pay Time During Four

Quarters Prior to Sopte Entry
b

Average Earni nge Duri ng

Four Querters_Prior to

Stop Entry b (8)

&opts Size

TABLE 7.3 [continued)

Saturati on Coperisoil

Hunti ngton Martinsburg Parlarsbur Princeton Clarksburg Fe writ

I

Fayette-

villa

50;0 39"6 37'1 43'8 39.3 35;0 49.8

50 5 60.4 62.9 56.2 60.7 65.0 50.2

39.7 37.7 44.4 36.7 44.2 42;2 39.7

1251.42 1258.93 1538.91 1066.12 1419.04 1353.55 1255.82

848 409 525 1016 679 675 833

1

Grafton

67.1***

33.0**

1054.95"

645

SOURCE: Calculations from MARC Client Information Sheets end Unemployment Insurance earninge and welfare records frca

the State of' Meet Virginia'

NOTES: Distributions may not add to 10(1 0 percent because of roundings.

Levet of urbanization is definud as the percent of individuals living in an urban area in each county

according to 19E0 census data;

b--
CaLcutated frca Unemployment Insurance earnings records fro!: the State of West Virginia. Since many

individuals worked out-of-state or in jobs not covered by the U1 system, earnings date from the W63t Virginia Unemployment

Insurance Systas is considered to underreport the income of' sample members.

c
For selected charecteriatiCei sample sizes may vary up to 1 sample point due to missing data.

Chi-were test inappropriate due to low expected call frequencies.

Differences among ealinistrative areas are statistically significant using a tso-tailed t-test or chi-quer°
teet at the folloeing levels: * = 10 percent; ** ;4- 5 percent; = 1 percent.



originally ehosen because of their similarities; data aVailable after the

choices were made indicated that they were quite different On certain key

factors; According to data from the 1ge0 Census; saturation areas taken

together were higher in total population, and in the percentage of people

living in urban areas of 2 500 or more; Saturation areas as a 'Mole also

showed higher rates of employment in manufacturing and lover rates in

mining; (See Table 1.2 in Chapter 1.) Saturation areas were more likely

than the comparison areas to border on other states; and therefore other

labor markets; Theae environmental differences between the saturation and

oomparison groups may be more important than the demographic differences

between the two aggregated groups in accounting for staff experiences in

implementing CWEP and the experience of AFDC-U registrants in the two types

of areas;

As recognized from the outset Of the atudy0 the research design used

to evaluate CWEP as operated for the AP0C=0 group provides less reliable

impact results than an experimental deaign based on random assignment to

experimental and control groups. Yet; the designation of a control or

non-research group in each demonstration area would have diluted the intent

to provide CWEP to as Muth of thI AFDC=U CaaeloLd as possible; that is to

saturate the caseload to the extent pOseible.

This analysis used techniques te Statietically adju t for differences

in the demographic and economic ch.cterietide Of the areas. However;

theae techniques did not correct for all differ-end-es among the areas;

Therefore, the observed differences in tinted-tea betieen the saturation ard

dettarison areas may partly reflect differ-end-ea in the characteristics of

the areas; This limitation shoald be kept in tind in interpreting the
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AFDC-U impact results.

Prior registrants and new registrants exhibited differences in

background characteristita. Prior registrants are more likely to be

long-term welfare recipients than new registrants. In the saturation

areasi the prior registrants had received welfare for an average of 105

months in the two years before entering the sample; In contrast, the new

registrants had, on average, received payments in only two of these months;

(See Appendix Table E;10 In the comparison areasi the prior registrants

redeived welfare an average of 12 Mentha in the two years before entering

the sample while the new registrants receiVed welfare for an average of

three months; Aliso, prior registrants were le86 likely to have held a job

at any time during the year before sample entry.

The analysis of the effects of the program en new registrants and

prior registrants was complicated by the fadt that CWEP was aIready

Operating in West Virginia when this evaluation Of the program for the

AFDC=U caseload began. Therefore; prior regiStrants could have been

eXposed to CWEP for some time before the evaluttien began and, as a result,

might Show higher rates of participation and different prOgram effects;

Data used in the evaluation of the program fOr the AFTC-U group

included many sources also used in the evaluation for the AFDC group. As

in the case of the AFDC group, state administrative reeorda frOM the WIN

Information system, the Unemployment Insurance systet and the welfare

payments SyStem provided quantitative data on program activity, employment,

earnings and Welfare payments.9 (See Table 7.4 for the length of f011oW=up
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TABLE 74

WEST VIFG1111A

LENGTH OF MALIBU FOLLM-UP FOR THE AFDC-U SARE, BY DATA SCURCE AND PERIOD OF SAYRE EtiTRY

WREN 1903 - ARIL 1984 SAMIIE)

Data SOUP ce

Lest tete ante

Are Available

Length of FOIttrUp By Period of Seep e Entry

Point et Which

Date Starts to

Be Collectid March 1903

Aprit-

June 1983

July-

Septkeber 1983

October-

December 1 '.<

January-

March 1984

April

1984

Prop* Date fuel the

WIN Information Systm

Lis)

Querterty Emptoyment

and Earnings date fro*

the State of West

Vi rgi ni a Unapt n

Insurance System

Monthly Welfare grant

Parente frog the State

ofWestVirginigFDC

Payments Systm

tiontigy UnempLoiment

Insurance Benefits data

f rai the State of West

Vi rgi ni a Unempt oyment

Insurance Systm

Deceiber 1984

Third Calendar

Quarter 19E6

January 19E6

December 1905

Date of Sample

Entrye

4 Quirters

Prior To

%pie Entry

24 Winthe

Prior to

Swig Entry

12 Months

Prior to

Simple Entry

21 Months

10 Querters

After

Sample Entry

35 Months

34 Months

19 Menthe

9 Quarters

After

Smpte Entry

32 Months

31 Months

15 Itnthe

9 Owners

After

Staple Entry

29 Months

28 Months

12 141nthe

7 Du-erten)

After

Smple Entry

28 Months

25 Months

9 Months

6 Quarters

Af ter

Smpte Entry

23 Months

22 Months

0 liontheb

5 Quartere

After

Smpte Entry

22 Months

21 Months

amftrammomre

NOTES:
a

singe entry occurred et different points in the ctient ftm. Nee registrants entered the smple at initial, WIN registration
or upon moving into a dmonstrazion area. For prior registrants, &emote entry occurred at demonstration start.

21)2
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TiOLE 7.4 (continued)

Individuate entering the temple in April 1984 have beeen 8 and 9 months of tracking data folimrup, depending on whether

they were randomly assigned in the early or Later part of April; For the process entysie these sample Edell are coneridered to have 9

months of fotttrupi

basi a.

c-

Employment and earnings dere are based on Unemployment Insurance earnings ;words which report earnings on a calendar quarter

d-
Calendar quarter of mole entry is not considered to lie e foklcrup quarter for elploiment and eerninge

a-
The first month of follarup for welfare grant payments and Unmployment Insurance benefits includes the month in which an

individual enters the Inge.



available.) Extended program activity data from WIS were gathered through

April 1988 for a select group of the AFDC=Z sample. The MDRC survey of a

randOm SaMple of CWEP worksite participants and their aupervisors included

btith AFDCS and AFDC-Us; it provided information on the nature of the CWEP

experiende. The data on demographic tharaCteristics collected for the

AFDC=U sample were more limited than for the AFDC group. Qualitative data

gathered as part of the field research about the program operated for the

AFDC geoup also applied to the AFDC-U group; A brief diboUbbion of the use

of thoSe data in the evaluation of the AFDC=U group Vill follos4. (Chapter

3 provides more detail on data sources.)

A. -The-WIN-Information System (WIS)

WIS furnished data on program participation, jcib pladethenti WIN-

deregistration and sanctioning for both the AFDC and AFDC=U groin's. In

addititin, it Supplied information on demographic characteriatita Of AFDC=U

sample MeMbera. Information from WIS was collected from the beginning of

the evaluatitin for the AFDC-U group in March 1983 until DeeeMber 1984. The

demographic itifOrMation drawn from WIS about the AFDC=U group 1.8 1688

extensive than the information gathered for members of the AFDC grit:A.0.10

The available data included age, sex, ethnicityi highest grade ooMpletedt

marital statuet and the number and ages of children. This infOrtatitin VaS

gathered at the point of registration with WIN; Therefore, SOMe Of thit

information may be OUt of date for those members of the AFDC=U group whO

registered MOre than One or two months prior to entering the research

sample (i.e. before the eValUatiOn began or before moving into a demonstra=

tion area.)
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B. The State -ofAlett-Virtania-AFDC-Tavments System

This system provided data on welfare grant amounts for each member of

both the AFDC and AFDC-U research groups from the period beginning two

years prior to sample entry and ending January 1986.11

The quality Of the research data was tested by comparing automated

grant amounts with case file payment values for a sample of clients with

both earnings and Welfare payments for a given period.12 (See Chapter 3

for a more detailed descriptiOn Of the tebt of the quality of these data.)

The West Virginia research data do not appear to be as accurate as data for

similar samples in MDRC's other evaluations Of state work/weIfare programs;

However, differences between the percentage of discrepancies in the

saturation areas and those in the comparibon areas were small and not

statistically significant. Therefore, the Welfare payments system was

believed to be a satisfactory data source fbr the andlysis.13

C. The State of West Vieginia-Untikaoyitent--InSuranee-System

This system supplied data on quarterly earning6 and monthly UI

benefits for both the AFDC and AFDC.-41 gedup. In both oases, earnings

information was available for each sample Member frOt One year prior to

sample entry until September 1985. For the AFDCU gtibUpt information on UI

benefits was collected from March 1982 through December 1985.

Earnings reported tO the UI system in West Virginia may uhdereStimate

total earnings for a number of reasons in addition tO the uSUal ricording

lags. Earnings from both off-the-book and out=of=state WOrik Arie not

reported to the UI system. (For a fuller explanation, see chapter, 3.)

To test quality of the earnings data from the UI system, theSe data

Were compared to job placement data from WIS. For registrant entering the
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sample in the last month Of a calendar quarteri 36 percent of the 636

sample members who were placed into employment, according to WIS, within

six months of registration had no West Vi.rginia UI-reported earnings over a

comparable period; The level Of non-reported earnings was found to be

significantly higher in the saturation areas than in the comparison

areas." This was largely due to the fact that the saturation areas

bordered other states; Three of the Mixt, areas with the most uncovered

earnings were saturation areas that border other atates.15

The extent of earnings not covered by the the UI System is a serious

issue for this program analysis since not only are employment rates and

earnings underestimated, but, more impoetantly Saturation-comparison

differOnces will be biased;16

D. Qther Quantitative Data Sotwoos

Other quantitative data sources include interViews with 34 women and

60 men working in CWEP assignments and their SUpervisors, previously

discussed in Chapter 3 on the AFDC group. AS for the AFDC group, extended

peograth Participation data were collected from the WIS filea, in this case

foe 144 AFDC-U clients still registered with WIN as Of DedeMber 31, 1964.

These data were collected because 2231 registrants == apProXimately 40

percent of all registrants -- were still registered With WIN in December

and 980 of theSe registrants were still in CWEP.

E. Qualitative-Data Sources

Qualitative data sources provided detailed information on program

operations in the local offices, and addressed such issues as the develop=

ment of CWEP jobs, CWEP assignment decisions and staff understanding of

CWEP objectives. These data were collected through interviews, observe-
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tions of cllent-staff interactions, and report8 on program activitiesi

(For inore detail, see Chapter 3.)



CHAPTER 8

-PATTERNS OF FARTIQIPATION-FOR-AFDC=UI

This Chaptar discusses the extent to which AFDCU registrants in both

the saturation and comparison areas participated ih CWEP. As noted in

Chapter 7 oh the research design, four admihiStratiVe dreda Within the

state were Selteted to implement a caseloadwide CWEP ihitiatiVe. These

areas were detpared to four other areasi which did not haVe the re-Sources

to place all eligible AFDC-U recipients in a CWEP workSite. In thead fOUr

comparison areda, CWEP participation was limited to 40 pereent Of the

caseload;

The participation analysis presented in this report differs froth that

of the first pelmet in that it updates findings and addresses additiOhal

research itadea. First, while the previous report fOCUsed on may the

saturation aeeas, this report analyzes participation patterns for the four

comparison areas ab Well.

Second, the first report analyzed only a portion of the Saturation

area sample: those members -of the sample who had registered with WIN as Of

March 1, 1983 and those whe registered between March and June 1983. The

analysis in this Pep-ort examihes the participation of all AFDC=Us who were

part of the caseload ih hoth the saturation and comparison areas fret Mardh

1983 through April 1984 and follows them for nine months after entering the

sample;

Third, for this report, 6xtended follow-up data were available fee

early enrollees into the sample. People who had registered with WIN as of

"1?)Y
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MarCh 1* 1983 or who registered from March through June 1983, were tracked

for 18 months after sample entry. These eary enrolleeS Make up 57 perbent

Of the entire sample. Additional data :ere also c011eCted fbr a special

sample of early enrollees who were tracked for 34 to 37 Months after

entering the sample. This extended follOW=up iS particularly important

because of the ongoing participation requirement and the fact that CWEP

assignments were frequently made several months after sample entry.

Fourth, this analysis presents several measures of paeticipation and

eXaMines the intensity of program participation, i.e. how much time parti-

cipants Spent at CWEP worksites and whether participants worked in CWEP

assignment8 during every month that they were on the rolls.

This chapter includes several sections; The first shows the peedent=

age Of the caseload that participated in CWEP by calendar month for each of

the eight adMinistrative areas in the study. The next section uses a

different approach, focusing on the participation patterns of a group Of

registrants within nine months after they entered the sample. This section

discusseS differences in participation patterns between AFDC-Us in the

SaturstiOn areas and those in the comparison areas, between new and prior

registrants, and among the eight areas within the study. The third section

examines CWEP participation for important subgroups within both the satura-

tion and comparison samples. The fourth section discusses participation

patterns over time, using follow-up periods of varying length. The fifth

section analyzes the program status of registrants at a specific point in

time after entering the bample. This type of analysis is useful in deter-

mining the pL'oportion of AFDC-U registrants at a specific point in time who

were eligible for CWEP but had not worked in a CWEP position. The last
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section discusses the intenSity Of participation for those registrants who

ever actually worked in a CWEP position.1

I. Caseload Participation RAfe4

In 1982, when CWEP was inStituted in West Virginia, 40 percent of the

state's AFDC-U recipients Were partiCiOating at a CWEP worksite by the

foUrth Month of operation. Beginning in MArCh 1983, staff in the four

SatUration areas were told to create and fill 66 many CWEP slots as

POSSible, while staff in the four comparison &Peat Were instructed to keep

monthly participation rates at the prevailing level, i.e. equal to or less

than 40 perdent of the caseload.

As shown in Table 8.1, during the study petiicid, the AFDC-U caseload

partiCipation rate for the saturation areas as a whole peaked at 69 percent

in JUne 1983. The AFDC-U caseload participation rate gives the percentage

of registrant6 in the AFDC-U caseload each month *hid held CWEP jobs during

that particular month. The Parkersburg area achieVed the high-66t caseload

pattiaPation rate of the areas studied: 81 perdent Of the Caseload was

Partioipating in CWEP during August 1983; The caSelOad partibiOation rates

in the COMParison areas peaked at 40 percent in July 1983. In all eight of

the Study areas, caseload participation rates began tO de-Cline in the fall

of 1983 at the size of the caseloads increased; the nUmber of regiStrantb

participating eabh month continued to increase, but not -at a6 high A rate

as the caSeload6.2

Duping We:int Months for which caseload participatitin eatea Were

calculated, the difference between the rates for saturation and coMparison

areas was about 30 percentage points. (See Figure 8.1.) As noted in the
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TAOLE 8,1

VEST VIRGINIA

NUMBER OF MEP PARTICIPANTS IN AFDC-U 8ATORATIMI AND COMPARISON AREAS AS A PROPORTION OF THE AFDC-U CASELOAD,

BY ADMINISTRATIVE AREA AND CALENDAR NONTH

Adiiniitestisi Aria4.

Fib-

rusry

len

Word

1883

April

1883

illy

1963

Juno

1883

July

1983

August

1863

Sept-

lobe

1883

Oct-

obor

1883

Nov-

ober'

1863

Doc-

saber

1983

Jan-

uary

1884

fob'

Pillty

1484

-..,-.......,

Saturation hail

HuntIngton

COEP Portioi0Onto 196 171 199 204 199 192 209 221 222 232 228 240 01

AFOC-U Csselosd 338 340 341 308 280 315 338 348 300 388 382 401 iA$

Participation Rite (NI 60.0 60.3 50,4 88.2 71.1 70.0 61.0 63,5 81.7 83.4 82.4 58;9 80;6

Martinsburg

CrEP Pirticipanti 58 70 OD 08 BO 70 81 00 68 so es 71 r)

AF0C-U Unload 189 223 208 176 144 122 110 100 80 100 115 128 1 ?

Participation Rota PI 30.1 36.4 47,8 56,3 58,7 67,4 55,6 60.0 50.3 80.0 56.5 55.5 51.2

Parkarsburg

COEP Participonts 143 147 165 155 160 162 154 136 147 168 148 169 11 4

AFOC Caselood 210 230 234 222 206 202 180 181 185 202 224 244 Z63

Porticipotion Rat. (%) 88.2 63.8 88,2 88,6 78.9 60.2 01,0 724 75.4 77,2 86.1 66,8 Oki

Princoton

011EP Pirticipsnts 188 168 244 265 275 263 263 272 280 286 288 317 0
AFDC-11 Ciiiloid 451 408 477 448 411 412 485 468 493 508 iO4 530 SIB

Psrticipation Rats (RI 41.2 38.8 51.2 03.5 86.8 63;8 568 500 56,8 57.1 58.1 59,8 41.1

Totsl for Mutation Arms

CWEP PortIcipants 550 586 687 743 720 687 867 881 705 737 737 780 420

AFOC-II CisOlood 1,199 1,278 1,260 1,155 1,043 1,051 1,103 1,108 1,144 1,174 1 205 1 303 IMO

Pirtiolpition Rote (R) 40,4 45.6 55,3 84.3 88.0 85,4 82.3 02,4 01.6 62,8 81,2 81,1 58,4

(continued)
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TABLE 8.1 (Gantt (Ind I

Againi HMIS. Arai

Fate-

utry

1983

March

1913

Apri l

1803

ligy_

1903

Juns

1023

July

1883

Anglin

1E3

6iPt-

saber

1043

On-

obar

i 903

Nov-

Wit
1603

Doc-

Mir
1863_

J.n-

utri
lao

F

ru

Comporiion Araioi

Fs I moat

CVEP Pietioi pinto 114 124 134 138 131 134 126 lie 121 111 111 111

AFDC-U Caseload 340 347 339 332 299 288 307 307 316 334 357 381 11

Pcrti el pail in lists III 33,5 34.6 31,5 41 a 43.9 45,0 41,7 37.8 38,1 33:2 31,1 31,0

Clarksburg

C1EP Patti al pent. 80 105 104 93 77 BO 88 80 88 BO 83 08

AFDC-1 Col t as d 316 316 322 308 271 280 259 280 319 338 339 398

Pirti 0 peti on lia to 10) HA 33,2 32,3 30,4 20.4 30.0 34.0 28.8 274 2113 24,5 20,2

1 tit tan

COEP heti el pats 143 144 130 118 122 121 116 115 108 105 105 i D7

AFOC-11 Csoload 354 37 360 33? 320 318 322 331 348 362 374 305

P.M ti pail on Rats (11 40,4 40,3 38,1 35,3 38.1 36.1 38,0 33,9 31;0 280 21.1 27.1

Fly ntov i l L.

CIIEP PIM it plats 115 117 118 125 121.! 124 111 113 115 128 136 139

AFOC-11 Unload 313 305 309 289 278 202 352 305 387 366 394 422

heti-di Onion Rsts 101 36,7 38,4 i 38,2 43 ,3 43,9 44,0 33.8 29.4 28;7 33;2 34.5 328
Inil For Coopari ion Aran

ClIEP Putt ti pinta 462 480 488 473 452 459 451 424 432 434 436 403

AFDC-1 Cattail. 1,323 1,325 11330 1,364 1,188 1,158 1,240 11311 11372 1,418 11464 1,041 1

Patti cl pitl on 1st. (0) 34,9 31,7 31,5 37,4 3817 38,6 36;4 32.3 31.5 30,6 28,7 29,4
--

--......----0,---.......-....0

ob-

its
184

13

82

0,9

DB

73

9,0

108

423

25,9

130

450

h.8

41)-4

1928

BOURCE1 NORC col Wilton. tr.. thi Vest Vinginis VIII Int orini on Sy itsb in. Dapor lmint ot Ruin Sirs 1 toil llauArdul-BilitlijiFibruery 1983 - Februiry 1984, TOL. 8,
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FIGURE 8.1

ALL AFOC-U: PERCENTAGE OF CASFLOAD PARTICIPATING

IN CWEP, BY RESEARCH AREA

(JANUARY 1983 FEBRUARY 1984)
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first West Virginia report, S'Aff ih the saturation areas procured addition-

al worksite slots both by reaching out to sites that had never before

sponsored participants and by atikihg Current sponsors if they could use

more CWEP participants;

Data presented in the fitSt report indicate that caseload participa-

tion rates of 60 t0 70 percent may be the maximum levels of participation

that can be expected in operating CWEP for AFDC-Us with an ongoing

participation requirement; To ascettain Why the remaining men were not

participating in CWEP, MDRC's field reteatdhet reVieWed with caseworkers

the situation of each nonparticipating AFDC=43 tedipient in the saturation

ateas from March through May 1984;3

About 30 percent of those not assigned tb CWEP received welfare grants

low enough that the number of hours that they Vbbld be required to work in

CWEP positions was not sufficient to make theie pladement attractive to

worksite sponsors; Another 25 percent Of the hohOatticipants were not

Pladed due to difficulty, especially in the ebeal areas, in finding

POSitions at worksites; Seventeen percent had pebbletha with their health

be their family's health; Another 8 percent Of the nonparticipants were

judged by caseworkers to have unreliable work habitS be poor reputations;

since one objective of CWEP in West Virginia Wet tei iMprove the image of

Public welfare, caseworkers tried to provide SpbhSora With good workers;

The remaining one-fifth were not participating in CWEP for a variety

Of teasons; Some registrants were exempted duo tO partidipation in train-

ing or part-time employmen0 Problems with transportation* Particularly

in the tural counties where transportation to the nearest aVailable work-

site SoMetimes would have cost more than the $25 provided, alSO affeCted

J .1
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assignment decisions.5 AdditionallY, some nonparticipants had been

assigned to a worksite, but had fitit yet Started participating. Finally, a

few recipients may have been assigned to worksites and, without a good

cause, may have refused to participate.

II. Participation Patterns Within A-Unlform-FollowAlv-Period

The preceding discussion assessed CWEP implementation in eight admin-

istrative areas by examining trends in the percentage of registrants in the

AFDC-U caseload each month who participated in CWEP during that particular

month. This section will use another approach, also uSed in the AFDC

participation analysis, to assess program implementation: examining the

percentage of registrants in the AFDC-U sample who participated in CWEP

Within nine months of sample entry; By following a group Of registrants

over time, this approach indicates whether the registrants participating

each month are the same individuals; Furthermore, this analySis reveals

the probability that an individual AFDC-U registrant will participate

within a nine-month follow-up period;

As shown in Table 8;2, 60 percent of the registrants in the saturation

areas and 41 percent of the registrants in the comparison areas partici-

pated at a worksite for at least one day within nine months of sample

entry, for about a 20 percentage point difference between the two types of

areas.

As was the caSe With the AFDC non-CWEP activities for AFDC-Us were

minimal. However, the effort to provide CWEP assignments for as many

members of the AFDC-U caseload in the saturation areas as possible may have

decreased the use of non-CWEP activities. Six percent of the registrants
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VOLE 8;2

VEST VIRGINIA

KEY PERFORMANCE IN0ICAT0',: OF THE AFOR SAMPLE WITHIN NINE MONTHS

AFTER SAMPLE WRY, BY REGISTRATION 'STATUS JVID_RESEARGI GOP

(MARCH 1983 - MIL 1984 SAMFLE)

=.1urronr

Performance Indicator

Prior Registrants Nee Regi strants Total

Sti WO ti On Camps ri son Se tura ti on Com pa :I son Sa tura ti on Weis ri son

Participeted in 00EP

Perticipated in Other Activity

Job Placement°

Deregi stared

Sanctioned

71;3

1.1

30.8

63;2

74

51.8"

5.9"

21.5"

51;0$"

4.1"

52.9

1.8

35.9

79.4

5.5

32.4"

6;3$0

32;0"

76.7$

1.8"

80.4

1;5

33-.8

72.8

8.3

27;5"

85;7$"

2.8"

Sample Size
1139 1207 1859 1625 2798 2832

SWALE: MAC calculations from the West Virginia WIN Information System.

NOTES: ALL performance indicators are calculated as a percentage of the total mbar of individuals in the
ndi rated research group.

Participation Is defined as attending any activity for at Least one day.

Individuele entering the sample in April 19:', have between 8 and 9 months of tracking data tot lat-upi
depnding On Other they entered the sample in the earlier Or Mar part of April. For the process analysis; these seiplej
members ere considered to have 9 months of foltml-up;

a-

Program placement information is Lased an employment that is reported te program start Program placementdata will not tie used to measure impacts.

Differences beimeen research groups are statistically significant using a thi-squere test at the foaming
levels: $ 10 percent; $$ = 5 percent; $" = 1 percent;
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from comparison areaS participated in non-CWEP activities during the

follow-up period while only 2 percent of the registrants from saturation

areas did so. Non-=CWEP activities in the comparison areas consisted

primarily of individual job search and training. (See Appendix Table F.1.),

According to program records, one-third of the saturation area regid-

trants were placed in unaubsidized jobs during the nine-month follow=up

period; This figure was Significantly higher than the 28 percent of the

comparison area registrants who Were placed during this period.

These placement rates, however, Should be viewed with caution. The

rates differ in several ways fret the employment rates presented in Chapter

9, which are based on Unemployment InSurance records. To the extent that

registrants find jobs and de not report them to their caseworkers, the

placement rates in Table 8.2 Will Underatate true employment rates. On the

other hand, using Unemployment InSurance records as a data source will

understate true employment rates te the eXtent that jobs are not reported

to the West Virginia UI system == SUeh 66 jobs which are out-of-state;

During the nine-month follow=up peried, 6 higher proportion of regis-

trants from the saturation areas as oppOSed to registrants from comparison

areas were deregistered from WIN: 73 percent and 66 percent, respective-

ly.6 Sanctioning rates during this nine=month follow-up period were also

higher in the saturation areas than in the comparison areas: 6 percent and

3 percent, respectively.

Since new registrants and prior registrants differed in demographic

characteristics as well as in prior employment and welfare receipt,

different participation patterns for the two groups are not surprising.

Table 8.3 shows that in the saturation areas as well as the comparison
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TABLE 8.3

WEST VIMINIA

KEY PERFORMANCE INEacATORs_ OF THE AFDCU SAMPLE WITHIN NINE MONTHS
AFTER SNIPLE ENTRY, BY RESEARCH GRCUP MO REGISTRATION STATUS

(MARCH 1883 APRIL 1984 !AMPLE)

Performance Indicator

Seturati on Comparison

Prior

Ragi strant

New

Regi strant

Prior

Regi st rant

Nft

Regi strant

Participated in CINEP 713 52.0*** 51.8 32.4***

Participated in Other Activity 1;1 1.8 5.9 6.3
a

Job Placement 30.8 35.9*** 21.5 32;0***

De regi ste red 63.2 79.4*** 51.0

Sanctioned 7.4 5.5* 4.1 lie***

Sample Size 1139 1659 1207 1625

SOURCEs MORC calculations from the West Virginia WIN Information System.

NOTES: ALL performance indicators are calculated as a percentage of the total number
of individuals in the indicated registration status.

Participation is defined as attending any activity for at least one day.

Individuate entering the sample in April 1984 heve between B and 9 months of
tracki ng date followup, depending on whether they entered the sample in the earlier or Later
pert of April. For the process analysis, these sample members re considered to have 9
months of followup.

a
Program placement information is based on employment that is reported to

program staff. Program placement data will not be used to measure impacts.

Di fferences between regi strati on statuses era stati sti cal ly si gni f i cant usi ng

a chiequare test at the following levels: * = 10 percent; *41= 5 percent; *** = I perce.it.



areat, a smaller proportion of new registrants participated in CWEP as

compared to prior registrants, but a larger proportion of new registrants

than prior registrants were deregistered from WIN Within the nine-month

follow-up period. Placements and sanctions also differed between the two

groups: placements were more likely to occur among the new registrants

while sanctions were more frequent among the prior registrants.

These differences between the new and prior registrants can be attri-

buted to several factors. Since prior registrants had been in the program

for longer than the new registrants, they were available for assignment to

CWEP for a longer period of time. Differences between prior and new

registrants may Also be accounted for by the fact that many of the prior,

AFDC-41 regieante were participating in CWEP when higher participation

goals for the Saturation areas were established in March 1983; Forty=

three per-cent Of the prior registrants in the saturation areas and 36

percent of the peioe registrants in the comparison areas were participating

as of thiS date. Since prior registrants had been on the welfare caseload

for longer than neW registrants, caseworkers may have known the prior

registrantS better and may have been more likely to assign them to a

worksite. The fadt that prior registrants were more likely to have been

assigned to CWEP May ad-doubt for differences in sanctioning rates between

the prior and new tegieteenta. The differences in deregistration rates

between new and prior eegieteente iS due to the greater probability that

the new registrants, the Mote employable Of the two groups will leave thel

welfare rolls.

Within the saturation and comParison areas, participation patterns

differed by area; (See APPendix Table F.2.) Among the four saturation

,i=168=
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areas, nine-month participation rates ranged from 51 percent in Martinsburg

to 70 percent in Parkersburg. For the comparison areas, participation

rates also varied; from 34 percent in Grafton to 48 percent in Fayette-

ville.

Job placement figures and deregistration rates differed among the

areas in a pattern generally consistent with the state of their local labor

oarkets. For example, in the Martinsburg area, one of the strongest of the

eight labor marketsi 48 percent of the research sample reported job place-

ments and 88 percent were deregistered. Theue figures, along with the 51

percent participation rate for the area, also reflect the relatively unique

orientation of the Martinsburg staff which, compared to the other areas,

emphasized unsubsidized job placement as a higher priority than CWEP.

Sanctioning rates also varied across the areas, ranging from one

percent in Grafton to 8.5 percent in Huntingten. Three areas, Huntington,

Martinsburg and Princetoni were clustered tobiaiid the high end of the

sanctioning scale. Although the saturation AreaS as a group had higher

participation and sanctioning rates than the gtiouped comparison areasi

there is not a clear correlation (positive or negative) among the areas

between high sanctioning rates and high participation rates. For example,

the Parkersburg area had the highest participation rate as well as one of

the lower sanctioning rates; Thus, it was possible to achieve high levels

of participation without high levels of sanctioning. Several explanations

are possible: people assigned to CWEP may have been willing to parti-

cipate, the threat of sanctions may have proved enough of an inducement to

participate, informal cajoling may have proved effective == or, despite

noncompliance by some registrants assigned to CWEP, area staff may have



chosen uot to sanction many clients and still have been able to adhieve

high levels Of partiCipation.7

III. Subgroup-Participation-Rates

Thus far, the analysis of participation has focused on the full Sample

and the principal sUbsampIes of new and prior registrants; Thia SeetiOn

looks at the partidipation patterns for important subgroups within bbth the

full sample and the prior and new registrant groups to determine, whether

some segments of the AFDC-U caselbad participated at higher rates than

others. To the extent that partiCiPeticin data indicate which registrants

were assigned to CWEP, analysis of Participation rates will indicate

whether assignment patterns differ betWeen the saturation and comparison

areas.

The data do not indicate a clear tendency for caseworkers to select

the more employable AFDC-Us for assignment tb CWEP worksites. In fact, it

appears that individuals withoUt redent work experience or those with

recent histories of welfare receipt were mOre likely to participate in CWEP

than their more employable counterparts. This tendency was more pronounced

in the saturation areas than the coMpariSon AreaS. (See Table 8.4 ;)

In the saturation areas, CWEP partidipation rates were slightly Dower

for registrants who had completed at leaSt 12 years of schooling versus

those who did not have this much education. However, participation rates

did hot differ for these two groups in the coMpariatin Areas. There was no

clear correlation between participation rates and the leVel of urbanization

of registrants' county of residence.

As with previous public work programs in-WeSt Virginia, the few female



TABLE 8;4

WEST VIRGINIA

CWSP PARTICIPATION RATES FOR THE AF0041 SAMPLEi

BY SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS, REGISTRATION STATUS_AND RESEARCH GROUP
(MARCH 1983 - APRIL 1984 SAMPLE)

Chereeterietic

Prior Registrants Ne4 ftgistrents

Saturation Comparison Saturati On Cceperison

Sex

Male_ 71.7 52.6** 541*** 33.4***
Feasts 84.8 3817** 20.0***

Age_

24 Years OP tete 69.4 48.3 51;0 34;0
25 to 34 Yeere 72.9 53.5 54.8 32.5
35 to 44 Yeart 68.0 52.7 51.2 33.1
45 Years or More 75.5 48.8 52.8 26.0

Ethnicity

White, Non-Hispenit 70.8 51.7 53.2 32;3
Bleck, Non-Hispenic 81.1 58.3 46.9 35;9
Alt Othere 50.0 Wob 25.0b 83.8b

Meritet Stetus

Married 71.4 52.2 53.0 32;4
Meyer Married 72.2 33.3 64;3 14;8**
Divorced or 11'1d-died 61.5 35.0 37.8 48;7*

YearSOf SOhoOL COMpleted

12 Year& or MOO 87.9* 52;7 49.3*** 31;4
teat then 12 Yebra 73.3 51.2 58.4 33.4

Had Job at Ahy Time

During Four Uuertera

Prior to AppLicatioh

Yes 87.5** 43.2*** 49.7** 32.7
No 73.2** 55.7*** 55.4** 32.1

(continued)



TABLE 8.4 (continued)

Cheracteri sti

Pri or Regi strants New Regi str ants

Saturati on Ccepa ri aon Saturation Comps ri son

Received AR3C in 2_Teers
Prior to Research Start

yes
No

Levet of Urbanization e
0 - 10

11 - 20
21 - 30
31-- 40
41 - 50
51 - 60
61 - 70
71 - 80
81 - 90

74.0*** 52.7**
36.6**

71.9 60.2***
0.0b 47.70*

b
0.0b71.2

67.9 0.0
b

51.30.0
b00b

0.0
b b0.0 0.0

b76.6 0.0
0.0b

0.0b

57.7*** 32.2

50.7*** 32.5

56.6* 29.0
36.1***

b .51.2 0.0-
b49;9_ 0.0ii;ab

30.2;;
000.0b .

a;ab
0.0-_-b

54;7_ 0.0b

0.0b 0.0-_-b

a;ab

Sample Size 1139 1207 1659 1625

SOURCE: Calculations from NORC Client Infoneation Sheets, Unemployment Insuren Ce eernings and
welfare records from the State of Weit Virginia, end program tracking records from the West Virginia
WM Information System.

NOTES; PerticipatiOn it tkifined as attending (NEP for at Least ore bey.

indiVidUals entering the sample in April 1984 have between 0 and 9 Month& Of tricking
date foltow-up, ftpending en whether they entered the septa in the earlier or later pert of April.
For the process anetysie, these ample members are considered to have 9 months of fellow-up.

a
Le VOL Of Urbanization is defined as the percent of individuals living in an urban

area in each county according to 1980 census date.

Chi-MO:rare test inappropriate due to low expected cell frNoanciab.

For esch_COlumn in the table, a statistical test was performed to deteraine Whether
the participation rate for math subcategory was different from the average partici mtion fOr all
other categories. For exelple, the 69.4 percent participation rate achieved by prior nisi Strants 24
years of age or yoteger in the satUration areas was not significantly different from the aVerage
participation rate achiaved by prior registrants of other ages in the saturation areas. Difference&
in participation retes in omperistin to all other groups are statistically significant using a
chi-guars test at the foltmeing Levels: * = 10 percent; ** = 5 percent; *** = 1 percent.
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AFDC-U recipients in both the saturation and comparison areas participated

at lower rates than thd males. Yet, the participation levels of the women

were noteworthy given the widespread ambivalence of staff about requiring

female heads of cases to participate in CWEP when an adult male WAS alSo a

member of the case.

IV. ParticinatiOnTatterns-OVer-Time

Figures 8.2 and 8.3 show the cumulative participation rate for regis-

trants entering the researdh Sample in the earlier and later months of the

enrollment period; Differing ft:al-ow-up periods are available for each

group. For example, AFD0-48 entering the sample through June 1983 have 18

months of follow-up data.

Although participatiOn rates increased quickly in both the saturation

and comparison areas during the first six months after enrollment into the

research sample, the slept Of thit increase is much more steep in the

saturation areas; This reflects the bigger push in the saturation areas to

assign as many registrants as possible to CWEP.

Past the six-month point, the lines depicting the cumulative participa-

tion rates are almost identical betWeen the two types of areas; This indi-

cates that in both the saturation and comparison areas, if an individual

was not assigned to CWEP within Six months of registration or when the

research began, the chance of being assigned to CWEP at a later date was

relatively low.8

However, the likelihood of being assigned tO CWEP after being on the

rolla for several months was not nil: partiCiPation rates continued to

climb over time at a slow rate past the SiXmionth point. Among those for
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FIGURE 8.2

AFDC-U SATURATION GROUP: CUMULATIVE CWEP

PARTICIPATION RATES, BY PERIOD OF SAMPLE ENTRY

(MARCH 1983 APRIL 1984 SAMPLE)
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FIGURE 8.3

FON COMPAPt8N aiiIULAti

PARTItiP,\TION RATES, BY OpIOD OF SAMPLE ENTRY

(MARCH 1983 OIL 1904 SAMPLE)
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whom 18 months of follow-up were available (the prior registrants and new

registrants entering the sample from March through June 1983), the 18=month

participation rate in the saturation areas was 71 percent while the corres-

ponding rate in the COmparison areas was 52 percent.

V. ParticinatiOn-atid-Cont-inuingEliaibilitv

Thus far ih this chapter, participation has been analyzed in two ways.

The first section preSented caseload participation rates, showing the

percent of registrants in the AFDC=1:1 caseload each month who participated

in CWEP during that particular month. These caseload participation rates

do not indicate whether the participants are the same individuals each

month. The second seotien eicamined the participation rate of the group of

registrants in the AFDC=U SamPle who participated in CWEP within nine

months of sample entry. This measure of participation may understate the

ability of the program to reach the targeted caseload by including an

registrants in the sample as the base, although not all registrants in the

sample remained eligible for CWEP throughout the study period-. In fact,

over two-thirds of the regiStrant8 left the rolls within nine months of

entering the sample. Neither of the two measures indicates whether

registrants participated for a short or long period of time.

Given these shortcomings of the two participation measures used thus

far, this section presents another type of analysis of participation which

meaSures the program's success in saturating the AFDC=U caseloaci with CWEP

in a different way. This approach examines the proportion of clients who,

at a specific point in time relative to sample entry, were still on the

rolls, did not have jobs and had not yet participated. This is the group
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eligible for the program but not reached by the CWEP participation

requirement.

Figure 8.4 indicates that in both the saturatien and comparison areas,

this group of registrants was small. (AppendiX Table F.3 Provides more

detailed figUres.) At nine months after sample entryp 4 pereent of the

saturation area registrants and 17 percent of the oftpaeitOn area regis-

trants were still on welfare, were not employed, and had nevee participated

in CWEP; The proportion of prior and new registrants not 60Vdeed by the

participation requirement was similar: 3 percent of the prior registrants

and 4 percent of the new registrants ir the saturation areas and 19 and 15

percent, respootiVelyi in the comparison areas.

The difference in coverage between the saturation and oomparisen areas

can be explained in Several ways. First, as noted earlier, registrants in

the saturation areas were more likely to be deregistered from the program

than registrants in the comparison areas so that a large proportion of

registrants in the comparison areas was still available for CWEP assign-

ments nine monthS after entering the research sample. Second, as described

in previous seotionst more effort was made in the saturation areas to get

as many available AFDC-Us as possible into CWEP. The 4 percent of the

saturation area registrants who were not subjected to the CWEP mandate were

likely to be the few registrants' described at the beginning of the

chapter, who were exempted from CWEP. In addition, those registrants who

had not participated in CWEP by nine months after sample entry may have

been sanctioned previously dud to nondomPliance and by the nine month point

may have been back on the rolls.
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VI. Intensity ofjotetidiCation

CWEP, as onetated for AFDC-Ils, was intended to reqUiee COntinuous

participation: wide abbigned to a worksite, registrants were expected to

work until they left the Welfare rolls. This section discuSSet MOW tUdh

time typical paetidiPants spent at CWEP worksites and whether paetidipants

worked in CWEP aSSignMent6 during every month they were on the r011S.

Interviews with WOOkaite participants and supervisors as part of the

worksite study (described in Chapter 2) indicated that AFDC=Us worked an

average of 66 hours -clueing eadh assigned month; fewer than one in eight men

worked less than 40 hOUeS pee month.9 Over three-fourths of the men

typically worked fulltime dueing either the first two or last two weeks of

each month.

Host of the men who participated in CWEP did so for a fairly long

time. As shown in Table 8.59 Of the 1,138 registrants in the saturation

areas who entered the research sample by June 1983 and participated in CWEP

within 18 months ce sample entry, 76 percent participated at a worksite for

more than three months during thiS period. The comparable figure for

participants in comparison areas Wet 71 percent.

This finding is signifioant in that in West Virginia, the requirement

to participate in CWEP was ongoing, unlike in the WIN Work Experience

programs run for welfare recipients in many other States, which assigned

participants for 13 weeks of work. Yet, in WIN WOek EXPerience programs,

work could be full-time regardless of the grant amOUnt, while CWEP in West

Virginia did not involve full-time work. Nearly three-quarters of those

Who participated did so for more than three months. FOurteen percent of

thiS eaely group of participants in the satueation Areas performed CWEP
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TABLE 8.5

WEST VIRGINIA

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF NUMSER_OF_MONTHS_PARTICIPATED IN CWEP
FOR AFOC-U SAMPLE WHO PARTICIPATED WITHIN 15 MONTHS,

BY RESEARCH GROUP
(MARCH - JUNE 1983 SAMPLE)

Number of Months
Participated in CWEP Saturmtiom Cmcm_par_ison

Ons Month 4.9 8;2

Two Months 9.6 11.6

Three Months 10.0 8;0

Four Months 8.1 5.8

Five Months 5.8 8;2

Si* Monthe 5.3 5.0

Seven Months 4.3 6.3

Eight Months 4.8 5.1

Nine Months 4.7 5.7

Ten Monthe 2.7 3.8

Eleven Months 4.5 3.5

Twelve Months 3.2 4.7

Thirteen Months 3.3 2.9

Fourteen Months 2.8 3.1

Fifteen Months 3.5 2.9

Sixteen Months 38 2.,

Seventeen Months 4.7 2.0

Eighteen months
a

Total

13.9

timi_o

9.6

looio

Sample Size 1138 837

SOURCE: MORC calculations from the West Virginia WIN Information
System.

NOTES: Participation is defined as attending CWEP for at Least one
day.

Tests of statistical significance ware not examined.

_Sample size includes one_individuat who was coded 16
pePttcipliting fOr 0 el:nth:iv since thit individual participated only a few
days in the eighteenth month of follow-up.
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work during every month of this 18-month period. The comparable figure for

the comparison areas was 10 percent.

However, the statistics presented in Table 8.5 understate the extent

of participation in that the follow-up period is limited to 18 months: 35

percent of the early sample participants in both the saturation and

comparison areas Were still participating in CWEP during the eighteenth

month after sample entry. A better estimation of the duration of CWEP

participation i.e. one that is not truncated at 18 months -- can be

obtained from the special sample of 144 AFDC-Us for whom participation data

were obtained beyond December 1984. (Chapters 7 and 10 provide a fuller

description of this sample, as well AS the methods used to analyze data

obtained for this sample.) These datti indicate that not only were

registrants from the saturation areas more likely to participate in CWEP

than their counterparts from the comparison areas, but that once they

Participated, they were likely to continue to participate for a longer

period of time. Within the 34 tO 37-month follow-up period provided by

this extended data, participants from the Saturation areas worked during

12.4 months and participants from the comparison areas worked during 11.0

months. However, since 12 percent of the saturation area individuals and 9

percent of the comparison area individuals were still participating at the

end of the 34 to 37-month period, a projection Of the number of months in

Whioh a client would participate over a filtayaati Period was also calcu-

lated. The estimated average number of months in Whieh a participant wouId

be likely to work in CWEP during a five-year period WaS 13.8 Months for the

saturation areas and 11.9 months for the comparison areas.10

The following explanation may account for the longer length of stay in
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CWEP in the saturation than the comparison areas; In the comparison areas,

where caseload participation rates were restricted to around 40 percent,

AFDC=Us apprOpriate for CWEP would be more likely not to be assigned to

worksites than in the saturation areas, where an effort was made to assign

all registrantS appropriate for CWEP; Therefore, in comparison areas,

registrants would be more likely to be available to replace a participant

who was not COOperating. In the saturation areas, staff may have been more

likely to try to work out difficulties and keep participants on the work=

sites, since few Other registrants were available to take their place;

Although the inforMation presented thus far indicates lengthy parti-

cipation among the 60 percent of the registrants from the saturation areas

and the 41 percent of the registrants from the comparison areas who parti-

cipated at least one day at a worksitei it does not address the question of

whether registrants participated during every month in which they received

welfare; Some indication of the extent of continuous participation can be

determined by examining participation for a specific group of registrants

over time; Such data are available for a samOle of 518 registrants in the

saturation areas and 748 registrantS ih the COMparison areas who entered

the research sample from March through December 1983 and were registered

with WIN continuonsIy through 1984; everyone ih thia SaMple was on welfare

throughout the year. Eighty-four percent of those Who Participated in CWEP

during January 1984 in the saturation areas were partidipeting in December

of that year and 86 percent of those participating in DedeMber had been

participating in January; Thus, almost all of the AFDC=Us in the

saturation areas participated in CWEP on an ongoing basis.

However, participation was not ongoing in the CompariSon areaS. A
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significantly lower proportion of registrantS in these areas appear to have

partiCipated during every month in which they were registered with WM

Sixty=six perdent of those who participated in CWEP in January in the

compariSOn areas were still participating ib DeCeMber And 58 percent of

those who were participating in December had also partiCiPated in Januaryi
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CHAPTER 9

DEPLOYMENTAND-WELFARE UPERIENCEa_07 THE AFDC-Us

This SeCtion presents the employment and welfare experiences of the

AFDC=Us eligible for CWEP. Saturation-comparison differences are first

discussed fOr the full sample: 2,798 individuals in the combined saturation

areas and 2,832 in all Comparison areas. Each sample's patterns of employ-

ment ahd AFDC receipt Were examined for a period beginning one year prior

to sample entry up through six or seven quarters after that date.

Analysis Issues

The primary objective of the CWEP AFDC-U demonstration was to test the

feasibility of saturation, or making the work-for-benefits rule mandatory

for as many of the kFDC-U eligibles as possible. Questions of scale were

Paramount: what was the maximum CWEP slot availability; the staff capacity

for assignment and monitoring; and the upper limit of caseload coverage?

Answers to these questions required that the saturation test be conducted

on an area-wide basis for all AFDC-Us, not by randömlY assigning and

studying portions of the AFDC=U caseload within dregs. This priority

therefore forced trade-offs in the scope and reliability Of the impact and

benefit-cost research, primarily because it was not possible to tate an

experimental design.

Consequently, a comparison area design was put into place, under which

estimations of impacts on employment and welfare receipt are usually

problematic. In the West Virginia design, two problems were paramount.
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First, the treatment differences between the two areas -- unlike those in

the AFDC design -- were differences in the degree of CWEP coverage, not in

the kind of treatment. CWEP participation in the comparison areas was

limited to a maximum of 40 percent of the caseload monthly, but, in the

saturation areas, the slots were unlimited. The differences between out-

comes vault. show the effects of CWEP operated at a limited scale compared

to CWEP run at saturation level. (In contrast, the AFDC study examined the

effects of some CWEP compared to tiO CWEP) aS repreSented by the control

group.)

The secondi and much more important, lititatidb to a comparison area

d eSign is that differences across areas in ehariadtétiiatida Of the sample or

the types and condition of the labor market (AS diadiltadd in Chapter 7) May

hide or distort CWEP's saturation employment arid Welfare effects. (This

issue was not a concern in the AFDC analysis betauSe randOM assignment

d eeated two demographically similar researth groupS diatributed evenly

across areas.) Different labor market conditiOns Could daUSe chara-oter

istics of the welfare caseload to vary by area and dOilld Alat, diredtly

affedt the availability of unsubsidized employment andt henee, dliehtal

departure from the rolls. It is thus difficult to tell hoW Mildh the

datiMatea of program effects were distorted by pre=;exiating Client

differences and the differing extent of job opportunities.

In addition, MDRC's analyses of impacts for OBRA=type prograths in

other states have led to the expectation that employtent effedta fitie

AFDC=US Will be small or even non-existent, although welfare savings are

fteqUentlY foilnd.1 The inter-area differences in the West Virginia AFDC=13

demonstration may be large enough to obscure any modest employment, and
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even Welfare effects.2 In addition, true incremental program effeote dan

be OD:Aided by unmeasured area differences in local politics or CUltUre or

in details of administrative practice.

A first view of labor market differences acros8 areas can be seen in

unemployment rates. Table 9;1 displays area quarterly unemployment rates

at an early and a later point in time during the demonstration period. The

unemployment rates varied considerably both within and across the satura=

tion and compariton areas, and were not similar by matched area pair.3 The

wide range by area -- from 12.0 to 30.4 in the first period; from 9.8 to

25.1 in the later period -= confirms that local conditions could indeed be

a gonfounding factor in estimating impacts in the AFDC-U demonstration.

In addition, the quality of employment and earnings data almost

certainly differed in the saturation and comparison areas, tending to

further blur underlying differences in work activity); As discussed pre-

viously, the unempluytant Insurance earnings records do not contain infor-

mation on individuals tiorking Out Of State and or in uncovered jobs.5 (In

the AFDC analysit, thiS was not a serious problem because experimentaIs and

controls had an equal opportunity to work out of state or take uncovered

jobs.) All fuuti Of the saturation areas were located near borders of other

states, while only two Of the comparison areas were. Saturation area

AFDC=Us may therefore haVe been tore likely to find work out of state, and

their employment would not be reddrded in WeSt Virginia's UI systemi6 A

possible loss of measured employtent in saturation areas wluld make the

full CWEP effort appear less effectiVe in indreasing employment than might

actually be the case;

These design and data quality Problems lower the chances that inter-
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TABLE 8.1

WEST VIRGINIA

LOCAL AREA UNEMPLOYMENT RATES BY SELECTED CALENDAR
QUARTERS; FOR THE ORIGINAL MATCHED SATURATIONCOMPARISON PAIRSa

Local Area Unemployment Rates

ApritJun 1863 OctoberDecember 1884

AREAS: Saturation/Comparison

HUhtington/Fairmont

Perkersburg/CLarksburg

Mertineburg/Grafton

Princeton/Fayetteville

Saturation COMperidoh Saturation Comparison

20;7

15.5

12.0

20.3

131

8;8

10.2

15.3

SOURCE: Labor and Economic Research Section; DepartMent Of Employment
Security of the State of West Virginia; Locat Area UnamplOyment Statistics.

NOTES: °Saturation and comparison areas Sharing 8eV0Pal similar character
istics were paired at the start of the demonstration._ The initial analysis plan
fOr the impact study called for estimation of saturatiOndomOdritOn differences
separately for each of the originat matched pairs; taking a weighted average of
pairwise differences es the full sample impact.



area differences can serve as a reliable measure of CWEP's incremental

effects. Given this Situation, the impacts discussed below will be used

only to inform, not ansWer, the questions on the saturation program s

effect on employment and Welfare receipt.

It should Aldo be noted that the welfare payments data for AFDC-Us are

organized slightly differently from the same data for AFDCs. In order to

accommodate a regression control for prior-quarter local area unemployment,

welfare payments were clustered into quarters that exactly corresponded to

the UI earnings quarters. Thus, quarter 1 is not considered a true

follow-up quarter in the overall summary impact measures for welfare

receipt; as well as for employment and earnings.

II. Patterns of Employment and Welfare- Reeeltt

Several features of the AFDC=U saturation program, already discussed,

might have influenced employment and welfare tedeipt. First, the overall

CWEP participation rates were substantially raiSed ih the saturation

effort, going from 40.6 percent in the comparison area8 to 60.4 percent in

the saturation areas; The sanctioning rate was alSO more than double the

rate found in comparison areas: 6.3 percent VS. 2.8 percent. (Both Of

these rates were higher than the AFDC sanctioning tate.) Both Might be

expected to increase work and reduce welfare receipt.

Another factor was the very high statewide unemployMent rate during

the demonstration; which seriously curtailed job prospects; and may have

undercut any impetus CWEP had given its clients to search for unsubsidized

jobs. Substantial numbers of CWEP participants stayed . their assignments

fot 1 ng Periods of time. Especially in light of the positive attitudeS
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expressed toward the work-for-benefits concept by CWEP partiCipants, it may

be that some participants viewed their positions as job SUbStitutes" when

no other jobb were to be had.

Table 9.2 shows that the employment rates for saturation and compari-

son areas retained roughly the same throughout the follow=up, With to

substantial or statistically significant differences in any quarter.

Earnings, on the other hand, decreased slightly*for the saturation members,

averaging only $2,562 from quarters 2 through 6, compared to $2,785 for the

comparison area AFDC-Us. The negative impact of $202 is 7.3 percent of the

comparison area average, a mit Statistically significant difference which

stems largely from a signifident drop of $102 in the final follow-up

quarter; Although the known data problems suggest that both employment and

earnings mirht have been higher in the saturation areas than indicated by

these estimates, a conservative condluSion Woad be that expansion of CWEP

did not lead to significant employment or earnings gains. Such a result

would also be consistent With the findings from other MDRC studies of

work/welfare programs for AFDC=U fatherS.

As shown in Table 9.2, the trend it different for welfare outcomes,

and there may have been substantial welfare saVings. Starting from a point

of approximate equality in the quarter a Sample entry, the proportions

receiving welfare in the saturation and CoMparison areas quickly diverged

until, by the end of the follow=up, a differende of 6.9 percentage points

had opened up. A receipt rate of 52.3 perdeht WAS recorded in quarter 7

for the comparison AFDC-Us compared to 45.4 peeeeht for saturation AFDC-Us,

a statistically significant difference. Ah addoMPAnying difference in

average welfare payments of $55, also statiStiCally Significant, represents
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TABLE 8.2

WEST VIRGINIA

ALL AF0C-Ut EMPLOYMENT, EARNINGS,_AND_AFDC RECEIPT
FOR CWEP_SATURATION AND COMPARISON AREAS
(MARCH 1883 - APRIL 1884 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Omtcoaa end Fotiow-Up Period

All AFDC-Ui PriO0 and Nee Registrants

Saturation Compariamm_ Difference

Ever ftployad, Quarters 2 - 6 (S)a 42.6 42;8 = 0.4

Average Number of Quartersilifith
Employment, Quarters 2 - 6 1.23 1.22 + 0.01

Ever-Employed (%)_
Quarter of Sample Entry 15.8 14.8 + 1.0
Quartet 2 20.2 20.3 - 0.1
Quarter 3- 24.6 24;3 + 0.4
Quarter 4 26.6 25.7 + 0.8
Quarter 5 25;1 24.4 + 0.7

___Qmor-tor-6 26.5 27.6 - 1.1

AVerige Total Earnings. Quarters 26 Ms 2562.32 2784;76 -202.44

Average Totat_Earnings ($)
Quarter of Sample Entry 143.82 152030 - 9;08
Quarter 2 301.73 353;85 = 52.12*
Quarter 3 515.27 530.87 - 15.60
Quarter 4 614.31 608.36 + i5035
QUerter 5 562.53 601.03 - 38.50
Quarter 6 568.47 680.64 =102.18***

Ever Recalved_Any_aF2C Payments,
Quarters 2 - 7 (S)"' 88.5 81.0 -

Average Number of Monthe_Racellyln-
AFDC Payments, Quarters 2 - 7 10.32 11.48 - 1.16***

Ever Received Any AFDC Payments ( )

Quarter of Sample Entry 744 74.0 + 0.3
Quarter 2 84.3 86.1 - 1.8*
Quarter .3 62.3 671 - 4.8***
Quarter 4 55.9 60.8 - 5,0***
Quarter 5 53;9 58.2 - 4.3***
Quarter 6 50.9 56.5 _
Quarter 7 _45.4 523 - g.giolos

Averega_Totat AFDC Paymants_iiii
Received, Quarters 2 - 7 ($) 1815.87 2144.76 -228.89***

Average AFDC Payments Received (8)
Quarter of Sample Entry 306.99 317.83 =10.64**
Quarter 2 401.74 428.38
Quarter 3 321.48 352.96 -31.48***
Quarter 4 298.10 333.00 -34.80***
Quarter 5 31720 354;50 =37.30***
Quarter 6 300.53 343.72 -43.19***
Quarter 7 276,83 332420

sample Stze 2788 2832

(continued)
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TABLE 13.2 (continued)

SOURCEHDRC telbUlations from State of West Vii,ginie welfare and UnemploymentInsurance earnings retbeds.

NOTES; The adreings and AFDC payments data include Zero values for samplemembers not employed and ftiO sample members not receiVing,ielfere. The data ere
regression-adjuated kiting ordinary least squares. Cohttelling for pre-sampte entry
characteristics of beeplo members and prior- quarter 1-0-061. Area unemployment rates.There may be some dieerepancies in calculating sums nd differences due to rounding.

_The_qUerter of sample entry_refers to the Calendar quarter during
which an individual entered the demonstration.

a-
QUirter 1, the quarter of sampte_entry. may contain some earnings fromthe period_prior to asipte entry and is therefore excluded free the measures of total

follow-up employment and Ott-hinge.

Nenthty eelfare data, which count the month Of_sample entry as "monthone." were regrouped int° calendar quarters that exactly MatCh the Unemployment
Insurance_sernings qUertert in order to accommodate the central fOr quarter-prior
local area_unemployment tete. Quarter 1 is therefore also eXclUded from the measures
of total fottow-up of AFDC rebeipt and payments. This differs frOM the organization
of payments date for the AFDC assistance catepory in this reptiPt;

A tib-teiled t-test was applied to differanCed between saturation andcomparison groups. Statittibet significance Levels are indicated asi * = 10 percent;
** = 5 percent; *** = 1 perbent.



a 16.7 percent lower average welfare expenditure per AFDC-U sample member

in the saturation areas (against the comparison AFDC-U adjusted mean of

$332). Cumulatively, from quarters 2 through 7, saturation AFDC-Us spent

more than a month less time on welfare than comparison AFDC-Us and received

$229 less in payments (down from the comparison average of $2,145). While

none of these welfare findings suffer from data quality problems, the

overall design problems indicate caution in accepting any of the numbers as

actual program impacts.

The previous discussion has centered exclusively on differences

measured between the CWEP saturation and CUEP comparison area sample

members. But it is also of interest to look at the general up-and-down

movement of employment and welfare receipt for AFDC-U registrants -- taking

into account the inter-area similarities rather than the differences. To

do this, graphs of the percent employed and percent receiving welfare were

drawn for the members of saturation and comparison area samples. (See

Figure 9.1.) For both groups, there was a slight growth in the employment

rate after the research began so that, in the final quarters of follow-up,

the rate exceeded the highest level prior to research start (although

employment never rose above 30 percent in any quarter). Both groups also

had similar patterns in welfare receipt. Although neither group's

dependency fell to the lowest level prior to research start, the rate was,

still declining by the end of follow-up. The decline was somewhat more

pronounced in the saturation sample.

It is usual for program operators to answer questions about progran

success by crediting all employment subsequent to registration as program(

placements and all departures from welfare as case closings due to the
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FIGURE 9.1

AFDC=Ur QUARTERLY EMPLOYMENT RATES AND
AFDC RECEIPT, BY RESEARCH GROUP

(MARCH 1983 - APRIL 1984 IMPACT SAMPLE)
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program. But do these measures bear any relation to changes in behavior

actually produced by a program? In other Words: how much of the graphed

slow rise in employment and the steeper dedlind in welfare receipt can be

attributed to the services offered and Sanctions imposed by CWEP staff and

how much to the normal job-seeking behavior and caseload turnover of an

AFDC-U population?

These questions might have been anakered had an ekperimental design

been possible in the AFDC-U study. However, data frOM peicie programs for

AFDC-Us in other demonstration stateS may permit Sete rough empirical

distinctions to be drawn between normal employment and Welfare behaViori

and true program effects. For this purpose, Figure 9.2 take8 the eniPley-

ment and welfare curves for saturation AFDC=Us and superimposes the employ=

ment and welfare curves of the AFDC-U control groups in San Diego and

Baltimore. These control groups received only minimal WIN services and

represent normal client behaviori albeit in more urban and conSiderably

better labor markets than West Virginla's. The time periods and deMO=

graphic mixes also differ across states so that these rough .7oL1pariSont Are

all that is possible, given the above differences and the pv.tibable uneti-

stateMent of employment levels by the West Virginia UI

For the two urban sites, gradually improved employnt ,;t decline

in Weliare receipt over time was the normal behavior foi. AFDCL6 in the

absence of special services. By analogy, it seems likiely that least

Seme part of tho increase in employment and the deciln, .A4:Iong

West Virginian AFDC-Us would also have occurred in th

The re-Search in San Diego and Baltimore reached the strong (cils

the traditional use of placement numbers and case closings at
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FIGURE 9.2

AFDC=U SATURATION AREAS*- EMPLOYMENT RATES AND
AFDC RECEIPTo IN COMPARISON TO AFDC=U CONTROLS

IN SAN DIEGO AND BALTIMORE
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Program success would have led to vastly overstated program effeets. MUch

Of the employment and welfare savings would have occurred in the normal

course of events.: that is, by clients acting on their own without program

assistance or encouragement; A similar conclusion is suggested foe WeSt

Virginia, although "placed by the program" or obtained a job,' may be more

valuable program outcomes in that state simply because the prospects of

eMployment through the clients' own efforts are so much bleaker.
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CHAPTER 10

JC.41--BENEFI-T-COST ANALYSL

AS discussed earlier, the research design for AFDC=US WAS aimed at

testing the feasibility of CWEP Saturation. This section Will focus on

eStiMates of the extra value of CWEP output and the additional cost Of the

program aSSOciated with the satueatioh effort. These two elements and,

a Mudh lesser extent, the program'a probable effects on eaenings Ahd

transfet paymentsi win then be ut-7d tb assess the potential vtlue bf the

program tb the welfare sample, governMent budgets, taxpayers, and society

as a Whole-. This reflects the fact that, AS already indicated, saturatiOn-

compariSon differences in earnings and AFDC payments must be interpreted

cautiously.

I. InPrograt-Output

For the AFDC-U research sample, eStitates of the valve of CWEP output

were made USing the same data SOUPde8 And valuation 'crocedures as fOr

AFDCs, unlesa Otherwise noted; Howevet the saturation-comparison research

design for studying the AFDC-U group is impoetant td keep In mind when

interpreting CWEP output results; In pattiOUlari saturation-comparison

differences refledt the fact that the bompariSOn group generally received

the same serVideS 66 the saturation group but PaOticipated in CWEP et a

lower level than the saturation group; ThroughoUt this chapter, the term

"net" is used to refer to saturation-comparisOn differences, for example,

the net cost of CWEP means the cost of providing CWEF to the saturation
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group Minus the cost of providing CWEP to the comparison group.

In general, the satUration areas achieved their broad goal: higher

levels of CWEP participation and coverage than comparison areas. This

difference in participation led tO an increase in CWEP output of $654 per

saturatiOn area enrollee during the observation period. (see Table 10.1.)

To estimate this value, the ratio of productivity of AFDC=41 CWEP workers to

entry-level workers (1.22) was multiplied by regular workers' average wage

rate ($3.61 plus 17 percent for fringe benefits) to estimate the average

value of CWEP Work per hour ($3.20). This value per hour was multiplied by

2.2, the average number of hours worked per assignment day, resulting in

the average value of CWEP work per assignment day. Finally, the value per

assignment day was multiplied by 57, the saturation-comparison difference

in days assigned to CWEP during the observation period per saturntion area

enrollee.1

The productivity ratio of 122 means that c erage the supervisors

of AFDC=U CWEP .4orkers judged them to be 22 percent more productive than

regular workers; Although somewhat higher than the average productivity

ratios estimated for other states in MDRC's Demonstration of State Work/

Welfare Initiatives, this figure is reasonable; given the high unemployment

rate in West Virginia during the demonstration, it is not surprising that

the AFDC-U group included productive workers who had held jobs long enough

to gain job s1ci11s.2

From the special study of post-observation enrollment; the baturation.--

comparison difference in average CWEP days after December 1984 was esti-

mated to be 30 days per saturation area enrollee.3 Thur.1 there was less

additional CWEP output after December 1984 for the AFDC-U group than Web
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TABLE 10.1

WEST VIRGINIA

AFDC-Ut ESTINATED_NETe PROGRAM COSTS AND VALUE OF CWEP OUTFUT
PER SATURATION AREA ENRCLLEE

Component Of Analysis Observed VilUeb

Eatimated Value
From End of Obser-
vation Period ThroUgh
Five Years From
Random Assignmentc Totat

Costs

Program Operating Costs

Compliance Activities $4 -- $4

Intake/Assessment 0 --
e

0
J

CWEP 44 23 67

Job PtWoemeot and
Other Activities -7 -19 -26

CWEP Stipends 75 14 89

Other Support Sereices
Costs 2 --e--

Total Net Costs $118 $18 $136

Vatue of CWEP Output $654 $338 $992

SOURCE: NORC catcutations from thO NORC lorksite survey, West Virginia
Repo_rt of_Service Activity (ROSA) data. the Weetyiegihia WIN Information system.
and West Virginia Oepartment of Human Services fiedel data.

NOTES: The results are bised on a Cauple of 2798 saturation and 2832
coiparison area enrottess, and ere eXpressed in 1984 dollars. Because of
rounding, detail may not sum to totalt.

a
The net cost or benefit is the value of that cost or benefit per

experimental e:us the value per control.

b--
The observatieh period for the full sampte ended in JanUory 1986

for CWEP stipends; fat other Coate Were Obterved through December 1884.

c_
Additionat nrottment infOreition Wei cottectsd_for a subssmpts of

144_seturatton and comparison area individuate stitt stirtated ih_Descember 198e,.
This information was used to stimate costs and vatue of CWEP output 1'00
saturation and comperisbn Urea enrollees through five years from research start.

d
Estimot3d ve[Ue leeti then $0.50 and greeter than -10.50;

These coats were not stifietad bayend tha observation period.
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estimated for the observation period. While thia is the reverse of the

pattern for the AFDC group, it is consistent With the finding that members

Of the AFDC-U group are more likely than members of the AFDC group to leave

the welfare rolls sooner in this case, by the end of the obeervation

period. As seen in Table 10;1, the estiMated value of the additional CWEP

days from the end of the observation period through the five yeare from the

start of the research resuited in net output valued at $338 per turation

enrollee. This output, together with that produced during th.e ot,servain

period, resulted in a total net output valued at $992 per suttL;',

enrollee;

POlicymakers may be interested in not only the net outee7S0 that is

the differences between registrants in the saturation and comparison dr-cab

averaged over alI registrants, but al .) the gross value Of readUrede

produced per CWEP participant; CWEP participants ill the Saturation areas

were assigned to CWEP for an average of 12 months over the fiVe=year Period

Covered in the benefit-cost analysis. During this time, CWEP partidipanta

in the saturation areas produced an average of $4,270 in output each.

As explained in Chapter 6, the value of increased output to tooiety ia

re-chided if regular workers are displaced due to CWEP work assignments.

Using Werkaite Survey data, it was estimated that only 4 percent of all

APDC=U CWEP participants did work that would have been done by newly hired

regular eMPloyees in the absence of the PrOgraM.4

II. -Frog-rem-Coats

As'shoWn in Tabie 10.1, the net program operating cost per saturation

area enrollee waz small at $41 during the observation period, plus another
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$4 through the end of the five-year period of analysis. These estimates

consist of the same cost components, and were estimated using the same

procedures, as described in the benefit-cost analysis for the AFDC group.5

The reader should keep in mind that the costs discussed here are not

average program costs, but average -differences in costs between two groups

that received many of the same services. (The average cost per CWEP

participant will be discussed later in this sedtion.)

The net cost of compliance was small at $4; althoUgh 5 percent more

saturation than comparison area enrollees were sanotiOned, the cost in

staff time per sanction was low (approximately $65). The net cost for

intake/assessment was estimated to be zero, since all regiatrants, Satura-

tion and comparison, were assigned the same unit cost. The cost of

operating the CWEP component followed the same pattern ss the value of CWEP

output, with a larger net cost during the observation period than after.

The slightly negative net cost estimate for job placement and other

activities reflects the fact that n greater number of program enrollment

dayS Were recorded for enrollees in the comparison areas than enrollees in

the saturation areas, resulting in a highei, average cost per comparison

area enrollee.

AFDC-11 registrants from saturation and comparison areas were entitled

to the same allowances and support services as members of the AFDC group.

The fn,7,y two changes made in estimating these costs for the AFDC-4J group

were that Title XX child-care costs were not included, as this service was

used by very few members of the AFDC-U group, and the costs were not

regression=adjusted. Table 10.1 presents the net cost of CWEP stipends and

other nrindhild-care support services. The net cost of CWEP stipends
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during the observation period was about $75 Per saturation area enrollee;

The estimate of the net coSt Of stipends beyond the observation period

($14) is again consistent with the pattern of CWEP operating costs and

value of CWEP output; the effect of saturation on each during the post-

observation period was less than that ebtimated for the observation period..

Support services other than CWEP st!.penris were used only to a small extent.-

The net cost for these services s:ra neLe zero.

The findings for the AFDC U group may be restated as average gross

costs per CWEP participant from a saturatitin area instead of as net costs

per registrant. When estimated per CWEP tiartIOnatil, the average costs of

operating the program dum.ng the full fivc=14te 00r1-cd f)4' ana:ysis were

$287 for operating the CWEP component, $64 for job pladeMent and other acti-

Vitiesi $24 for intake and assessment and $12 foe CoMpliande activities.

In addition, transportation stipenes averagc!d $357, and other support

Services added $13 to the program cost pet (7WEP partidipant. Thusi the

average total program cost for each saturatiOn Area CWEP participant was

$757 over five years. This is lower than the eost peci AFDC CWEP parti-

diPanti the difference largely accounted for by tWO faCtora: dhild-care

doStS for t.t.,) AFDC groupi and higher CWEP costs per particiact foe the

AFDC group than for the EDC-13 group. The higher CWEP costtJ ape caused by

a higher aVerage ;:zober of days as welI as a higher cost per day for AFDCS

than for APDC-Us.

III. CVerall ReSults

The findings of this benefit-cost analysis largely result from those

characteristics of West Virginia's program that make both its goals ard its
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expected effeeta different from those of other employment programs foe

welfare recipienta. Specifically, the unlimited duration and high partioi=

pation rates in the major component, CWEP, largely determined the costs and

value of output of the program. Moreover, these same CWEP characteris

tics and a pOor labor market contributed to uncertainty about the direction

that the earningt and welfare effects would be expected to take.

The overall value of the saturation model can be assessed from the

perspectives of the Welfare sample, government budgets, taxpayers, and

society in 1 primarily qualitatiiie fashion, given the inherent difficulty

in deducing precise impacts from estimates of saturation-comparison differ-

ences in earnings and welfare payments. As discussed earlier in this

chapter, estimates of AFDC payuents in the saturation anJ comparison areas

suggest that higher CWEP partiCipt.tion in saturation areas 41d not result

in increased average 12DC payments in those areas and indeed appears to

have decreased such payments for enrollees in the saturation areas. At the

same time, members of the Saturation group appeared to earn less than

members of the comparit. a group. It seems reasonable to conclude, there-

fore, that the program not increase the financial resources of the

welfare sample in the saturation areas.

When weighing the benefits and costs of the saturation model from the

perspective of the AFDC=U welfare sample (as for the AFDC group) readers

should keep in mind that the program provided COMmUnitt, berVice jobs in an

extremely poor labor market. While it appears tht the welfare sample

experienced no direct financial gain froM the batdraticin tiOdel, the

intangible value of such a job to an unemployed parent may be Signifidaht.

Like the ArDc CWEP participants, AFDC-U CWEP participants Who Were introlved
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in the worksite survey indicated that they were satisfied with having tl.t2,r

AFDC benefits tied to a Work requirement. In fact, 90 percent of the

AFDC-U survey sample was dither "very satisfied" or "somewhat satisfied"

with the requirement. 6

That earnings did not increase for saturation area enrollees meant

that saturation did not result in greater taxes, which contribute to the

amount of money available in the government budget. However, the apparent

decreases in average welfare (AFDC=U) and other transfer payments were

large enough so that they did lead to overall savings in government bUdgett

6'0-on win the cost of the program and with estimated reductions in taxes.

Furthermore, when the value of CWEP output is added to a positive budget

result, the total value of the saturation model to taxpayers becomes highly

positive.

To evaluate the program from the perspective of society as a Whole,

the unclear findings from the perspective of the welfare sample shbtld be

weighed with positive findings for the taxpayer; However, in the abSende

of reliable point estimates of program impacts, it is difficult to assess

whether the program's benefits outweigh its costs from the point of vieW of

Society as a whole.
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TABLE A.1

WEST VIRGINIA

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF THE AFDC SAMPLE
AT THE TIME OF RANDOM ASSIGNMENT, BY RESEARCH GROUP

(JULY 1983 - APRIL 1884 SAMPLE)

Characteristic Experimental.
I _

Controls Total

Welfare Statue (%)
Prior Registrant 69.9 71.5 70.7
New Registrant 30.1 28;5 28.3

Average Age (Years) 34.5 34;6 34.6

Ethnicity (%)
White. Non-Hispanic 90.2 99.6 88;9
Bleck. Non-Hispanic 9.5 10.2 9.8
Other 0.3 0.2 0.3

Degree Received (%)
High School Diploma 3167 33.8 32.8
General Equivalency Diploma 13.5 12.8 13;2
No High School Diploma 54.8 53.3 54;0

Average Highest Grade
Completed 1062 10;3 10.2*

Mer.;.tat Status (X)

Never Married 1460 12.6 13;3
Married, Living with
Spout's 1666 17;0 16.8
Married, Not Living with
Spouse 22.9 22.8 22.8
Divorced, Widowed 46.5 47.6 47;0

Prior AFDC Dependency (%)
Never on AFDC 14.1 13.7 13.9
Two Years or Less 31.9 31;8 31.8
More Than Two Years 54.0 54.4 54.2

Average Number of Months
on AFDC in Two Years Prior
to Random Assignment 13.9 14.1 14.0

Held-Job et Any Time Dur ng
Four Quarters Prior ts
Random Assignment (X) 18.5 17.3 17.8

Average Earnings During
Four Quarters Prior to

a
Random Assignment ($) 482.37 412.26 447.43

Semple Size
b

1853 1641 3694

icontinLit.d)
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TABLE A.1 (continued)

SOURCE: Calculations from MORO Client Information Sheets and Unemployment
Insurance earnings and welfare records from the State of West Virginiai

NOTES: Prior registrants are randomly assigned at reappraisal; new
registrants ere randomly assigned either at initial WIN registration or when
newly redetermined to be WINmandatory.

Distributions may het add to 100.0 percent because of roundings.
_ _ _ _ _

Calculated free Unemployment Insurance earnings records from the
State of West Virginia. Since many individuals worked outofstste or in jobs
not covered by the Ul_Systemi _earnings date from the West Virginia Unemployment
Insurance System is considered tO underreport income.

b-=
For selected Characteristics, sample sizes may vary Up to 6

sample points due to missing data.

Differences between research grOUpe ur71 statistically significant
using a twotaited ttest or oilsquare test at the following levels: * = 10
percent; * = 5 percent; *** = 1 percent.
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TABLE 8.1

WEST VIRGINIA

RECEIPT OF NON-CWEP SEFNICES BY THE AFDC SAMPLE,
BY REGISTRATION STATUS AND RESEARCH GROUP

(JULY 1883 - APRIL 1884 SAMPLE)

Non-CWEP Services

Prior
Hopi strants New Regi strents Total

EXpori-
mentals Controls

Experi-
mantels Controls

Experi-
mantels Controls

Participated in tny
Non-CWEP Service 6.3 68 B.3 5.0 6.3 6.2

Individual Job Search 0.3 o;e 0.9 1.7 0.5 1.1*

Group Job Search 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.2 0.1

b bOn-the-Job Training 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.213 0.1 0.1

Suspense to Troining
Status 3;6 44 23 2.1 3.2 3.7

Institutional Training 0.6 0.8 o;7
ilib

0.6 0.7

JTPA Training 2;0 14 1.4 C. 1.8 1.2

Sample Size 1296 1316 657 525 1853 1841

SOURCE: HDRC coLculations from the West Virginia WIN Infbi'metion System.

NOTES: Participation is defined as attending bhy ettivity for at lnast one
day.

Semple members randomty_essigoad in April 1984 haVe betWeen 8 and 9
menthe of tracking date foltor-upi depending on whether they Were rendemly adSigned in
the earlier or Later part of April.; For the process anelySie, theSe sample members
were counted as having 8 months of fottow-up;

a
Distributions may not sum to total because individuals can participate

in more than one non-CWEP service.

Chi-square test inappropriate due to low expadted cell frequencies.

Differences between research groups are statietidelly significant ueing
a chi-square test at the following levels: * = 10 percent; ** = 5 portent; *** = 1
percent.
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TAU 8,2

Kr VIRGINIA

KEY FURNACE DICIUTORS _OF TilE..AFOC MIST& SARI
WITRIN NINE HOPIS AFTER MOM ISSIONOTI 8Y ADMINISTRATIVE MR

(JULY 1983 - ARIL 1984 Sk4R.E1

Performance Indicetor Ilhee Lin

I

FM leant Rani neburg Perkerehorg Clarksburg

i

Breton Huntington

Fayettt

villa Prineeton

FUtitipited in NEP 23,5 10.2 21.5 27.9 22,5 9.4 31.6 21.1 38.10

Participated in Other ktivity 5.8 8.0 4,9 4-.1 8,8 2.7 6.9 5,0 9.0
Job Placement° 8,2 8.6 19.4 15.1 12,5 6,0 16.5 12.4 9.510

Oaregi stared 41.2 45.5 45,8 36.6 484 26.2 49.1 37.9 46-,20

Sancti oned
0,3 0.5 5.6 0.0 OA 0-.0 5.8 2.5 1,4b

Staple Size 379 187 144 172 189 149 291 161 210

area.

SOITICEs RC celcutetions frtii the Wait Virginia MTh Information Spatter.

NOTES: All performance indicetore ere calculatsd a. a percentage of the total robot of individuele in the indicated aeministratIve

Tirticiretion is defined of eny activity for et least one day.

. miibire randomly &lei goad in April 1984_have betieen 8 OW 9 months of trecking date fella-op, depending tin whetherthl were randomty_leelened in the eirlier or later pert of April, For the precise anslysist these sample Embers ere conoidered to have 9lonthe of follow-upi

Propos placement information is Need on employment that ;e repurtod to proms gaff, Progree placement date will not beused to NAM impede.

b--

teat inappropriate duo to too expected toll frequences.

Differences smong ithinietretive
areas are etetisti Pity significant ueing a thi-eqmere test et the follcming Lavele : 0percent; S t 5 percent! 1 percent,
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TABLE 0.3

WEST VIR6r2;t

DISTRIBUTION OF THE AFDC EXPERIMENTALS BY PROGRAM, WELFARE,
AND EMPLOYMENT STATUS IN THE NINTH MONTH AFTER RANDOM ASSIGNMENT

(JULY 1983 - APRIL 1984 SAMPLE)

PRIOR REGISTRANTS

S_tetlid Participant Non-Participant Total

On Wolfere

-
Derogietered

EMpLoyed 0.2 0.2 0.5
Net Eeployed 0.8 5,2 6.1

Registered
Employed 2.5 4.4
Not Employed 20.0 437 I 64.7

Off Welfare (Deregistered)
Employed 1.8 5.8 76
Not Employed 1.6 13.7 15;3

Tote,. 27.0 73;0 100.0

Total Number of
Prior Registrants 350 946 1296

NEW REGISTRANTS

Stettie Participant Non-Participant Total

On Welfóre

Deregietered
Employed 0.0 0.7 0;7
Net EMployed 0.2 11.1 11.3

Registered
Employed 1.4 48 6;3
Not Employed 10.1 26.8 36.8

Off WeLfare_(Deregistered)
Employed 2.2 12.7 14;9
Not Employed 2.9 27.1 30;0

Tott i6 .7 83.3 100;0

Total Number of
New Registrants 83 464 557

(continued)
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TABLE 8,3 (continued)

ALL AFDC

Status Participant
I

NonParticipent Total

On Welfare

Deregistered
Employed 0.2 0;4 0,5
Not Employed 0.6 7.0 7;7

Registered
EmpLoyeti 2.2 45 67
Not Emptzled 17.0 38.6 55,6

Off Welfare (Daregistered)
Employed 1.9 7.9 9;8
Not Employed 2.0 17.7 18;7

.

Total 23;9 76.- 100;0

Total Number
of AFDC Experimentsts 443 1410 1853

SOURCE: NORC calculations from the Weet Virginie WIN Information System and
Unemployment Insurance earnings and welfare roderde ftee the State of Weat Virginia.

NOTES: Employed is defined es being placed inte employment_by the ninth month
after random assignment, according to_program record:El, or having UI earnings during a
corresponding quarter; For 'ndiviouels randomlY dedigned during July or 0ctal:v.1r
1983, or Jaruary or April 1884i UI7recorded emplOyment id tiZateined during quarter 3
(the second followup quarter).For the rest Of the sample, UIrecorded emp,oyment
is measured during_quarter 4; This_procedure was_foLleeed bedause the ninth month
following random assignment falls within_the third quarter for the first group end
during the fourth quarter for the rest of tho eetple.

Participation is defined as attending CWEP fiat tit least one day.

Deregistration is defined as deregiStered in the ninth month after
random assignment.

__ Sample memberJ randomly assigned in April 1884 have between 8 and 8
months of tracking data fottow7upi depending Oh Whether it.:ey Were randomly assigned
in the earlier or Later part of Aprit. For_the Oretatt alysis, these sample
members are considered to have 9 monthe of follOwUp.

Tests of ittetiatiOL significance between participants and
nonparticipants were not calculated.
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TABLE C.1

WEST VIRGINIA

AFDC NEW REGISTRANTS1_IMPACTS OF 'ME CWEP PROGRAM
(JULY 1883 - APRIL 1984 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Outcom nA_Follow14 Period

Ever Employed, Querters 2 - 6 (%)42

Averego_Numbar of QuartersiWith
Employment, Quartets 2 - 6

Ever EMOLoiad 1)61

Quertat of Random Assignment
Quarter 2
Querter 3
Quarter 4
Quarter 5

___Qoariar_OL

Average Total Earnings, Quarters 2-6 ($)11

Average TotaL_Earnings (a)
Querter Of Rancinm Assignment
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4*
Querter 5
Quarter 6

Evcr_ReceiveC Any_AFDC Faymante,
auarters 1 - ('A)

Average Mumble of Monthe_Reomiving
AFDC Payments, Quarters 1 - 7

Ever Received Any AFDC Payments c%)
Quarter of Random Assignment
Quarter 2
Quieter 3
Quarter 4
Quarter 5
Quarter 6
Quarter 7

Average Total AFDC Payments
Received, Quarters 1 - 7 ($)

Average AFDC Payments Received ($)
Quarter of Random Assignment
Quarter 2
Quieter 3
Quarter 4
Quarter 5
Quarter 6
Quitter 7

Semple Size
1

AFDC: New Registrants

Ezperimentals _Coot_rots_ Difference

28.2 30;1 -1.8

0.75 0.90 -0;15**

14.8 16.4 -1.8
13.7 15.7 -2.1
14.9 17.5 -2.6
15.4 19.5 -4.1**
15.0 18.7
15.8 i_a_i_5 -2.7

903.85 1064;25 -160.40

117.96 113.19 + 4.76
149.70 150;92 = 1.22
173.13 194.34 -21.20
185.88 236.61 -50.62
191.16 223.48 -32.33
203.88 258;61 -55.03

90.8 88.7 .1*

10.47 10.31 +0.16

82.6 80.2 +2.4*
75.5 73.8 +1.7
S4.4 63.2 +0.8
55.2 53.7 *1.5
50;0 48.8 +0.2
48.2 46.2 -0.1
41.9 45.3 -3.5

1818.03 1941.83 -23.80

251;27 254.70 - 6.43
389.58 383.27 + 6.31
316.85 310.95 + 5;90
271.01 289.38 + 1;66
232;21 747.48 -15.25
240.35 241.78 -_1.44
236.76 254_._32

554 524

(continued)
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TABLE C.1 (continued]

SOURCE: _NDRC calculations free State of West Virginia welfare and Unemployment
Insurance earnings recor4s.

NOTES: -:The earnings and AFDC payments date ihdlada Zero vs:ucs for sample
embers_not timpl,syed and fen MeMbers not-receiving_weLfere. Estimates are
regraSSienOdjusted using ordinary least squares, controlling for prerendom
iiesignment chepecteristice of sample members; There bey be Sem discrepancies in
calculating sums and differences due te POUnding.

FOP eMployment and itsrnings._ the quarter of random aesignment refert
tei_thJ calendar_quarter_during which an individual riati rePdbely assigned. For AFDC
payments, the quarter of random assiqhMant refers to the three months beginning with
the month in which en individUal map randomly assigned.

_These impauts ere produced from_regressions using th6 fUll AFDC
sampler_ rith_seperata_treatment_dJemies for prier and hew registrants. No other
trastmentaubgroup interaction tret kers employed.

a_

Quarter le the quarter of random_assignment. may contain some earnings
from_ thc peried_prior_to rendom_assignment ahd it thePfore excluded from the
measures of total foLtowup amplovment ano earnings.

A two-tailed ttest was applied_to differences between experiMentaland cent Statistical significance Levels are indicated da: * = 10
percent7 floroant; *** = 1 percent.
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TAEli- C.2

WEET VIRGINIA

AFDC PRIOR REGISTRANTS: IMPACTS OF THE CWEP PROGRAM
(JULY 1983 - APRIL 1964 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Di:to:Hay 't_Lsow-Up Period

Ever Employed, Quarters 2 - 6 (%)11

Average Number of OertersaWith
Employment Quarters 2 - 6

Ever Employed 16)
Quarter of Random Assignment
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Qucvter 4
Quarter 5
Dmer_ter 6

Average Total Eernings, Quartera 2-6

Average Totet_Earnings ($)
Quarter of'Rendom Assignment
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Claerter 4
Quarter 5
Quarter 6

Ever_Received_Anl!_AFDC Payments,
Querteis 1 - 7 (%)

Average Number oU Months_Receiving
AFDC Payments, Quarters 1 - 7

Ever Received Any AFDC Payments (6)
Quarter of Random Assignment
Q uarter
Quarter
Q uarte
Quart('
Quarts

Average Total AFDC Payments
Recaived, Quarters 1 - 7 ($)

Average AFDC Payments Received ($)
Quarter of Random Assignment
Quarter 2
Quarter 3
Quarter 4
Quarter 5
Quarter 6

__Clu_a_r_tait 7

Sample Size

AFDC: Prior Registrants

Expe rime_nta Ls_ _Controls Difference

19;9 19.6 +0.3

0.51 0.50 +0.01

5.9 Pa -0.4
7.3 7.6 -0.2
:9.2 -8.6 +0.6
10.7 10.5 +0.2
11.8 11.8 -70.0
12.4

834.20 567.64 +66.55

49 i_2 56.72 - 7.40
_90.24 71.25 + 8.93
f.18.73 76.53 +38.2b"
132.52 121.06 +11.46
150.70 152.53 - 1.68
1E4.00 144.27 + 978

99.2 93.9 +0.3

15.82 16.17 -0.35

88-,0 88.6 +0.4
92.6 82.0 +0.6
83.7 85.5 -1.8_
77.5 80.2
71.8 75;2
68.3 70.6 -2.3
84.5 67.0 r2_.5_

29bi.65 3044.37 -46.72

535;65 530.12 + 5.73
486;61 481;24 + 5.37
448.42 454.55 -_5.13
410.55 421.10 -16.55
376.86 383.70 -14.74
365.01 377.07 -12.06
361.25 376.59
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TABLE C.2 (continued)

SOURCE1 NDRC calculations from State of West Virginia welfare and UnemplOyMent
Ineurence earnings records.

NOTESI The earnings and AFDC payments data_include_xero_Valuee_for samplemembers_not employed end for sample members_notireceiving_watfare. EstiMilto6 att
rogrettion-adjusted using ordinery_least_squaresi controlling fOt pee-random
assignment characteristics of sample membere. There may be some discrepancies in
calculating sums and differencee due to rounding.

Fo;, employment and_earnings0the quarter of random assignment_refers
to the calendar_quarter_during which an individual was randomly_eseigned. For AFDC
payments* the quarter of randoM aseignment refers to the three months beginning withthe month in which On individual was randomly assigned.

These impacts_are_produced from_regressione Usi g thb full_AFDC_
sample* with separate treatment dummies fet prior and new registrants. No other
trevtment-subgroup interaction terms were employed.

Buarter 1. the_quarter of rendom_essignmcnt, may contain some earnings
from the period±prior_to random_assignment and is therefore excluded from the
measures of total follow-up eMployment and earnings.

A two-tailed t-test_was_applied tz differences between eitperikental
and contrnl groups. Statistical significance Levels are indicoted as: * = 10
percent; = 5 percent; *** = 1 percent.



TABLE C.

WEST VIRGINIA

ALL AFDC: EMPLOYMENT AND_WELFARE STATUS IN THE FINAL QUARTER
OF_POST_RANDOM ASSIGNMENT FOLLOWUP

(JULY 1883 APRIL 1984 IMPACT SAMPLE)

All AFDC: Prior and Naw Reljstrante

Employment end Welfare Outcores Experimental

Employment end Welfare Statuc (%)a

Had Bs Earnings, Received No
AFDC Payments

Had Some t;.arnings, Received Wo
AFDC Paymerts

Had BR Earnings, Received lets
AFDC Payments

Wad Some Earnings, Received Some
AFDC Payments

Sample Size

;ontrot Difference

31.0

9.9

55.6

3.4

29.5

9.0

58.7

4.8

1 845 1834

SOURCE: MORC calculations frOm State of West Virginia welfare and Unemployment
Insurance earnings records,

N0TL6: These data are_regressionadjusted using ordinary Least squares,
controlling for prerandom assignment chaecteristics of sample members. There may
be some discrepancies in calculating sums and differences due to voundingi

The final quarter Of post random assignment followup refers ti
quarter six for earnings and quarter seven for AFDC receipt.

6
Monthly we:Eft:IS data, which crent the month of random aseIgnment as

*month one," were regrouped_into calendar quarters that exactly match the
Unemployment Insurance earnings quarters.

A twotaited_ttest wee applied to differences between experimentats
and controls. Statistical significance leVeLe ere indicated as: * = 10 percent; ** =
5 percent; '%** = 1 percent. Thc differintes are not, however, strictly independent.
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TABLE C.4

WEST VIMINIA

ALL AFDC: ESTIMATED REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS FOR INDEPENDENT VARI' LF I 5MPLOWENT
AND WELFARE OUTCOME_MEARIRES_

(JULY 1883 - APRIL 1884 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Independent Variables

Indipendent
Variable
__Mao_

Ever Employed
in Quarter 6

Earnings in
Quarter 6

AFDC RIACeipt
in Quarts'. 7

Totsl AFDC
Payments in
Quarter 7

Experit!iantal 0.501 -0.4 -9.17 -_-2.8* -15.98*
(1.1) (18.53) !1.5) (9.54)

Prior Registrant 0.707 +0;7_ -17.74 +13.3*** +67.16***
(1.4) (24.47) (2.0) (12.60)

Prior Employment

Had a Job During 0.178 +17.0*** +224.41*** -10.3*** -80.72***
FOUr Quietili4 Prior to (2.0) (34.85) (2.8) (17.84)
Random Assignment

Held a Jab:During the 0.096 +4.5* +12.64 -3.0 74.04
QUerter Prier to (2.7) (46.26) (3.9) (23.81)
Random Assignment

Earned Over 13000 0.054 +5.7* -163.75*** *3.9 +27.51
Outing Rut dUortere (3.0) (50.2b) 14.2) (26.17)
Prior to_Random
Assignment

.igli Stbdtit Dipleihe or 0.458 +5.5*** +98.36*** .7-4.7*** 32.861"0*
kraral Equivalency (1.1) (18.53) (1.6) (10.05)
)iplame

:Tit* AFDC DependencY

Never on AFDC° 0.138

Oh AFDC Tia Yeard or 0.318 ,-2.0 -2.23 +0.5_ .8.14_
Lisa (1.9) (32.22) (2.7) (16.58)

On AFDC More Than Tao 0.543 -4.8*** -31.72 +15.1*** +73.02***
'fibre (1.8) (32.45) (2.7) (16.70)

:hildren

NUMbor Of Children 1.887 +9.9 -9.45 +0.9 +41.76***
Less Thel) 19 Years Old (1.3) (23.06) (1.0) (11.87)

No Children Less Than 0.0ne +4.8_ +128.26 +1.5 +51.62
18 Yeard Old (7.0) (120.68) 110.1) (62.12)

One Child_Lees Thrn
19 Years Old 0.3E1

Tio Children Less 0.331 -0.3 _7!5.52 +4.2 +34.01**
Than 18 Years Otd (1.8) (31.98) (2.7) (16.47)

Throe-op Mere Children 0.272 =6.0* -31.09 46.8_ +71.22**
Liss Than 18 Years Old (3.6) (61.45) (51) (31.63)

Any Children Lass Than 0.108 -2;8 -32.28 +4.2 +36.33**
6 Years Old (2.0) (33.51) (2.8) [11.25) _
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iedependent Veriablet

Marital. Status

Never Married

Marriedt Met_Living
With Spouse a

Marriedi Living wit!.
Spouse

Divorced or Widowed

Age

Age 24 Twert Or LISS

Age 25-34 Yearsa

Age 35-44 Years

Age 45 Years or More

Noh-White

chb.Aing
a

Feirthnt

Martinsburg

Parkersburg

Clorkeburg

Grafton

Munting%on

Fayetteville

Princeton

TABLE C.". (continued)

Independent
Viriable Mean

Eiger Esrlqied
in Quartlr 6

Earnings in
Quarter 6

AFDC Receipt
in QUarttir 7

Tutat AFDC
Payments_in
Duerter 7

0.133

0.228

0.168

0471

0.085

0.4E6

0.328

0.102

0.101

0.207

0.101

0;077

0.092

0.085

0.0M

0;155

0.088

0.113 .nsin

(2.0

+1'1.5

(2.0)

(1.8)

+0.6
(1.4)

+3.1_
(2.2)

+1.2
(1.2)

.+3;8+

(1;8)

-1.0
(2.0)

+4.1:4
(2.1)

(2;3)

+3.7*
(2.3)

+4.1*
(2.2)

(2,,b)

+1.9
(1.8)

(2A')

----------

6---40f1

_7+5.02_

(34;88)

+017.55
(30.83)

+1849 _

(24.25)

+39;50_
(37.80)

+22.70
(21.44)

-37;75
(32.63)

+47;94_
(33.51)

+75;20'.
(35;73)

+10484,4"1
(38;85)

+84.82"
(38;87)

+56.83-
(32,27)

+-3427
(38.8i)

+4.78
(31.22)

+6.6**
(2.8)

-1;8
(2.6)

(2;0)

+0;7
(3.2)

=4.8***
(1.8)

(2.7)

+5.0*
(2;8)

-10.V;t4041

(3.3)

-0.3
(3.2)

+3.7
(3.2)

+0.8-
(3;2)

(2;6)

+4.0
(37,74)

I (3.2)

,776 I -2.2
(.7 ) (24

+20;81
(18.01)

=3.71
(15.77)

+11.77
(12.48)

+5;41

(18.46)

.!-47.21***
(11;04)

-88.68***
(18.79)

(17.2E,

1.8,38)

(20.41)

71.65_
(20,01)

+20.51
(18.70)

+37.2'
11844E:

.3J.81*
(16.07)

+24.41
(18;43)

=7.76
[1%92)

(continued)



TABLE C.4 (continued)

Indemocz Vertebras
Independent
Variable Haan

Ever EMployed
in Quarter 6

Earnings in
Quarter_6

_

AFDC Receipt
in Qufirter 7

Total AFDC
PayMente in
Quarter 7

Constant I +8 I +109.93** 442.2*** +192.1,2***(2.7) j (46.97J 13491 _____ (24.18)
Number of Observations 3679 3879 3679 3679
R Sqbare .0974 .0702 'f'7'7 .1409
Dependent Variable
Average 13.6 172.99 332.74(Standard Dmivrati on (34.2) (579.17) *Ja_ _ 13113.1s)-

SOURCE: NDRC calculations from State of West Virginia relfere and Unemployment Insuranceearnings records.

NOTES: Staple sizes fOr this AFDC groups are as "follies: 1845 Experimental:: and 1834controls.

Regressions presented in this table correspond to impact estimates presented in Table51
These date include zero values for ample umbers not deployed and for adepts membersnot receiving welfare. Coefficiante Ire estimated by ordinary _least squares. Numbers inparentheses are astimeted standard errors. Levels of statistical significente: * 10 percent; **5 perCent; *** 1° 1 percent.

"Empi opulent" and "AFDC Ftetei pt" Ores_ di zhnanous dummy variables. Their coefficientsare multiplisd by 100 to yield percentages. "Earnings" and "Total AFDC Payien-a" are dollarVariables end inclucie cases with zero values.
a-
Where ambiguous, reference categories_for dummy variables are charm in the table withdashes. ALL reference categories are led contra group (b) new registrant It) trOt employed in fourq-uartera prior to random eceignment_td) no dotage or eq ui v a L ent (a) never had awn AFDC case (f) oneChild less then 19 y.rars old (g) ,..,,arrted. not Living with spouse (h) age 25 ta_34 (i) white (j)Wheeling. Thus, for examplei the coeffitient Of "prior registrant" is the increment to thedependent variable for the trait "prior registrant" versus "nee registrant" with ell other traitscontrolled for;
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TABLE 0.1

WEST VIRGINIA

AFDC: ESTIMATED NET_GAIN OR_LOSS PER EXPERIMENTAL UNDER ALTERNATIVE PROJECTION
ASSUMPTIONS; BY WELFARE STATUS AND PERSPECTIVE

Welfare Status

PerspectiVe

Welfare Semple Budget TeXpayer Society

ND PoetObservation
Benefits or Coate

Full Sample $32 $84 $206 $288

New Registrants 143 113 79 64
Prior Registrants 103 72 345 448

Ho Decay of Benefits

Full Simple 124 163 743 616

New Registrants 138 404 200

Prior Registrants 186 873 846

SOURCE: See Table 8.7

NOTES: Within each perspective; poeitiVe numbers indicate gains to that grOup end
ne-iitiiie numbers indicate tosses

Results are expresseo in 1984 dialers. rhe full sample inctudes 2138
eXperimentals and 1044 crntrotd (1285 new regietrente; 1887 prior registrants];
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0.2

WEST VIRSINIA

AFDC: ESTIMATED NET PROGRAM COSTS PER EXPERIMENTAL. BY WELFARE STATUS

Type of COst Observed

Estimated Coati
From End of
Observation Period
Through Fie. Years

Costsb Random Assignment
c

From

Total

New Regietrints

Program Operating CO:it:4
aCompliance Activities $1 $1

Intski/Addietient 74
CWEP 17 51 68
Job Placement nd

Other Activities 7 5 2
CWEP Stipends 34 19 53

Child Ceri 58 59

Other Support Services
Coats

2

Total Net Costs fcr
Mee Registrants $103 $75 $178

Prior Regirtrtot

Program Operating Costs
Compliance Activities 1

1

Intake/AlleeitMent 3
_73CWEP 61 9i 152

Job Placement end
Other Activities 12 7 --I 9

CWEP Stipoado 71 37 108

Child COre 58

Other Support Servicea
Coats 3

Total Met Costs for
Prior Registronts $180 9121 cS01

SOURCE: See Table 8,13.

NOTES: The results are based on a sample of 11145 diperiiiiitile and 1834 controls.
ahd_ars-Okpritiiid in 1984 dollars. The differences in OWEP .ipecide Art regression
adjust:ad using_ordioiry labia Squares, controlling for prerandom assignment
characteristics of simple members. ilvotute Of rounding, detail maY not us to totate

(continued)
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TABLE D.2 (continued)

'The net cost or benefit ie the value of that cost or benefit per
ampn,riolvAtal minus the value per control,-.

The observation peridd for the full sample ended in January 1886 for CWEP
stipeoth and May 1886 for child care; atIL othde costs were Gbserved throur,h December
1984.

c_ _

Additional dnrottatht idfbradttdd mac collected for a randcm sample c.f 146
e xperimentals and controls stitt_enrotted in_DecembeT 1984. This inrormation mos used to
e stimate costs for all xperimentats and controlt thrOugh five years from random
e beignment.

These aorta were not estiKeted beyond the observation period.
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TABLE E.1

WEST VIMINIA

SELECTED MARACTERISTICS OF 114E_ AFDC_U_SAMFLE AT THE TIFE OF SAMFLE ENTRY,
BY RESEARCH GROW AND REGISTRATION STATUS

(MARCH 191:0 - APRIL 1984 SAMPLE)

_Characteri ati de

SS turati on Compri son

Prior Registrant NISH Registrant Prior Registrant_ Nem Registrant
600 (%)

Mate_
Female

Average'Age (Years)

Average Highest Grade Completed

Ethni ci ty t%)
Whi te, Non-Hi spani c
Black, Non-Hispanic
Other

Marital Status (%)
Married
Never /tarried
Divorced, Widowed

Average Number of Mnths on AFDC
in 24 kintha Prior to Sample Entry

Had Jab t Any Time During Four_
Quarters Prior to Swage Entry (%)

Average Earnings During Riur
Quarters Pri_Dr _to Slept& Entry (Si a

83;5
6.5

30.9

10.1

85.0
4.7
0.4

97;3
1.6
1.1

10.5

33;5

751.40

Semple Sizeb 1139

92.7 93.5
7.3 6.5

30.7 31.8

10.5*** 10.0

95;9
3.8
0.2c

96.6
1.7
1.7

2.4***
_

43.2***

1574.06***

1659

97.8
2.0
0.2

97.8
0.5
1.7

12.1

31.2

738;15

1207

92.3
7.7

31.0***

10.6***

97.4
2.4_
0.2c

95.1***

2.4

2.7***

46.3***

1669.39***

1625

SOACEt Calcutations from MDRC Client Information Sheets and Unaaployment insurance earnings and
Welfare records from the State of West Virginia.

NOTES: Distributthns may not add to 100.0 percent bemuse of roundinge.
a-
Calculated from Unemployment_Insurance earnings records fran the State of West Virginia.

Since many indivi ducal; wiztlied out7of7state or in Jobs not covered by the U1 system, earnings date from
the_West Virginia Unemployment Insurance System is considered to underreport the indome t Sample
menbers.

date.

b _

For selected characteristics, sample sizes may very up to 1 sample point due to missing

c-
Chi-tquare test inappropriate due to low expected call-frequencies.

Differences between registration statuses_are statisticatty &gflificaht Using a two-teiled
t-test or chi-square test at the following leveles * = 10 percent; ** = 5 percent; *** = 1 percent.

2 8 7
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TABI.E F.1

WEST VIRGINIA

RECEIPT OF NONMEP SERVICES BY ME AFDD-U SAMPLE,
BY REGISTRATION STATUS AND RESEARCH GROUP

(MARCH 1983 APRIL 1884 SAMPLE)

Rai-vices

Prior Registrants New Regi strants
I

Total

Saturation Comparison Saturation Comparison Saturation iinrison
Participated in Any

a
NonONEP Service 1.1 5.9*** LEI 6.3*** 1.5

Individual Job Search 0.1 1.7*** 0.0 2.9*** 0.0 2.4***

Orr-theJob Training 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3

Suspense to Training
Status 0.6 3.3*** 09 1.9** 0.8

Insti tutionat Trai ni ng 0.0 0.7*** 0.2 0.6* 0.1 0.7

JTPA Training 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.7** 0.1

Semple Size 1139 1207 1659 1625 2798 2832

SOURCE: HDRC caLcutationS frOM the West Virginia WIN Information System.

NOTES: Participation is defined ea attending any activity for at least one day.

Individuals entering the wimple in April 1964 have between 8 and 9 months of
tracking data fottowupi depending on Whether they entered the sample in the earlier or
later part of April. For the proceSS enelys1s, these sampLe members are considered to have
9 months of fiat:xiup.

a
Distributions may not sun to total because individuals can participate in

more than one nonOVEP serviete.

Differences between Pei:earth groups are statistically significant using a
chiaquare test t the following Levels: = 10 perdent; ** = 5 percent; ***= 1 percent.



TABLE F.2

NST VIRGINIA

KEY PERFORWKE INDICATORS OF PE ARC-11 SiVIKE

WITHIN NINE KOOS AFTER SIM ENTRY, BY ADNINISTRAME PREA

WEN 1963 ; AFRIL 1904 SAMPLE)

Saturation
Comparison

Pert ounce Indi citor Hunti ngton Kartinsburg Parkersburg Princeton Clarkiburg Fei moot

Feyettd-

viL La Graf ton

Participated in 01EP 59.0 50,6 69,7 60.7 37.7 41,8 47,7 33.5***

Pa rti ci pa ted in other ectivi ty 0.7 1.7 1.0 2,5 9.0 5,8 6;2 3;4***

Job Pletimente 36.0 47,9 36,3 24;1 22.8 28,7 33;3 23;90*

Deregi stared 74.2 07.6 74.3 65,1 69;7 84.4 70;0 57.4*"
Se ncti one d

8;5 6;6 3,0 Bie 4;1 4,4 1;1*"
Sample Size

848 409 525 1016 679 675 833 645

SWAM NOR calculetions from the Nest Virginia V1 Information Syetali

NOTES; All performance indicators are caltulated as a percentage of the total my* of individuals in the indicatedechinistrative area.

Participation is defined as attending any activity for at Least one dey

Individuels entering the sample in April 1964 have between 8 end 9 maths of tricking deta follarup depending onwhether they entered thi sample in the eertier or later part of April. For the process anatysiel these sample Were erecusidored to have 9 ionthe of follow-up;

e-
Proves placement information is based on employment that is reported to prograa staff. Progra Moment detawilt not be used to measure impacts.

Differences among administretive areas are statistically significant using a chicquare test at the fondlinglovas; 10 portent; " L= 5 percent; **I 1 percent.
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TABLE F;3

WEST YYRGINIA

D/STRIBUTION OF_AFDC-U SAMPLE MEMBERS BY PROGRAM._WELFARE. AND EMPLOYMENT STATUS IN THE NINTH MONTH_AFTER SAMPLE ENTRY
(MARCH 1883- APRIL 1984 CAMPLE)

PRIOR REGISTRANTS

Status

Saturation Comps_eison Tbtal

Partici-
pent__ -ti

Non-Per7-
di pont

PartiCi-
pant

Non-Pár
ticipAnt

I Sátura-
I tiln

Comperi-
soh

On Welfare

Deregistered
Employed_ 1.3 1.2 0.5 1.0 2.5 1;5Not Employed 31 2.1 1.7 2.8 5;2 4.6

Registered
Employed _5.8 1.2 3.4 0.2 _7.0 6;6Not Employed 34.7 3.4 31.6 19.1 38;1 50.7

Off Welfare
(Deregistered)

Employed 16.9 12.3 7.5 13;3 291 20.8Not Employed 8.6 8.4 7.1 87 18.0 15.8
,Total _214.3 28;7 51.8 _48 2 _ 10_0.0 100;0

Total Number Of
Prior Registrants 812 327 625 582 1139 1207 _

NEW_REGISTRANTS

Status _

Seturation Comp_a_r_i_son Total

Partici-
_pamt

Non-_-Par-
ticipant

PertiCi- INon-Par-
pant ticipant_

Stature-
_t_lon

Compari-
sOn

On Welfare

Deregistered
Employed 1;6 1.6 0.7 2.0 3.2 2.6Not Employed 2.3 ?!.5 1.2 7.1 7.1 8.2

Registered
Employed 4.4 2.5 3.7 _4.6 _6.8 8.2Not Employed 22.5 4.1 17.5 14.8 26.6 32.2

Off Welfare
(Deregistered)

Employed 14.6 21.5 6.4 24;7 36.1 fi,1.1Not Emplo;ed 7.5 12.7 2.9 14.6 20.1 17.5
Total_ 52.9 47.1 32,4 87_;6 100;0 100.0
Tetal Number of
New Registrants _878 781 526 _1099_ _ 1625

(continued)
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TABLE F.3 (continued)

_ALL_AFOC-U

Status _

On C o m_p_a_r Leo a_ _ Tete!._Saturati
Parti ci-

pant_ _ _
Non-Par-
ti_zi pant

Parti ci-
pant

Noh-Per=
ti cipant Satura-

t_i_on
Compari-

non
On Welfare

()areal stared
Employed 1.5 1;5 0.6 1.6 2.9 2.2Not Employ ed 2.6 3.7 1.4 5.3 6.3 6.7

Regi stored
Empl oyd 5.0 2.0 3.6 4.0 6.9 7;8Not Employed 27.5 3.8 23.5 16.13 31;3 40.1

Off Welfare
(Deregi stered)

Employ ed 15;5 17.7 8.9 18.9 33.3 26.7Not Employed 8.3 10.8 4.7 12;1 19.3 16.13
Total 6 EL. 4__ 39;6 40.6 58 4 100.0 100;0
Total Number of
AFDC-U Regi straht 0 1880 1108 1151 16131 2788 2832

SOURCE: Calculations from the West Vi rgi ni a WIN_Informa ti on System andUnemployment Ineurnce earni nge end Welfare records from the State Of Watt V i rgi ni a.
NOTES: Parti bi pa tion is defi ned as a ttendi ng CWEP for at least one day.

Deregi strati on is defined as deregi stored in the ni nth month -aftersample entry.

_Employed i s defined as being placed i nto employment by the ni nth monthafter _sample entry, according tO program_ records._ or having U1 earning:I during scorreponting quarter. For individuals who entered the Wimple duri ng Apri . July orOctober 1983, January or Apri L 1884. LIT-,reported empl oyment is a xami ned duri ngquarter 3 ( the_ second_f of Low-up quarter). -For the reat of the sample. UT-recordede mployment i s swami ned during qUorter 4. Thi e_ procedure was followed beCautie theni nth month fol IOW hg sample entry _fal ls wi thi n the thi rd quarter for the fi rst groupand during the fourth quarter for the rest of the sample.
Indivi dual s enteri ng the_ sample in April 1984 have between B and 8months of tracking data follow-up, depending on whether theif entered the sample in ee arl ier or later part of April._ For the proceess analy si s, these sample members areconsi dared to have 9 nonths of folloW-Up.
Tests of atati ati cal significance between parti ci pants andnon-parti ci pants were not exami ned.
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TABLE 6.1

WEST VIRGINIA

ALL AFDC-Us EMPLOYMENT AND_WELFARE STATUS
IN THE FINAL QUARTER OF POST_SAMPLE ENTRY FOLLOW-UP

(MARCH 1983 - APRIL 1884 IMPACT SAMPLE)

Emptoyment and Welfare Outcomes

All AFDC-IJz Prior and New Registrants

Saturation Comparison Difference

Emptoyment nd Wetter. Statue Mu

Had BA Earnings, Received B2
AFDC Paymenti

tied Spme Earnings, Received Lig

25.9

21.6 21.8

40;5 466

4.9 5.7

-0.2

-0.8

AFDC Payments

Hod BA Earnings, Received 1:232
AFDC Pay-Mints

Had Spme Earnings, Received Ip_me
AFDC Paymente

Sempte Size 2798 2832

SOURCES MDRC deLculations from
Insurance earnings rtcords.

State of West Virginia welfare and Unemployment

NOTF31 Theee data are regression-adjusted using ordinary least squares,
controtting for pre-sample entry characteristics of sample membets end prior-quarter
tricot area unemployment rateo. There meg be some discrepanciet in ceiculating sums
and differences dile tO rounding.

The final quarter of post sempte entry fottow-up refert tO quarter six for
emptoyment and quattee seven for AFDC rocs:Apt.

a-
Mrinthly welfare date, which count the month 0f temple entry as "month

one," WOPO regrouptd into calendar quarters that exactty match the UneMployment
Insurance earninge tinottars.

A twin-Vinod t-test was applied to differences Wititeen saturation and
compe_rison gpoupt Statinticat sipnificance Lovett are indicated est * 10 percent;
** = 5 percent; *** ki 1 percent. The differences are not, hoCOVer, ttrictLy
independent.
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TABLE 6.2

WEST VIFGINIA

ALL AFDC-Ut ESTIPATED REGRESSION 03EFFICIENTS FOR INDEPTIEDENT VMIABLES
MO SELECTED EMR_OYMBNI MD WELFME_OUTCOFE MACELIRES

(MARCH 1963 - APRIL 1984 IMPACT SAYPLE)

Inekplindent Variables

Independent
Vari able

Haan_

_

Ever Employed
in Quarter 6

Ea rni NS i n
Quarter 6

AFDC Recei pt
tn_Quarter 7

Total_AFDC
Payments_ i n
Quarter 7

Saturation Area 0;497 -1.1 -102.18*** -43.9*** -55.37***(1.2) (39.46) (1.3) (8.91)
iiiea Unemployment Rate 0.176 =3.9 789.39** 4123A* +62;77in_ Quarter Pri or to (11.7) (386.54) (12.8) (87.27)SWripte Entry

Prier Registrant 0.417 +1.3 +81.25* +2.2 -44.09(1.5) (48.49) (1.6) (10.95)
Prior Eeployment

Had a_Job During Four 0.385 *7.2*** +17245*** +2.7 + 5.18Quarters Prior to (1.5) (50.03) (1.7) (11.30)Steeple Entry

Held se Job During the 0.122 +11.7*** +250.22*** -43.2***Uuarter_Prior to (1.9) (62.16) (2.1) (14.03)Staple Entry

2rior UI Benefits

RadaiVed U1 Benefits 0.263 44.4** +16.61 +6.1*** +35.78**In the Six Months (2.0) (67.41) (2.2) (15,22)Prior to Sample Entry

MOunt Of UI Benefits 0.603 +2.4*** +192.07*** -0.6 .-1 .51Received in the Six (0;7) (23.20) (0.8) (3.24)Months Prior to Smple
Entry [in thonunds1

410 AFDC Despondency

On AFDC in 18 Writhe 0.500 .7.13.2 -157.47*** +5.0**4. +11.37Prior to Steeple Entry (1.8) (59.12) (1.9) (13.12)
Total Mount of ARC 0.884 =2.1*** -55.04** +87* +66.70***Received in the 18
lOsithe Prior to Semple (0.7) (23.57) (0.8) (5.32)
Entry (in thousands)

:hi tdren

Nitiber of Children 2.11 -0.8 -13.39 -_-0 .1 +6;17Lees Than 19 Years Old (1.1) [3541) (1.2) (13.09)
No Children Leese Then 0.021 +8.5* +126.21 =23.2*** -103.77***19 Years OW (4.4) (145.75) (4.8) (32.91)
One ChiEs:1Lests Than 19
`fears Ole 0,339 -

Two ChiLdren Less Then 0.337 +1.9 +136.37** +0.8 +32;41**19 Yearn Old (1.8) (60.05) (2.0) (13.56)
Three or More Children 0.303 +2;1 +93.01 +0.9 +58.52**Less Than 19 Yearn Old (3.2) (106.01) (3;51 (23.93)
Any Children Lein Than 0.695 ,-2.7w -437.97* +6.4*** +5E1.53***6 Years Old (1.5) (51.09) (1.71 ___111.54)
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TABLE 6.2 (continued)

/mkt:pendent Variablee

Independent
Variable
Wan_

Es.er Employed
_ in_Quarter 6

Earnings in
Quarter 6

AFDC Receipt
in Querter 7

Total AFDC
eayments_in
Quarter 7

Non-White 0,034 -0.7 -106.55 +6.0* 456.19**
(3.2) (105.67) (3.5) (23.661

Ag#

Age 24 Years or Lass 0.271 .2.1_ -127.53** +4.7*** +19.91*.

(1;5) (50.46) (1.7) (11.40)

Ago 25-34 Years° 0.444 ----

Age 25-44 Years 0.210 -!-1.13_ 422.39 +2.3 +10.17_
(1.7) (55.62) (1.8) (12.60)

Age 45 Years or Note 0.075 -10.3*** -338.79*** +1;5 -2.83
(2.5) (2.09) (2.7) (18.53)

Average Highest Grade 10.34 +1.4*** +47.05*** -r2.6*** -20;84***Comptated (0.3) (9.77) (0.3) (2.21)

Feelato 0.071 =0.6_ =275.32*** +2.4 +31.351
(2.3) (75.91) (2.5) (17.14)

Constant +12.2*** +24.08 456.7*** +391.88***
(4;6) (152.38) (5.0) (34.40)

Number of Observations 5630 5630 5630 5630
R Square ;0651 .0812 .1155 ;1330

Dependent Variable
AVerage
(Standard Deviation) 27.1 636.78 _49.9 . _304.73

144.41 11421_93_)__ (50.0) (344.42)

SCURCE: HDRC calculations from State of West Virginia welfare and Unamptoyment Insurance
earnings records.

NOTES; Semple sizes for the AF0C-11 groups ars as follows: 2798 ih Uitt Saturation area end
2932 in the Comparison area.

WegrestiOns predented in this table correspond to estimatet pre-Minted in Table 9.2.

Theme date inctuda zero vatues for ample members:not employed and_for sample members
not reralving wafers. COeffidients are estimated by ordirmu teast_queret. NuMbert ih parenthesesare estimated standard errors. Levels of statisticat significance; * = 10 percent; ** = 5 percent;*** = 1 percent.

_ "Employment" and "AFDC Rtedipt" ore dichotamous dummy_variabtes. __Thhir coeffidiente
are_muttiptied by 100 to yield percentages. "Earnings" and "Totat AFDC Paymehte" ore dollarVeribbles and inctude cases with zero vatues.

Whore aMbigUdee, reference categories foridummy veriabtes are Otarith ih the table withdashes. Att reference categories are 1a1 comperison_ares(b) new registrant (C) het employed in-
four ;porters prior-to ample entry (d) did not receive III benefits in six-months prior to sample
entry (e1 not_on AFDC in_113 months ptior te SOMpLe entry (f) ora chiLd_tess then_19_(g)_white (h)
age 25_to_34 (i) male. _Thus, for eXAMple; the coefficient of "saturation area" is tha in-Oa:bent to
the_depandent voriiflite for the trait "saturation area" versus "caaparieon area" with ell othertreits dentrolled for.
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-CHkPTER 1

1. (FDC recipients are juded WINfmandatory unless they meet one
of a number of nonlitioaz which will exempt them_ from the
program. As deshed in the WIN Handbook, individuals Who
are net WIN-mandatory are those who are:

1. under 16 years old
2; enrolled full=time in school and under 21 years
3; sick, as determined by the income maintenance unit
4 incapacitated, aS_determined by the income maintenance unit
5; 65 years old or older
6 living in a remote area: located two hours or more away

from a WIN office
7. a caretaker of a sick person
8. a mother of a child under six years of age.

2. The evaluation of the West_Virginia CWEP program is part of
MDRC's Demonstration of_State_Work/Welfare Initiatives, which
examines the_implementationv impact and cost-effectiveness of
several major AFDC employment programs operated by a number of
states_in response to _the 1981 OBRA legislation. In addition
to West Virginia,_ studies _areunderway or completed in
Arkansas, California, Illinois, Maine, Maryland, New Jersey
and Virginia. A separate implementation study on:six states'
om.the,-job training programa, partly financed by_ grant
diversion, has also been completed, as_ well as a management
study of Arizona's initiative for the welfare population.

3. This proportion is based_on statistics published by the West
Virginia Department Of Human Services for the month of June
1983;

4. The first West Virginia report contains a detailed discussion
of the history of linking public Mork jobs with AFDC. See
Ball et al., 1984, pp. 6=18 and 43-54.

5. Interestingly, one_impetus for extending CWEP to women came
from some of the AFDC mothers, who wanted the experience that
a CWEP job could provide. The_CWEP_Jobs could have been
appealing for several reasons, including the flexible job
hours, which wouldnot intrude on the women's routines or
create child-care problems. Some women may have also seen the
$25 monthly transportation stipend for CWEP participants as
"extra income." This would not be an unreasonable view in a
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state where, _during the stUdy period, the maximum AFDC grant
for a mother and two children was $206.

6. In_ two areas, administrators continued to,prefer sUSpending
CWEP_ _assignments during the summer _in spite- of theavailability_of child=care monies. In another areal Summer
assignments were suspended because of problems _in finding a
SUfficient number of Child=care providers; In the retainingareas, use of the child=tere monies increased but the totalWas still small.

7. WeSt Virginia Department Of Welfare, nPublic EmplibytentProgram," grant application Submitted to the Social SeOurity
Adtinistration, U.S. Department of Health and Human SerVides.in JUly 1981.

8. The State of West Virginia applies a ceiling to monthly grantsregardlest of family size. The ceiling also increased
dramatically from $254 to $275 in October 1983 and to $477 ihJuly 1985.

9. The opinions of prior or current Department or state staffs
were ascertained through interviews conducted during the Studyperiod. The interviews, and the information derived fromthem, are discussed in detail in Ball et aI., 1984.

10; See Ball et al.i 1984, p; 65.

11. For_ a _more detailed discussion Of these interviews, 0OnSultBall et al., 1984.

CHAPTER 2

1. The 35=week average is similar_tti_the number of months thatthe average CWEP participant_in West Virginia had been workingin _an assignment, according_ to the Department analysis
conducted in June 1984; for all_persons participating in CWEPduring the mOnthi the average tenure was 8.7 months, or 38weeks.

2. See Walther, 1976; Ball et ai., 1980; and DeMent 1982.

3; See GoldMan et al., 1984, on San Diego; and Quint, 1984i on
Maryland.

4. See Bradburn, 1983; Sheatsiey, 1983; and Schuman and Presser,
1981.

5; It should be_noted, however, that since tigher proportions ofboth men and women indicated satisfaCtion with the simple
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work-for-benefits questions than with_the concept_of_leaving
their families to work for a grant, the overall finding that
work requirements are fair may be affected by question
wording, subtle differences in the meaning of different
questions, and some response (or "agreement") bias.

6. See Ball et al., 1980.

CHAPTER 1

1. Bane and Ellwood, 1983;

2. Two,tailed tests were applied to experimental/control
differences because no assumption was made about the direction
of program impacts.

5. See Footnote 1 of Chapter 1.

I. A 30-day appraisal cycle applies to all WIN-mandatory clients
who_are ready_for_placement into a CWEP job; clients with some
barriers to placement (e.g. child care) are evaluated in a
90-day cycle; and everyone else (those with significant
barriers to placement) are subject to a 180-day cycle.

5i Approximately 5 _percent _of_the members of the total research
sample (14_percent_of the new registrants) registered with WIN
and were_randomly assigned but did not receive a grant payment
within six months of random assignment; Most of these
individuals were probably not approved for welfare.

6. Some individuals, randomly assigned while members of an_AFDC
case, became part of an AFDC-H case_at some point during the
follow-up period. Six percent of the AFDCs in the research
sample were members of an AFDC-11 case_ within 12 months_of
random assignment. For research purposes, these individuals
were included in the AFDC sample throughoat the study period.

7. The non-research group consisted of individuals in full-time
school or training (27 percent); males (22 percent); 16- or
17-year-olds on_ their_ parents' AFDC cases (20 percent);
individuals _employed parttime (15 percent); WIN volunteers
(13 percent); registrants employed full-time (4 percent);
pregnant_ women (4 percent); and individuals from remote
offices (less than 1 percent).

8. All the sample members in the evaluation of CWEP for the AFDC
caseload were women. Any men in the AFDC caseload were put in
the non-research group.

9. The reliance on administrative records to measure outcomes in
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employment, earnings* welfare and _Unemployment Insurance
compensation Offers many advantages as well as SOMe limita-
tions. Since adtinistrative records do not require tingeing
contact With samOle membersi_they are,a less ezpensiVe Way to
collect data, and result in fewer missing observatitinS in the
later follOw-up periods. Administrative records alSe_de not
depend on _the ability of individuals to recall prediad bUt
important information, such as dates, earnings or_the_length
of enrollment_in_program activities._ However, administrative
records_ are litited in the types of outcomes they teasure.
Drawbacks in quality and completeness of the data fot West
Virginia are discussed in Section ITIJ3 of this chapter, on
administrative records.

10. Fifteen people (less than one=half of 1 percent of the
sample), were missing specific CIS data needed in the impact
or benefit-cost_ analysis. For the impacts, benefits and
costs, these missing CIS data were imputed according to the
following procedure. Subgroups of the research sample were
formed using data that were available for every member of the
research sample: AFDC grant statue (new or prior registrant),
and prior work history (ever employed or never employed during
the year prior to random assignment). For each subgroup, the
researchers ascertained the answers most frequently given to
each of the questions on the CIS for which data were missing
and substituted these modal values for the missing data. This
procedure was used for all members of the research sample who
lacked CIS data. However, any case missing Social Security
number, random assignment date, or data on prior employment,
ethnicity or _prior AFDC dependency was exmluded from the
sample. Therefore, the regression equations for the impact
and benefit-cost analyses both uad a sample of 3,679. The
process analysis dld not impute values for missing data. Only
when a case was missing a Social Security number or the date
of random assignment was it deleted from the process analysis.
Consequently, the sample size in thit analysis is 3,694.

11. The recorded payment amounts included Supplemental payments
given to CWEP participants for their tranSportation costs. In
order to compare AFDC grants of participanta to nonpartici-
pants in the analysis of program impactS,_ these supplemental
payments were subtracted from the total grant amount for
participants and the adjusted grant payment wilt used in the
analysis. These supplemental payments were, hoWever, included
in the costs in the benefit-cost analysis.

12. AUtothated state check systems are_not geneeally_intended to
record all _ payments actually made to welfatre_eenipients. It
Was therefore necessary to determine whethee the reftarch data
were sufficiently complete_to estiMate OrOgram impacts. The
teat of the quality of the AFDC payments data drawn for
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research purposes from the state computerized system thus
compared the amount of the grant in the system with grant
calculations in selected cast files. The case selected
were_ those with the greateat likelihood of containing many
discrepancies in the amount of the grant reported in the two
sources:_cases of recipient8 who received both AFDC payments
and earnings in a given period. CaSeS of recipients who have
been employed in the past or become employed are subject to
more changes than others (such aS the case opening or closing
or recalculation of_the grant). For each recipient, data were
reviewed_for several case=montha. (A case-month is defined as
any month when an individual either received welfare or was in
the process of having a case opened, cloadd or suspended.)
The number of case months per client varied from 1 to 18. In
all, 1,298 case-months were checked for_ditcrepancies between
the two sources of the kFDC grant. lbe level of diScrepancies
could be measured, but no conclusionS could be drawn about
which measure of payment was more accurate.

Twenty-two percent of all case=months contained discrepancies
of at least $5 between the two payment records. These
discrepancies were attributable to 115 out_ of the 142
individuals sampIed;_for 39 percent of the 115 individuals,
discrepancies were found in only one case=month.

As noted, AFDC___payments research data from_Yeat _Virginia
appear less accurate than such data from other_State8 _in
MDRC!s_Demonstration of State Work/Welfare InitiativeS. Sik
percent of the_comparable case=months were_fOUnd to contain
discrepancies in Maryland, 13 percent in CalifOrnia and 11
percent in Virginia.

The data check also yielded the following information:

o The average values of grant payments were $143_.50 frem_the
state AFDC payments system and $157.07 from the Cabe file
-calculations. Although there was no_significant_differende
between the_occurrence of discrepancies in_d*periMental and
Control groups, there was a significant_differente between
the average dollar amounts of the discrepancies.

o Over half the non-rounding discrepancies occurred when the
case file had a payment _and the state records did WA.
Twelve percent of,discrepancies were payments fOUnd On the
state records but not on the case file records. _The
remaining 34 percent were positive payments from bOth
sources, but in differing amounts.

o For AFDCS and AFDC-Us combined, forty-one percent of the
diScrepancies occurred during a month when the case status
was changing: 31 percent occurred during a case approval
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month, and 10 percent during A case suspension or closure
The remaining discrepandies (over half) may have resulted
from check cancellations be lags in automated check
writing.

13. First, employment data reported by the West Virginia
Unemployment Insurance system was compared with employment
prior tm random assignment_reported b, the registrant on the
CIS. Forty-two percent of the 164 olients who stated that
they had a job for more than 18 months in the two years prior
to random, essignment did not have UI-reported earnings in the
year prior to random assignment. Second, job placement
according to the PIS tracking data was compared with
UI-reported earnings. In the Si* months following random
assignment, 77 clients in the reedarch saMple were employed
according to WIS. Thirty=five percent of these cases did not
have earnings during the corresponding quarters according to
the Unemployment Insurance records.

14. The meastre of underestimation of eMPleYtent derived by
comParing employmentprior to_ randoth_ atSignMent reported on
the CIS with lack of_ UI earnings data ia consistent across
research groups within_three percentage Odints (43 percent of
Controls, 40 percent_of_experimentalt). _The Percent of WIS
Placements without UI_ earnings data varied deross research
groups by only four percentage pointa_(37 _percent of the 35
Controls compared to_ 33_ percent _of the 1'2 ek0erimentaIs).
Neither of the control=experimental comparisons was
statistically significant.

CUPTER 4

1. Theee monthly_ participation rates de, :net include _people
assigned to_the control group or people Whe were eligible for
CWEP but were_ placed ,in the non=reseatai groo for reasons
including participation in training _prograela and remote
residence. (For otherreasons fOri Placement in the non-
research group, see Chapter 30

2. Chapter 1 indicated that registrants in the nOn=research group
in each of the nine AFDC_study areas were eligible for CWEP.
The CWEP participation rate for the ridh=tesettech group
WhiCh_ consisted _primarily of individuals in School or in
trainingi_ male heads-of-householdsi 16= and 17=year-Oldso
indiViduals employed part,time and volunteers was 5.3
percent, much lower than the CWEP participation rate observed
Mt the Women in the experimental group.

3. On the other hand, as discussed in Chapter 3, employment rateS
based on Unemployment Insurance records understate true employ=
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ment rates to the extent that jobs which are out of state_and
OtherWite not covered by the UI system will not be recorded in
the UI SyStem.

4. As_nOted_in an earlier section, new registrants_ were much more
likely than prior registrants to te deregistered_from_ the
prograt. ThUsi by_the ninth month_after random assignment, a
daiallee_ proportion of new registrants (43 percent)o_as
competed _tö_ _prior registrants (71 percent), were still
regiatered with the program.

5. Both the 31 to_ 33-month calculation and the fiveyear
projection aed badred on_ the participation patterns _of
experimentale randbMly 1%ssigned fram_July through September
1_963, for whOW the longest rollow-up data were available. _The
five=year estitete JO a composite of data from the WIS program
tracking nyateM Which recorded: 1) the number of_days of CWEP
participatift frdthrendOM assignment through December 1984 for
the early Cohort; 2) the number of days of CWEP participation
from JannarY_1985A6 April 1986 for the sample of 146_AFDCs
who were_still regiatered with WIN as of December 1984; and 3)
the projected number of days individuals _were _likely _to
participate in CWEP from May 1986 through five years after the
date of random attignment, based on tha data described in
items 1 and 2. The 31 toi33-month calculation is based_on_the
first two data adOrdes noted above._ Calculations are_based_on
the number of days in CWEP for all individuals in the early
cohort who participated_ in CWEP within _15 months of random
assignment,_tegardless of whether these people remained on the
welfare rolls for several Montha or several years after random
assignment.

LILLEIr

1. Fifteen people (less than one half of 1 percent of the sample)
were missing specific CIS data needed in the impact and
benefit=cost analyses. For information on the way in which
values for missing CIS date Were imputed and the criteria for
excluding from the research Sample cases that were missing
data, see Footnote 10 of Chapter 3.

2. Mandatory work programs can have important effects on some
nonparticipants, who may be induced to find jobs or leave
welfare in order to avoid the CWEP participation requirement.
In order to separate impacts on nonparticipants from impacts
on participantS, it would be necessary to determine which
members of the control group would have participated in CWEP
had the component been aVailable to them. Such a task is
difficult and subject to Serious questions about reliability,
since so many unmeasured factors -- among them motivation and



ranSitory situational circumstances combine to promote or
inhibit Participation. Rather_than attempt such a task, the
analyais adopts the more rigorous approach_of_combining parti-
cipants and nonparticipants. Impacts should therefore be
interpreted as the average change in employment or welfare
red-611A -DST experimental rather than litattj&igaiit;

3. Regression-adjusted impact estimates are, in this case, more
efficient than unadjusted estimates. The efficiency of the
estimates is a measure of the variance, or statistical
umertainty, surrounding the estimates- Ms use of more
efficient estimators makes it less likely that true program
effecta will go undetected. Using ordinary least squares to
eStimate experimental-control differences, the regression
model was run on the full AFDC sample for ell tables in this
chapter. Regressions for the subgroup analyses, :including the
neW regittrant/prior registrant analysis, used interactive
dummy variables, entering one subgroup dimension at a time,
rather than all simultaneously.

4 MDRC conducted _a_ Special study of the relationship between
earnings and welfare benefits for working recipients for the
Congressional Research Service. This case study was conducted
in four states, and in West Virginia included the areaS of
Huntington, Princeton, Fairmont and Clarksburg. The study
dres4 from the impact samples from MDRCIS Work/Welfare
Demonstration. Subsamples were drawn of persons who had both
earningS and welfare receipt during follow-up. The resultt
indicated that approximately 2_percent of the study sample in
West Virginia recorded both welfare payments and earnings
witIlin the same month. This compared to 14 percent for the
San Diego research sample, 9 percent of the study_damPle_in
Virginia, and 8 percent of the study sample in Maryland. For
a detailed discussion of the methodology and findingS, see
Goldman et al., 1985.

5. These average yearly statewide unemployment rates are draUn
from the Labor and Economic Research Section Local Area
Unemployment eta-U.-Stied for the years 1982 to 1985. The fact
that in 1983, WeSt Virginia had the highest unemployment rate
in the nation in reported in Appendix V of the Statistical
Abstractof-the-United-States: 1985. See U.S. Department of
Commerce, 1981J ,

6. Ball et al., 1984, pp. 106-109.

7. The_decline ih intidence of AFDC_receipt of 2.8_percentage
points constitutes a 4.6 percent reduction; The similarity in
the_ last quartet betWeen the pernent reduction_in welfare
ineidenceAnd _the_ Percent reduction in payments provides
evidence that almost all the reduction is due to case closures
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rather than lower average payments to individuals still
receiving some welfare. A comparable resuIt was found in
Arkansas, which, like Weet Virginia, has a relatively low
standard of need.

8. For the HDBC study described in Footnote 4, a pilot sample of
75 cases was reviettea_in West Virginia. Of these cases, 53
percent had benefits that Were reduced in at least one month
due to the recovery Of prior over-payments.

9. Appendix Table C.3 lends some support to speculation that a
few individuals may have left_welfare rather than jeopardize
jobs that they would have had to give up to participate in
CWEP. In this table, four employment/welfare status
categories were examined. In order to organize the data so
that for every sample member, quarter 6 of earnings preceded
every month of welfare payments in quarter 7, welfare data
were regrouped so that quarters of welfare and DI earnings
matched exactly; for example, quarter 6 of welfare was matched
to quarter 6 of GI earnings. The table shows that fewer
experimentals than controls received welfare in quarter 7
after earnings were officially reported in quarter 6,_and more
experimentals than controle did not receive welfare in quarter
7 who were officially listed as having earnings in quarter 6.
However, since the percentage of experimentaIs who did not
receive welfare payments in quarter 7 and did not have earn-
ings tbe previous quarter was also slightly higher than the
percentage of_controls in this status, the proportion off
welfare in quarter 7 may be accounted for by welfare turnover
that is not associated with officially reported earnings.

10. In some of the demonstration areast particularly Parkersburg,
registrants were called in for reappraisal ELS the
demonstration began, thereby shortening the usual 12-month
reappraisal cycle. Thus, in some cases, people who may have
left the welfare rolls before the usual reappraisal time were
placed in the research sample == although if appraised in the
regular cycle, they would not have been included in the
research sample since they would not have been listed on the
rolls.

11. The sources for these data include:

U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 1983.
General Social ancLEconcmic GbaracteriaWerlettNiminial,
1480. Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office. Table
56: Summary of Social Characteristics; and' Table 178:
Induetry of Employed Persons for Counties.

o U.S. Departnant of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 1984.
Statistical Abstract of the Unitgl---Etatea: 1485.
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Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office. Table 5:
Population and Land Area; Table 25: Urban ana Rural
Population; and Table 698: Employment by Industry.

o Governor's Office of Economic and Community Development,
Office of Health Services Research. 1983. afilLingomf.
Zducatiop and-Labor-Force-Characteristics of West Virignit.
West Virginia: State Library Commission. p.7.

12. See Riccio et al., 1986.

CHAPTER-6

1. Several of these benefit-cost evaluations are especially note-
worthy because they are of programs that served AFDC recipi-
ents. See the evaluation of the National Supported Work
Demonstration by Kemper et al., 1981; the evaluation of the
Employment Opportunity Pilot Project by Long et al., 1983; and
more recently, MDRC evaluations of work/weIfare programs in
San Diego (Goldman et al" 1986); Baltimore (Friedlander et
al., 1985a), Arkansas (Friedlander et al., 1985b); and
Virginia (Riccio et al., 1986).

2. Long and Knox, 1985..

3. These experimental-control differences were regression-
adjusted using the same multivariate regression model used in
the impact analysis.

4. Social demand is reflected by cost estimates only if the
estimated market costs reflect both the marginal_ costs and
marginal benefits of the resources. This need not be the
case, however, because of market imperfections,_the inability
of government to accurately interpret social demand for public
goods, and other factors. See Kemper and Long, 1981.

5. Regular workers' average wage rate and fringe benefits were
estimated by supervisors who _participated in the worksite
survey. See Kemper and Long, 1981, and Long and Knox, 1985,
for information about the technical aspects of estimating the
value of in-program output.

6. Basing the value of output-on_the *wee and fringe benefits of
alternative workers assumes that the compensation_ employers
Pay does in fact represent the employees' contributiOns to
output.

7. The average number of hours worked per assignment day was
estimated using worksite survey data. The experimental-
control difference in average days assigned was calculated
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using data from the WIN Information System. Assignment days
include not only work days but weekends and other days when
CWEP participants may not have been working in CWEP assign-
ments between the first day a person participated in CWEP and
the last day of participation.

8. This random sample of 146 was dreWn from the 1,008 AFDC
registrants who were randomly aseigned from July to September
1983 and were still enrolled in the program in December 1984
(the last month of automated tracking data available for the
full sample). This group of 1,008 registrants exoluded a few
individuals who never entered a "job ready,' or an active
status during the observation period. People Who had never
entered these categories by December 1984 Were dasumed to
remain inactive. afterwards. For the sample of 146 AFDC
enrollees, data were collected on days assigned to CWEP, days
enrolled _in the program, and program deregistration from
January 1985 through April 1986.

9. Days assigned to CWEP and days enrolled in the program after
December 9984 were estimated and added to days obServed tO
cover_a five-year period from random assignment for experi-
mentals_and controls in the full research sanple. First, _to
extend followfup data to 15 months from random aSSignment for
later sample members, data on all the July to SepteMber 1983
AFDC enrollees were used. (For the portion Of the 15-month
period for which_Iater enrollees lacked data, days enrolled
were imputed based on the number of days early_satple_meMbers
were enrolled over that_portion of time.) Foe thd_Period_from
December 1984 to 15 months, the estimated number_of errollment
days_averaged six_for the full sample; Second, data collected
for the period from 15 to 33 months from random assignment for
the sample_of 146 early enrollees were used to estimate the
average _number of days that the full sample vas in CWEP during
the period from_15 to 33 months from random asSigOment (37
days). These date from the sample of 146 early enrollees were
also used to estimate the number of CWEP days for the period
from 33- months to five years from random assignitent_(28 days).
These figures together resulted in CWEP enrollment days for
the post-Observation period (71 days);

10. This estimate of the val06 of post-observation output may be
understated for tWo reasons. First, additional days were only
measured for_those people who were in CWEP as 0f DeceMber
1984, although_some people entered CWEP after December 1984.
According_tO the special enrollment study, approximately 15
percent of AFDC experimentaIs and 15 percent of AFDC controls
who_ were still registered in December 1984 entered CWEP at
some point between January 1985 and April 1986; This includes
people who were nOt in CWEP in December 1984 but entered at
later date as Well ea people who were in CWEP in December
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1984* left CWEP and re-entered at 8666 point before_April
1986. (Underestimation of the hitthber of post-observation MEP
days will also _result ih bbme _Underestimation of _the
0-Ott-observation cost of CWEP1 diadussed later in this
chapter.)

The experimental-control difference in post-observation CWEP
days was multiplied by the average hours worked per assignment
day, eetimated fi...om the worksite eurVey. The average number
of hours used may Iead to an undereStimation of hours worked
after December 1984 since the hour6 worked per assignment
month increased for many participantS after July 1985, due to
an increase in the AFDC payment standard.

11. Met agency supervisors and managers interviewed as part of
the_ worksite survey indicated that the work performed by the
CWEP participants was important to the day-to-day activities
of their agenciesi Indeed, a substentlal number indicated
that the work had been done regularly until recent budget cuts
had forced agencies_ to reduce the Staff. For a detailed
discussion of the relationship between_supply-price estimates
and the demand for output such as CWEP produces, see Kemper
and Long, 1981. Given the discussion in Kemper and Long and
the results of the worksite survey, the average demand price
for the output is probably below the estimated supply price,
but_ not necessarily substantially less. See Long and Knox
1985, for additional details.

12. The worksite survey indicates that supervisors judged that
employees would not have been hired to do any of the work done
by CWEP participants. This finding supports the view that
there was minimal short-term displacement. However, given the
long history of work experience programs in West Virginia, it
is possible that fewer public employees may have been hired
for lower level jobs than would have been employed in the
absence of such programs. In any case, reliable estimates of
long=term displacement caused by CWEP would be very difficult
to make. See Long and Knox, 1985, for additional discussion
of displacement.

13. Using microsimulation techniques, Smeedling estimated the
value of fringe benefits as 17.9 percent of_wages and salatieb
for workers earning less than $10,000 in 1979. See Smeedling,
1981.

14. Tax liability was imputed on the basis of tax rates and regula-
tions summarized in The U.S. Master Tax ro4tes.,_198- and the
State _Tax -Guide, as well as average consumption data for
low-income households from the U.S. Bureau of the Census.

15. The estimation procedure mirrors the Food stamp benefit
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calculation rules that apply_for eligible housthOldt. First*
countable income 4as estimated as the SUM Of earnings,
welfart,_and UI, minus the earnings disregard (18 pet-Cent:Of
earninge) _ and medical and child7care deductionS (eatiMated
usingMadicaid and child-care cost data). Sedohd0 _the
benefits for which households were eligible were calculated AS
the_ _maxiteth payment level minus the mexpected fibed
contftbution,Il which was computed based on the COUntable
income.

1 . Until October 1984,_engibility for Medicaid wag liMited tb
four_months after leaving the_AFDC rolls == if the reaseh_for
leaving_ was employment. Subsequent regulations requited
states tti provide nine Months of Medicaid to former AFDC reci;
pients whO lOat their AFDC eligibility due to the termination
of the earnings disregard. For the benefit-cost ovaluation of
CUP, the eStiMated_program effects on Medicaid were based on
thefour-month limit. The analysis_could not accurately
determine the proportion of experimentals and controls who
lost their AFDC eligibility due to the termination of the
earnings_disregardl_ although it is probable that more people
were eligible for the four-month extension than the nine-month
extension.

17. Data on average Medicaid _payments to public assistance
recipienta Were obtained from the West Virginia Department of
Human Services monthly -Statistical Bulletini January to
December 1984.

18. AFDC, Medicaid and Food Stamp administrative cost data for
fiscal year 1984 were obtained from the Department of Human
Services in West Virginia. Administrative cost data for UI
benefits were obtained from the kasIgmenti.
Appendix: Fiscal-Year-4Q84, 1984. For Medicaid, Food Stamps
and UI,. data were not available to permit estimation of
administrative costs in relation to the length of time spent
on the caseload.

19. This estimate was made byMary JO Bahe and David Ellwood using
longitudinal data on AFDC families; see Bane and Ellwood,
1983;

2 . For example, see the evaluation of the National Supported Work
Demonstration_(Masters and Maynard, 1981) and the evaluation
of a WIN job search program in Louisville, Kentucky
(Wolfhageni 1983);

21. See Ketroni Inc. 1980.

22. The present discounted value of extrapolated_future benefits
was estimated by multiplying the babe period estimate by a
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single extrapolatiOn faCtor that takes_into account_the Other
three eleMent8 =-_the time horizon, _decay_rate and diteount
rate. Frit a SPOcification and discussion of the fadtOrt See
Kemper, et al., 1981.

23; The chOied_tire discount rate has been a_source of_Obrititiang
debete both in goVernment and in the_economies IiteratUre;
see, fee eXatOle, Hanke and AnwylI, 1980._ While there :Who
"correctn ratet 5 Percent is within the range of rates usually
used ill benefit=cost analyses.

24. ROSA iS an ongOing staff time study used by_the West Virginia
Department Of Human Services to assess staff tiwe spent_nn
specific prograM functions. All direct-line staff in the
department fill OUt a ROSA time sheet on one randomly seleCted
day_ per_month. MDRC _calculations of staff time spent on
program funatienS_Were_based on.four months--the middle month
of each quarter feet the third quarter of 1983 to the second
quarter of 1984.

25. The _ROSA system identified tiMe spent on these four program
activities by all WOrk and Training and Title XX staff members
working on CWEP. ThiS information was used to estimate the
total staff time spent Oh eatit of these program categories for
experimentals and Otintrel8 from July 1983 to June 1984; Infor=
mation on staff Salaries; fringe benefits, and overhead was
used to prnvide'an estimate of the one-year aggregate cost for
each category. _(Coiatts diasediated with the demonstration
research; not ongoing OPerations, were excluded from the esti=
mation of operating &Jett. APproximately 6 percent of all
intake, and assessment coats AS well as 20 percent of all
administrative overhead_ Were estimated to be research-
related.) WIS prograt_tradking data provided information on
enrollment days_needed_te_eStiMate the unit costs of CWEP, job
placement and other adtivities.

26. Table 6.1 shows the CWEP enrollment days for each of these
periods.

27. Participants in active COMpOtients were eligible for a $25
one-time payment at the diSeretion of caseworkers as well as
$20 bi-monthly payments. _PregraM registrants could receive up
to $60 for obtaining employment. The few people who entered
on-the-job training receiVed wage subsidies.

28. CWEP_stipends for the post=obSetVation period were estimated
using the average cOst Of CWEP stipends per CWEP enrollment
day. This average cost per_OWEP enrollment day was estimated
using data gathered_ through the December 1984 cut-off for
enrollment data. ThiS Unit_oost per day was assumed to apply
through five years from random assignment, although the policy
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for reimbursement oftransportation_ costs changed 66 Of
-October 31, 1985. After that date, the_transportation reim-
bursement depended on the distance an individual traVelled to
work.

29. Individual-level data was not available for Title XX child
care. The number of CWEP participants who received Title XX
child care through May 1986 was estimated through etaff
interviews. The unit cost per family receiving Title XX day
care per month was obtained from the West Virginia Department
of Human Services monthly StatisticalBulletin, January to
December 1984.

30. This period includes some costs for members of the AFDC group
who registered after April 1984 but were not included in
MDHC's automated tracking data; Thus, the unit cost per
active participant may be slightly overstated. In addition,
some individuals in "job readyw or other inactive statuses
receiVed small amounts of support payments that were not
included in this estimate;

31. Out=of=pocket expenses were estimated for CWEP participants
using the Worksite survey estimate of expenses per week in
CWEP. Thie estimate was multiplied by the experimental=
control difference in CWEP weeks through the end of the
five-year time horizon. The use of the worksite survey
enabled researchers to record out-of-pocket expenses that were
not necessarily reported by participants to program staff.
State policy prohibited placement of participants into CWEP
positions where out of pocket expenses may have occurred.

CHAPTER 7

1. As indidated later in this chapter, almost all of the members
of the AFDC=U group (93 percent) were men.

2. These factors were: population, percent of population on
AFDC=11, population density, level of poverty, employment and
unemployment rates, employment rate trends, and employment
rates in mining, manufacturing, and government. All factors
were given equal weight.

3; Two=tailed _tette were applied to saturation-comparison
differenceS_because no assumption was made about the direction
of program Wants.

4. Registrants_whose_date_of registration was more than 60 days
prior to the date_ that they first appeared in the WIN
Information syStem_for these eight areas were judged to have
moved into one of the areas selected for the evaluation.
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5i Approximately_9Lpercent of the new registrants registered with
WIN but did_not receive a grant payment within six months of
sample entry. These registrant8 Were probably not approved
for welfare.

6; These registrants entered the atimple on the first day of the
month in which they_apPeared in_that area's program activity
record (i.e. in the WIN Information syttem)i

7. A man on an AFDC=U oast that be-came an AFDC case remPined in
the AFDC-U category, for research_purpoSea since all men on
AFDC cases were excluded from the AFDC analyisiii. In contrast;
a wroman_who was a member of a case that:Changed from the
AFDCU to the AFDC assistance category dUritig the period of
random assignment to experimental_ and dtintra AFDC research
groups -- July_1983 to April 1984 == WAS ConSidered part of
the AFDC research group._ However; _a Wotan_ Uhti changed from
the AFDC.41 to the AFDC assistance_OategOrY at another point !7...
and therefore would not be randomly aesigned to the control or
ekperimental groups --_ remained in the AFDC=41 Category for
research purposes; Twelve percent a the individuals in the
AFDC-U sample were members of an AFDC Cabe Within 12 months of
sample entry.

8. In cases with more than one WIN regiattiant; the following
rules_ were used. If a person had_ partidiOated in CWEP
previously; that person_ was selected aS the: CWEP=eligible
registrant_ because WIN-staff had_deSignated that Person_ as
CWEP-eligibIe. If no one had participated in CWEP, the oldest
Male registrant was selected; unless ht_was Woe 17 years
ad; and then the oldest female registrant Vita Selected.

9. The reliance on administrative records to measure_OUtComes in
empIoymenti_ earnings; _welfare and Unemploytent Insurance
COMpensation offers many advantages as well AS tote liMita
tiOns._ Since administrative records do not requied ongoing
contact with sample members; they are a lest tkpensive way to
Collect data; and result in fewer missing observatione in the
f011ow-up period. _ Administrative records alsO db_Mot depend
on the ability_of individuals_to recall prease Wit important
information; such as dates; earnings or the length:a enroll-
tent _in program activities; However; administrative records
are_ limited in the types of_ outcomes they meaSUre And; as
6101/tined in this chapter; have other drawbacks in quality and
cOmpleteness.

10. Client Information Sheets were not administered to the
AFDC-Us.

11. The adtUal reCOrded payment amounts included supplemental
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payments given to CWEP participants for their transportation
costs. _In the research,analysis, these_supplemental payMehte
Were_SUbtracted from the_totaI grant amount to give_the_base
grant payment. _Therefore, the_grant _amounts of_partitipante
Wert not artificially higher than those,of nonpavtidipanta and
could be compared in the analysis of program impacts. These
supplemental_ payments were, however, included in the Costa
used ill the benefit-cost analysis.

12. Discrepancies of at least $5 between the_two sources were
found_in 30 percent of the 964 case-months checked. _These
discrepancies Were_ attributable to 103 out of the131
individuals sampled; fen, 30 percent of these individuals,
discrepancies Were found in only_one case-month. The number
of case-months per Client varied from 1 to 22.

13. Several other aspects of this data check are relevant:

o The average_value of_the grant payments was $158.10 in_the
research data draWn from the_state welfare payments system
and $189.92 from the case_file calculations. _There_was no
significant difference between the average dollar amounts
of the discrepancies in Saturation and comparison areas.

o Over half of the non=rounding discrepancies occurred when
the case_ file_ listed a payment and the state records did
not. Six percent of the discrepancies were payments found
ir the state records but not in the case file records. The
remaining 37 percent were positive payments from both
sources, but in differing amounts.

o For AFDCs and AFDC=US combined, forty-one percent of the
discrepancies occurred during a month when the case status
was changing: 31 percent occurred during a case approval
month, and 10 percent during a case suspension or closure.
The remaining discrepancies (over half) may have resulted
from check cancellations or lags in automated check
writing.

14. For this limited sample, the percent of WIS placements without
UI_earnings data varied across_research groups by 9 percentage
points _(40 percent of the 471_individuals in the saturation
sample and 31 percent of the 365 indiViduals in the comparison
sample).

15. To investigate further, a ease file review was conducted for
49 AFDC-Us in Martinsburg, Clarksburg, Huntington, Fayette-
ville and Princeton who were placed, according to WIS data,
without corresponding earnings appearing on the West 'Virginia
UI file. The review indicated that 29 percent of these
individuals were working outside of West Virginia. Another 35
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percent were working in the construction industry. The
remaining individuals were working in a variety of industries
and situations, _e.g logging, agriculture, sub-minimum wage
jobs and self-employed positions.

1 . Given_the extent of off...the-book and OUt=öf=state earnings in
the sample, one may wonder why placement data are not used to
estimate program effects. _There are several reasons_for this.
First, since placement data only _refledt employment known to
Caseworkers, they grossly underestitate all employment; For
registrants entering the _sample in the_ last month of a
calendar quarter, 44,percent of the 612 sample members who had
earnings reported to the West Virginia UI system within two
quarters of _registration-had no:arid-66de of placements_in
Program tracking records, covering_ a_ dOtparable period.
SOO-6Mo placement data arelikely tti be more Complete for
indiViduals who have more contact with their_dateWorkers. In
the AFDC-B demonstration, _probably more registrants reported
eMPLOYMent to their caseworkers in the saturatiOn areas since
&Oat employment would interfere with CWEP aSSignMents.

CHAPTER 8

1. NOte that the statistics presented in
those described in Chapters 9 and 10,
adjuSted to statistically control for
labor market differences among the eight

2. For further discussion of these rates,
Virginia report (Ball et al., 1984).
calculated from information in the
Information system and Department
Statistics.

thiS CheOter, unlike
Are tiot regression-
the deMtigraphic and
-a:treat StUdied.

see the first Weat
TheSe_ rates were

West__ Virginia WIN
of HUtan Services

3. ThiS review investigated caseworkers/ records of those not
asSigned to a CWEP job at the time that the review was
conducted. Although a recipient was often not participating
in CWEP for several reasons, the research sought to determine
the primary factor. See Ball et al., 1984, PP. 73-76 and pp.
88-89 for further discussion of reasons for nonparticipation
among the AFDC-U caseload.

4. IndiVidUals participating in vocational or subsidized Ori==thel-
lob training_and clients employed 80 to 100 hours _pee Month
were fteMpted. (Clients working more than 100 hours are
ineligible for AFDC-U.)

5. Area offices used different criteria to determine whether
transportation would be a problem for a participant within the
broad central office guideline that worksites should be no
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more .than one hour away from the participant's home. A
Department of Human Services analysis of the 4,500 CWEP
participants statewide during the month of June 1984 showed
that the average participant worked nine days and traveled 80
milea a month round-trip to his worksite.

6. Deregistration for AFDC-Us usually implies that the indiVidual
is ho longer receiving welfare;

7. The_ two areas with the highest sanctioning eates ftir the
AFDC-Us also have the ,highest sanctioning _tateS arnong_the
areasincluded in the _evaluation for AFDCs; This itplies that
the_differencea in _sanctioning rates among the_areas may_be
tied more to area orientations and practices than to highet
saturation goals.

8; For many of the_registrantai particularly the new registrants,
the chance of being essigned_to CWEP declined because they
were off welfareiwithin six months of sample entry; As shown
in Table 8.2*_73 Percent of the saturation area registrants
and 66_percent _of the comparison area registrants had been
deregistered by the ninth month after sample entry;

9. The number of required work hours at CWEP sites was deter-
mined by dividing the recipient's grant by the minimum wage.
The maximum welfare grant level in West Virginia from October
1983 through July 1985 -- $275 -- set an 82-hour per month
CWEP obligation ceiling.

10. Both the calculations for 34 to 37 months and the estimates
for five years are based on the participation patterns
observed for experimentals who entered the sample through June
1983, for whom the follow-up period was longest; The figures
reflect participation-for individuals in this early cohort who
participated in CWEP within 18 months of random assignment.
The five-year estimate is a composite of data from three
sources:

o the number of_daya of CWEP participation recorded in the
WIS program_ tracking system from sample entry through
December 1984 for the early cohort;

o the number of days of CWEP participation recorded in the
WIS system,from January 1985_to April 1986 for the sample
of 144 AFDC-Us who were Still registered with WIN as of
December 1984; and

o the projected number of _days indiVidUals were _likely to
participate in CWEP from may 1986 through five years after
sample entry, based on the WIS data on participation
described above.
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The 34- to 37 month average is based on the first two-data
soureea noted above. All calcUlations are based on the number
of days in CWEP for all_indiViduals in the early cohort_who
participated ih CWEP within 18 months of sample entry,
regardless of whether_an indiViduaI remained on the welfare
rolls for several months or roe several years after entering
the sample;

aliaLTIOUL

1. In the San Diego Job Search_and WOrk Experience Demonstration,
essentially no gain in emPlOyment was found for AFDC-Us. In
contrast, statistically significant decreases in_ welfare
payments of 14 and 18 percent did-OCCUr in the last quarter of
follow-up for_ the Job Search/CWEP group and the Job Search
only group, respectively; Set chaptet 4_ Of Goldman et aI.,
1986. At the same _time, observation of 6 small sample of
APDC-,Us enrolled in-Baltimore's OPtiona Program ruled out the
possibility of, large employment gains_ Or welfare savings
there. See Chapter 5 of Friedlander et al., 1965a;

2; Saturationcomparison differences ifl all daedS were_adjusted
using multivariate regression techniques. These techniques
were_ applied to control fOt differendea in demographic
characteristics and_ local cneMplOyMent rates in the_ period
priur to the research; Some_of thead eifits are presented in
Table 9;1; The methodology, hOWeVert WaS not totally success-
fUI in controlling for all of the non=progeam differences in
labor markets; _Evidence Of thia 00theS fedth the fact that in
the regression-equation using 008t=registration earnings_as
the_dependent variable, earnings increased_aa the unemployment
rate also increased, _despite the expected negative reIation,,
ship usually found between the_tWO. Other factors not in the
equation must therefore_have played a tolt_in determining the
kind of_worker who entered the welfare sySteM and the quality
of job available;

3. Saturation and comparison areas thought to share several
Similar characteristics were paired at the start of the demon-
stration; It was hoped that in this way the saturation-compar-
ibon area differences wouId reflect the actual incremental
impact of CilEP rather than the non=program Variation between
areas._ Table 9.1 displays unemployment rates by area pair:
seven of the eight pairs reveal a higher unemployment rate in
the comparison area. This clearly indicatea that within each
pair, there were differences in labor market conditions.
Thus, the optimal mode of analysis under the original matched
pair design -- namely, estimating the Saturation-comparison
differences for each pair and then averaging them together to
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prpduce an overall saturation-comparison difference == COUld
not be pursued.

When this strategy was first tested, however, several labor
market variables were examined to determine how much of the
diffeeence within the original pairs they could explain.
Thete variables, created from aggregated monthly county data,
included area unemployment rates in the first quarter prior to
sample entry, quarterly unemployment rates, changes in quarter-
ly unemployment rates, and percent changes in area employment.
These variables however, were not able to Sufficiently
control for ledor market differences. Thus, the original
analytic strategy was revised. The final solution was to
analyze the saturation areas, using the area unemployment rate
in the quarter prior to sample entry as an additional control
variable in the equation. It cannot be determined, however,
whether this additional variable corrected for some or all of
the labor market differences between the saturation and
comparison areas.

4. In generals even under an experimental design, earnings
impacts are considered somewhat less precise than other out-
come measures: employment, welfare incidence and payments.
This is because, even with accurate earnings data, the dollar
difference between people who earn a lot and people who earn a
little it typically large. This normal variation reduces the
Precision of earnings impacts.

5. UncoVered jobs are those in which an employer is not required
to report employees' earnings to the Unemployment Insurance
system. The principal uncovered jobs are usually agricultural
and domestic work.

6. A_special study was_conducted to find out what type of outf.of-
state jobs AFDC-41s had during the demonstration. Footnote-15
of_ Chapter 7 discusses this study and its results in more
detail. The results ar that study led to. a strong suspicion
that cross- state commutation to work, under the AFDC-U
design, caused an underestimation of program impact.

-CRAPTEW-1-G

1. The saturaticm-comparison_difference of 57 days reflects not
only_the higher participation rate of saturation area regis-
trants, but_also a higher_average number of days spent in CWEP
by saturation area participants than by comparison area
participants;

2. The special study of post-observation enrollment collected
data for a random sample of 144 Of the 1,289 AFTC-11 regis-
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trants who entered the research setae betWeen March and June
1985 and were still enrolled in DedeMber 1984.

3. The post...observation value of outpUt foe the AFDC-D group_may
be underestimated for ,the SaMe reaeons_described in footnote
10. Chapter 6 for the AFDC group. The SPecial_ enrollment
Study_ estimated that 22 percent Of the comparison area
enrollees and 19 percent_of satUratiOn_area enrollees who were
Still registered in December 1984 entered_CWEP at some time
betWeen January 1985_and April 19_86. At foe the AFDC group.
this _estimate includes both_ people Who were not in MEP :in
December 1984 and people who were in CWEP in Dedember 1984,
left CWEP and re-entered CWEP by April 1986.

4. Estimates of the level of displacement for the saturation and
comparison areas differed somewhat: 7 percent and 1 percent
displacement, respectively.

5. The only exception is that1 for each cost component, one unit
sost_was estimated for all AFDC-U individualS. WhiCh was then
multiplied by a saturation-comparison difference in behavior
to estimate the saturation...comparison difference ih average
cost. For the AFDC group.- each unit oost Web estimated
separately _for experimentaIs and Controls and Multiplied
separately by a behavioral variable, such as_avetage program
enrollment_days for experimentals;_The resulting aVerage cost
for contrels was then subtracted from that for experimentals,
to calculate the experimentaI-control difference.

6. See Chapter 2.
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